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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sales and Purchase Ledgers are often the first applications which a company installs. They can
give you fast pay-back with automating statement printing, and helping you plan supplier
payments. The former helps get the money in faster, and the latter helps keep the overdraft to a
minimum. Accuracy is assured and information is instant.
Although accounting needs are unlikely to differ greatly between companies, it is the potential for
the ledgers to match management reporting and operational needs which can provide you with
even greater benefits. Analysing sales helps refine marketing strategies; analysing purchases
helps identify areas for cost savings. Computerised sales and purchase ledgers are the first steps
to automated order processing and invoicing systems, which in turn can help you respond to
market needs and thus improve profitability even further.
The Datafile Software Sales and Purchase Ledgers are designed to meet a wide range of needs
whilst retaining the ease of use to be found in the best programs. The key to successful use of the
ledger programs is to analyse fully what you want out of them, and then to structure the ledger
applications to match those needs — a task usually done in conjunction with your Datafile
Software reseller.
Although the Sales and Purchase Ledgers are supplied as separate applications, we have
combined their descriptions within a single manual. The points of similarity are far greater than
the differences, and we describe separately those features and facilities which are unique to either
ledger.
The section Ledger Systems in Use describes the many facilities available to you in the Sales and
Purchase Ledgers, many of which are to help operational as much as pure accounting needs. This
chapter should help you decide between those features you wish to make use of now, and those
which you do not need or which you may leave for another time.
One of the key benefits of Datafile Software applications is the ease with which features can be
activated when needed, or switched off if you no longer want to use them. The chapter
Configuration tells you how to use the Datafile Software installation facilities to adapt the ledgers
to your particular needs.
Following the section Ledge Systems in Use is the User Instructions chapter which describes in
detail how to use the ledger programs themselves. Every facility is fully described, even though
you may not have implemented all of them in your own company.
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An important strength of Datafile Software is the ability to design documents such as sales
statements and purchase remittance advices to match to your own needs. These are designed
using the Document Manager part of the Installation program.
Time spent in understanding the features and facilities available from the ledger programs will be
amply repaid in speed and accuracy of use. In many cases your dealer may configure the system
to suit your particular needs using the Installation facilities. Resellers are fully trained in the use
of Datafile applications, and their expertise allied to your knowledge of your own requirements
will ensure the system is correctly tailored to your needs.

Outline
Information about a single ledger is held in two files — the accounts file holds general
information about your customers or suppliers, and the transactions file holds information on all
the movements which you have applied to the ledger.
There are five types of accounting transaction in two distinct groups: invoices, credit notes and
invoice adjustments in one group; payments and payment adjustments in the other. Foreign
currency ledgers add a further three transaction types for exchange differences and revaluations.
As well as accounting transactions there are also analysis transactions, which provide further
information about transactions in the first group. Each invoice, credit note or invoice adjustment
is followed by one or more analysis transaction whose values total to the accounting transaction.
Analysis transactions break down the value of the accounting transaction across sales and
purchase headings as well as nominal or general ledger headings.
You may keep historic information as well as current information. Historic information, whether
from current or previous years, is instantly accessible through the Datafile DeskTop <Alt–L>
Ledger Enquiry facility.
All files are designed around the DataFiler database, which is at the heart of all Datafile Software
systems. Whilst the files are fully managed by the ledger programs, you can tailor them
individually to suit your specific needs, and you may prepare additional reports using either the
Report Generator or the ProFiler Application Generator.
The Datafile ledger programs allow for almost free-format design of sales statements, supplier
remittance advices and cheques. Once the layout and content is designed, individual documents
are quickly and simply prepared and printed. Up to six entirely different layouts (Datafile
Professional, Diamond and Premier; only one in Compact) can be designed for each type of
document, and these are available for immediate use.
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Principal Features
General













Multi-company ledgers
Balance forward and open item accounts in same ledger
Full EC VAT support
Up to 96 analysis lines per transaction
Transaction status flagging (dispute, contra, unauthorised, to pay etc.)
Year-end batch account delete facility
Comprehensive customer and transaction analysis reports
One-page full ledger control report
VAT control report
Powerful selection facilities, for reports and statements
Ledger audit facilities
Turnover for period, year, and history periods

Optional Features












Link to nominal ledger
Forward transaction posting (excluding Compact)
Optional cash accounting (VAT) support
Full-screen new account creation during transaction entry
Optional delivery address entry (for invoicer and order processing)
Batch control and numbering
Session totals if required
Auto transaction reversing
Credit control and account on stop facilities
Option to pre-allocate before posting payment
Day-book reporting

User Definable Features











Account codes up to ten characters in length;
Default values for new account data items
Up to three optional user transaction items; one at header, two at analysis level
Retain transactions for pre-defined minimum period (except Compact)
Up to five definable periods for ageing accounts (changeable at run time)
Free-format statement definitions
Automatic age-controlled and run-time statement messages
Compressed statements (continuous, no page between accounts)
Option to hide transactions from printing on statements
Balance-forward statement option for open item accounts
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User Definable Features (Datafile Diamond and Premier)










User-definable file designs, up to 160 items per file
User-definable account maintenance screens, including up to 6 additional screens
Entry of up to seven additional header level transaction data items
User-defined transaction headings
Comprehensive allocation tracking
User-definable report layouts
Sorted reports and statements
Cross-reference account support (for statement and group addresses)
Customer-specific statement page number

Sales Ledger Specific Features







Costs for period, year, and history periods
Cost value entry for transactions
Bad debt provision reports, and bad debt write-off facilities
Support for copy invoice lookup and printing (needs invoicer or order processing to create
invoices)
Discount matrix support for invoicer and order processing
Sales prospect support in accounts file

Purchase Ledger Specific Features




Automatic unauthorised flagging option for new transactions
Automatic proposed payment procedures
Remittance advice and cheque printing from transactions marked for payment

System Features




Powerful hot-key DeskTop facilities include instant enquiries on any other part of the
system, printer spooling control, calculator, notepad and word processing
Database facilities for additional enquiry and reporting
Hot keys for instant recall of user-defined text & phrases (Datafile Diamond and Premier
only)
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Trying Out a Ledger
You can experiment with using the system immediately on the DEM company supplied with your
system. On this tour we will try the following operations:






Amend account details held in the file — you can add a new account too
Post some invoices — take some real ones to try
Make a payment
Print statements/remittance advices
Print some reports.

This will give you an insight into how to use the system, and also raise some of the issues which
you may wish to consider when tailoring the system for your own use.

Starting Up


Start up Datafile and then sign on either as the DEM user if it is available (no password is
needed for the DEM user) or with the sign-on name your system supervisor has given you,
followed by your password



Check the company you are going to use by keying <Alt-O> and then choosing the DEM
company from the list. You can also use the mouse to select the Datafile pull-down option
on the main toolbar and select the Open New Company option.

Maintaining Customers / Suppliers


Choose the appropriate ledger application from the main menu.



Select the first option Customers / Suppliers for the account maintenance options. Now
choose the UPDATE option — you can add a new account later to see the differences



Here you must choose an account code. Since you don’t know what is in our
demonstration system, use the <F4–Select> key to bring up a window of selection choices,
and key <Enter> to the first choice to see the list of customers in the DEM company.
Double-click with the mouse to select an entry, or use the up and down arrows to highlight
an account, and <Enter> to select it. The details for the account you have chosen are now
displayed



As well as selecting the required input item with the mouse you can use <TAB>, <Enter>
or the down arrow key to move from one field to the next, or use <Shift + TAB> or the up
arrow key to return to a previous field. You may want to change the address, or (say) enter
a fax number



When you get to certain fields such as analysis, tax and default nominal codes, you should
see that the <Select> icon appears next to the item. Click this icon or press the <F4–
Select> key at these points to display a list of the options available.
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Notes
The entire content of this screen is user-definable with Datafile Diamond or
Premier.
You will notice that you cannot change some items – such as balance or turnover.
These are set as ‘view-only’ items and you are unable to change them except by
entering transactions to provide the necessary audit trail.



When you have made a few changes, select the SAVE button or use the <End> key to
complete the job. The account details are only updated when you use the SAVE button /
<End> key, or if you have keyed <Enter> through every field on the screen



Once you have made changes to an existing account, try entering a new account. You
must choose an account code first, and this code must not already exist.

Notes
The format of the account code is important – an incorrectly formatted code is not
accepted. In the DEM company, as distributed the format for the ledger accounts is
three letters followed by three numbers.

Enter Invoices
Now you should try entering transactions. First enter some invoices — it may help to grab one or
two real invoices to enter, so that you can see what needs to be done.


From the menu select Sales (Purchase) Transactions and then the INVOICES button.
Again you must choose an account code, for which you can use the <F4–Select>.



You must first enter the document total, including tax. This is almost always in the bottom
right-hand corner of the invoice



Next you must enter the invoice date. Note that dates are controlled by the system, which
may not allow the date actually on the invoice you wish to enter. For the purposes of this
exercise, the date defaults to the last date within the current period and you should accept
this.



Enter the invoice number as the reference, and a brief verbal description. Key <Enter> to
the credit days (in your live system you will set up standard terms) to bring you to the
body of the invoice
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Note
In your own system you can have the option to enter additional information to this
transaction, and this will be copied into any analysis records created. For example,
you may want to enter the salesperson code at the header level so you can analyse
sales by both product and salesperson later.



Here you analyse the details of the invoice. In the DEM company, you are asked for an
analysis code and a nominal code apart from the financial values, but there are options to
enter additional fields for your own company.



The analysis code for the DEM company, can take a value between 1 and 10, although you
can enter zero too. It is held as a “table” entry (see the System User Guide for more
information about tables) so you can use the <F4–Select> to look up an entry

Note
Tables are used where you want to analyse categories, and to print text for those
categories in reports. A table ensures that the analysis is consistent and the text is
constant. You can maintain tables from the Installation program.



You can look up the nominal or general code likewise with the <F4–Select> key (you are
offered the nominal code only if you have purchased the nominal ledger, otherwise you are
offered a general code to use, defined as a table). In the case of a nominal code you do not
see the full set, but just the income or expense range of codes defined under the Nominal
Ledger System Profiles



Now enter the goods amount — this is before tax. If you want to analyse across more than
one line, then choose one of the line values (or invent a partial value) to enter here



The next field is the tax code. A code should already be prompted, but again you can use
the <F4–Select> key to view the tax codes already defined



The tax value is calculated and displayed for you already, and you can accept this by
keying <Enter>



This brings you to the next analysis line. Repeat the process for as many lines as it takes
(up to a maximum of 96) before the invoice is fully analysed



When you’ve finished, key <Enter> at a blank analysis code to go to the document totals
stage. If the analysis is complete and agrees with the totals you entered at the start, you
can complete the transaction by keying <Enter> to the “OK” question which already
prompts “Y”
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Should the totals not agree, you’ll have to go back over the analysis until they do agree.
The most common cause (apart from keying errors!) is in the calculation and rounding of
tax — particularly with settlement discounts. You may need to adjust one of the tax values
in such a case so that it agrees with the invoice



You can enter a few more invoices, and even try a credit note from the separate credit note
transaction option — <Escape> from the account code prompt to the transactions menu;
credit notes are a separate option.

Payments
Before we move on to other parts of the ledger, let’s try entering a payment. If you are still in the
invoice (or credit note) process, key <Escape> at the account code prompt to return to the
transactions menu, and choose “Payments”


Again you are asked for the account code in the usual way. Choose an account for which
you have just entered an invoice



You are asked for the date and a reference — this might be the cheque number used to pay
a supplier, or an internally-generated folio number to write on the customer remittance
advice which accompanied their payment



For the description field, try keying the combination <Shift + F1>. This should display
“Payment - Thank You” or “Payment Cheque” (sales or purchase ledger respectively).
This is an example of the Recall Standard Text option which is described in the System
User Guide



In the body of the payment entry you must enter a bank analysis code — this is the
nominal ledger bank account code, or a general code for the bank account if you do not
have a nominal ledger — the payment value, and a discount. You are recommended to
enter a payment equal to one of the invoices you posted



If you are offered the chance to allocate transactions against this payment before the
payment is posted, reply No to this for now and then reply YES to update the payment
transaction.

Note
The option to pre-allocate payments can be helpful in the purchase ledger but may
not always be appropriate for the sales ledger. You can remove this option using
System Profiles and re-instate later if you change your mind.



Once you have entered the payment, you are asked if you wish to allocate it. Reply Yes to
this. Now accept the allocation actions offered to you to see a list of the outstanding
invoices. Use the arrow keys to highlight the invoice you want to pay. If you entered a
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payment amount equal to or greater than the value of the invoice, you can simply enter A
<Enter> to allocate it. If the invoice value is greater than the amount left to allocate (see
the DIFF — for difference — figure at the top right of the screen) then enter the amount
left


Once the DIFF amount is zero you can <Escape> and select UPDATE to complete the
allocation. If you get in trouble and can’t complete the allocation, then <Escape> and
select EXIT to abandon the allocation process. See User Instructions later for a full
description of the allocation process.

Statements / Remittance Advices
If you are still in the Transaction options then return to ledger main menu and select Statements.


If using Datafile Professional, Diamond or Premier take the first sub-menu option for
current period statements, if using Datafile Compact this statement is automatically
selected for you. You can define up to six different layouts (only one with Datafile
Compact) to meet different needs. For the purchase ledger one of these could be the
automatic remittance advices printed after the automated proposed payment procedures



You now have a number of reporting options which you can accept without change by
keying <Enter> to each. Note the options which are offered, because you may want to
incorporate some of these into your thinking for your live data



Select the PRINT option and you will be offered the disk spooler or one of your printers.
You can change this before you set off the statement print run for the appropriate printer /
output device.



At the end, if you chose disk spooling, you may go direct to the spooler to see what was
printed, and even to print the saved file to a real printer. You use the <F7–Options> key to
access the spooler in this case — the spooler is always available at any time from the
Datafile DeskTop using <Alt–S>.

Notes
Purchase Ledger remittance advice notes are specially configured statement
documents. The payment procedures allow you to print a remittance advice as part
of the process, but here we print the full detail for a supplier account

Account and Transaction Reports


You can now try some of the reports. Select REPORTS from the ledger menu and try
some of the reports. In particular make sure you try the Aged Analysis of Debtors
(Creditors), the Ledger Control Summary and the Transaction Control Summary.
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When you select a report you are given a number of questions to determine what is printed.
You can accept the default settings by selecting the PRINT button and then selecting the
print device to output to. As with the Statement printing above, select ‘Disk Spooling’ for
now and inspect the report once processed to view the report.

Other Options


Finally, try the Enquire Account Details and View System Status options from the ledger
main menu to see how they work. Note that you can also use the Datafile <Alt–L> Ledger
Enquiry option to enquire about an account.

By trying out the system on the sample data you will become familiar with the way Datafile
Software applications work, and may well identify some questions about the way the system is set
up compared to what you want to see. You or your dealer can then make the necessary parameter
changes through the Installation program.

Transferring from Existing Ledgers
Whether you are running another program or even a manual ledger, you need to transfer data into
the Datafile Software system. One alternative is to keep the old system and start the new one
from (say) the end of the current month. The drawback to this approach is that you must keep the
two systems running until all the old transactions are fully paid and no balances remain. The
advantage is that no conversion of any sort is needed, only the transfer of account details.
On the assumption that you decide to transfer your ledger as at certain date, then it is essential to
agree the Datafile ledger with your earlier ledger at the start and end of a chosen period,
duplicating the transactions on both systems (not as time-consuming as it may sound). This
procedure is called “parallel running”.
The usual steps are:


Balance the existing ledger. You already run a ledger with monthly controls telling you
the ledger balance in total. You are going to transfer these accounts onto the computer as
from a fixed date — usually the month-end. Make or print a list of the balances on each
account and the ledger total as at the start date of the parallel running period



Put your existing accounts onto computer. Use the account maintenance option to put
all your accounts’ static details onto the computer ledger — excluding balances. The Data
Interchange utility can often be used to input data from another program



Put current balances onto the computer (make sure the ledger is in ‘Opening Balance’
mode – a setting with the ledger System Profiles). Use the transaction features to put
outstanding invoices, credit notes, unallocated payments etc. into the system. In the case
of balance-forward accounts, just enter one “invoice” per customer with its value as the
total amount outstanding.
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If you are transferring from another program, you may be able to transfer the transactions
using the Data Interchange utility. However, this is usually a more complex task, and you
are advised to check with your dealer


Check Datafile balances. Using the standard reports, check individual account balances
and the ledger total as compared to the previous system. You can enter invoices and credit
notes to the computer to correct any errors found until you get complete financial
agreement. It is vital that you ensure the Datafile ledger figures agree with the earlier
system at this point



Period-end. Use the period-end procedure to bring your computer ledger forward to the
current period now that it agrees with your manual ledger.



Post transactions. During the parallel run period, post all transactions both to your
previous system and to the Datafile ledger. Use the day-book reporting and session control
features of the ledger daily to check that your postings match



End of parallel run period. At the end of the month, print account and control reports to
check against your manual system. It is essential that all inconsistencies between the two
are isolated and corrected. Any errors are just as likely to stem from the earlier system as
from the Datafile system — this process often highlight some areas for operational
improvements



Statements and other reports. If Datafile agrees to your previous system, you may like
to use the Datafile statement print facilities rather than produce these in your old system.
At any rate, print out all audit reports so that you can prove to the auditor the correctness
of the transfer to the computer.

Once you are satisfied that the Datafile system is processing your ledger correctly, you may safely
discontinue your earlier system and rely on the new ledger.

Ledger Systems in Use
In this section we describe how the ledgers operate, and outline all the facilities which are
available to you when you use the ledgers in your particular company. It is your choice, of
course, as to exactly how you want the ledgers to work, and you define this using the Installation
program, fully described in the Configuration Guide, to modify your database files and to change
the settings of the various parameters. Furthermore, if you run more than one company, then you
can set up the ledgers for each company to work in different ways.
Where appropriate, we discuss the impact that Sales/Purchase Ledger features may have with
other Datafile Software applications. Features available only in Datafile Diamond and Premier
Versions are highlighted in the text.
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Relationship with Nominal / General Ledger
Sales and Purchase Ledgers are, in accounting terms, merely a convenient way to group, analyse
and manage the amounts of money owed to you by your customers, and owed by you to your
suppliers. In operational terms they are vital to you in collecting the money owed by, and
analysing the performance of, your customers; and in maximising the credit offered to you
through your suppliers’ payment terms.

In your Nominal or General Ledger (and your accountant runs one for your company even if you
don’t) money owed to you by your customers is treated as current assets and the money owed by
you to your suppliers as current liabilities. It would be perfectly possible to open nominal
accounts for each customer and each supplier, as illustrated here (indeed, some companies do this,
because they have few customers and suppliers). When you raise an invoice, you create a journal
which debits the customer account, and credits the sales and tax accounts. When the customer
pays, you credit the customer account and debit the bank — all standard double-entry
bookkeeping.
However, once you have a good number of customers and suppliers, the nominal ledger becomes
a poor vehicle for managing them. For example, a nominal ledger would rarely allow you space
to hold customer and supplier details such as addresses and phone numbers (although it can be
done) which you’ll probably need for day-to-day work. You’ll want to match payments to the
invoices they pay — not a feature present in most nominal ledgers. Few nominal ledgers can
calculate payment dates or settlement discounts available, or determine the age of debts.
The nominal ledger is really the place to record the financial transactions which have taken place
and to show company performance, not to manage cash flow. For this reason, the transactions
with customers and suppliers are usually recorded through separate systems — in separate ledger
books in the old days — with just a summary of the movements being posted to the nominal
ledger, daily, weekly, or maybe just once a month.
These systems are called the Sales Ledger or Accounts Receivable, and the Purchase Ledger or
Accounts Payable. Their main objective is to manage the money owed to you and by you. The
nominal ledger accounts which summarise these systems into single values are often called the
Debtors Control Account and Creditors Control Account.
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General Facilities
The Processing Calendar
The ledger accounting aspects of Datafile Software applications are geared around the nominal
ledger, which works within a two-year cycle — the current year and the previous year. Each year
is divided into periods — typically twelve, but thirteen periods can be supported, as could just
four periods if you wish to work in quarters.
The accounting calendar structure is defined when you start using Datafile from the Installation
program. Amendments to the structure once your system is ‘live’ should be avoided but are
possible – speak to your Datafile Reseller when this is required.
A ledger operates in a single period until that period is ended, and its period number is defined as
a system constant (also illustrated in the accounting calendar). In use, transaction posting
operates under the following constraints:


You can enter transactions dated in the current period without hindrance



Optionally you can enter transactions into the next period, but they are treated differently
as described below under Forward Transactions



You can decide whether or not to allow transactions to be posted which are dated earlier
than the current period. If you do allow this, then transactions are treated for nominal
ledger purposes as though dated in the current period. However, for reporting purposes
(aged analysis, enquiry) proper ageing is applied.

Note
There should be no need to enter sales transactions earlier than the current period.
You can delay completing the current period until all transactions are posted
without stopping invoice and payment posting to the next period.
However, you are more likely to allow purchase ledgers to accept transactions dated
earlier than the current period. If treating them as a current period would impact
your financial results – in particular over a year end – then you can make
appropriate journal adjustments to the relevant nominal ledger periods.

Forward Postings (excluding Compact)
It is standard practice to take a monthly snapshot of the business, checking results against budget
as part of management control. However, this requires that you post all the transactions for the
month to the correct period, a process which means you must keep open the books for several
days into the new month to allow late items — particularly supplier invoices — to reach you.
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However, you cannot afford to stop your business, so sales order processing and invoicing must
continue. You still need to order goods; suppliers may bring pressure on you to pay, just as you
will on your customers; you need to keep your bank account details up-to-date — particularly if
you are using the cash book module.
The Forward Posting facility allows you to enter transactions dated later than the current live
period. Separate balance figures are available for each account in total and for the end-of-currentperiod position. You can do your period-end procedures whenever you are ready, and these
ignore the later-dated transactions. Once you complete the period-end procedures the ledger is
moved forward a period, and the forward transactions now become current period.

Note
You can keep the current period open until virtually the end of the following month.
However, you cannot post into a period beyond the end of the next period. By this
time you must close the, now old, current period

Accounts Database Structure (Datafile Diamond and Premier only)
The structure of the standard accounts database is described under Database Profiles later in this
manual. It is worth a quick review to see which of the features you wish to use in your own
system.
With Datafile Diamond and Premier, you can adapt the structure to suit your own purposes. You
may, for instance, wish to add further descriptive data items for each account (such as contact
names, or additional analysis categories such as a salesperson code) or to change data item types.
For example, in a retail environment you might decide to hold customer names in three bites
under title, initials and surname so that you can sort on surname and prepare mailing promotions
which are properly addressed. Only the limit of 160 data items per file restricts your ingenuity.
You use the Installation options to restructure files, and to change account maintenance screen
designs and report layouts to reflect the extra data items. In particular you can redesign the six
additional account maintenance screens to make account maintenance easier. For example, if you
need certain information such as discount data for other applications, you might consider using
one of these extra screens to maintain just these items, and leave the main maintenance screen for
more general data.

Standard Transaction User Items
You are supplied with three additional items per transaction as standard which you may decide
optionally to use. One of these (defined as a text field) applies at the header level, and so is
carried through to every analysis record. The other two (both numeric items) apply only at the
individual analysis line level. You activate these items through the System Profiles option of the
Installation program.
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Typically, you would use these items for analysis or extra processing. For example, you may
want to report sales or purchases across product groups and by customer and supplier categories.
This is easily accommodated by adapting the analysis code for (say) the product group, and the
header user item for the customer or supplier group.

Transaction Database Structure (Datafile Diamond and Premier only)
As with the accounts database, the standard structure of the transactions database is described
later in this manual. Although we supply the three optional user items in the standard database,
these may be insufficient, or you may wish to change the item types. The Datafile Diamond and
Premier versions allow you to modify the transaction database structure, subject to a maximum of
160 data item types.
For example, you may wish to use the sales transactions file for calculating sales commissions.
As well as the value of each sales invoice you would need to carry the salesperson code (this can
come direct from the accounts file) the cost of sale (this is carried through automatically by the
invoicer or order processing modules) and maybe a commission percentage figure — this could
come from the stock file through the invoicer or order processing modules if it differs for each
product. All is now in place in the one file to let you define a sorted report (using the Report
Generator program) to print a commission statement for each salesperson. No matter how many
variables or how complex the calculation, you can quickly cater for such company-specific
requirements without special programming — all you need is the specification.
Use the Installation program to restructure the databases and, if required, change transaction item
entry and report layouts to reflect the additional data items.

Allocation Features
There are a number of aids to assist you in allocating transactions. These include:


A System Profiles option to allow you to allocate transactions prior to posting the payment
or credit to the ledger. This can help if you do not want to post payments until you can
match the amount exactly. This option does not prevent you from allocating after the
transaction is posted instead



The ability to enter a set of reference numbers to match for allocation. You will find this
helpful for those accounts which are particularly active, and where either the customer
sends you his own remittance note listing the invoices paid, or you are paying a supplier
from a previously-marked list of transactions



The ability to write-off small differences between payments and total amounts allocated to
a payment discount code — it isn’t worth chasing a few pence!



The date on which a transaction is allocated can be added to the transactions. You can use
this to calculate the time it takes customers to pay you (the difference between the invoice
and payment dates)
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In the purchase ledger the last amount allocated to a transaction is held — this is used in
the automatic payment routines



The payment reference can be added as a memo to every transaction paid



An allocation audit trail can be maintained per account by marking every transaction and
payment with the next letter in the alphabet.

Auto Reversing Transactions
This is an optional facility, the subject of a System Profiles question. If you elect to offer this
facility, then credit note, invoice or payment adjustment transactions ask whether you want to
pick up the details of a transaction already posted to the account. Give a suitable reference
number (an invoice or payment reference as appropriate) and that transaction is offered so that
you can go through the details to reverse it.

Batch Posting
An optional facility exists to allow you to batch and total transactions prior to data entry and to
apply a batch number to all the transactions on entry. The option is activated by a System Profiles
option.
Transactions in a batch must be all the same type — invoices and credit notes may not be mixed
together — and you can print, if you wish, a list of the transactions with a total at the end of each
batch entered.

Credit and Settlement Terms
Datafile Software applications contain powerful facilities for recording and managing credit and
settlement terms. These are available to invoicer and order processing applications as well as to
the ledgers.

Credit Limits
You can specify a financial upper limit on each account, above which invoices and orders can be
prohibited if they would take the balance owing over the credit limit.
Exactly how credit limits are treated depends on System Profile settings. The options include:


Whether or not to check credit limits at all



Whether to enforce credit limits, or just warn when they are breached (this latter doesn’t
prevent invoices being raised or posted)



The facility to ignore credit checks if the credit limit is given as zero, so that you are not
forced to enter a credit limit for every account.
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Credit Days
You may be asked to pay, or want to encourage payment, within a stated period. Usually this is a
matter of payment within a pre-determined number of days, so you can enter a default Credit
Days value on each account — which is prompted when you enter invoices. This determines the
Payment Due Date in the transaction record.

Settlement Terms
In addition to standard Credit Day terms you can specify settlement terms within which a
discount is offered. The elements of settlement terms are:


Settlement discount. The percentage discount which may be taken provided payment is
made within a stated time period. This is an account record item



Settlement amount. The value which may be deducted provided payment is made within
the time period. This is calculated and held in the transaction record



Settlement days. The time period from invoice where a settlement discount is available.
The account record holds the default for this value, but the transaction holds the terms
actually agreed for this invoice



Settlement date. The calendar date for this invoice by which payment must be made to
qualify for the discount given above.

It is not uncommon to use both types of credit terms: an outer limit (Credit Days) after which
credit itself is in jeopardy; and Settlement Terms which provide for a settlement discount on
prompt payment.

Monthly Terms
Sometimes settlement is required on a monthly cycle. For example, it is common for a clothing
supplier to tell its customers that invoices dated between the 20th of one month and the 19th of
the following month are to be paid by the 10th of the month after that (which then often qualifies
for a settlement discount too). Or again, you may want to plan for payment of a month’s invoices
by the 20th of the next.
You can cater for such terms by:


Specifying the last trading day involved in the mechanism — the 19th in the clothing
supplier example above, and the 31st in the other. This is either done globally under
System Profiles, or account by account in the account record



Specifying the default monthly payment day in the Credit days and/or Settlement days
fields of the account record.
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Note
The details on how you specify these are covered later in this manual.

EC VAT
VAT regulations for all EC countries were introduced on 1st January 1993, and the Datafile
Software ledgers conform to these rules. In summary:


The requirement to print EC Sales Lists is implemented as an additional tax report in the
sales ledger, together with a detailed audit report



The requirement to report “acquisition tax” on purchases is implemented as an additional
tax report in the purchase ledger, together with a detailed audit report



Those UK users whose sales and/or purchases to the EC rise above the annual EC
threshold are required to print monthly “Intrastat” forms. This is met through an additional
application based on the ProFiler Application Generator.

Enquiry Facilities
Although the ledgers have a menu option to let you to look up outstanding balances and
transaction details, the Datafile DeskTop has a more powerful enquiry facility which you can use
at any time, no matter where you are within your Datafile Software system. This facility is
reached though the Ledger Enquiry option on the Tools pull-down on the desktop, or directly
using the <Alt–L> Ledger Enquiry hot-key.
In summary they let you look up account details, account ageing, and historic as well as current
transaction details. For the sales ledger, if you also have the invoicer or order processing systems,
you can bring to the screen copies of original invoices, which you can also reprint if you wish.

Foreign Currency (Datafile Diamond and Premier only)
A separate module supplies all the features required for handling foreign currencies. This is
supplied with a comprehensive description of the additional facilities.
In essence the foreign currency feature supplies the following facilities:


A currency table which can cater for up to 99 currencies



A currency file which holds currency rates and history. Most users will work on holding
rates — internal management rates which you rarely change
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Each account is managed in one foreign currency and a common base currency



Holding rates can be changed whenever you wish, but normally this is done only at a
period end. Revaluation routines in sales and purchase ledgers revalue the whole ledger,
posting revaluation differences to the nominal. You can revalue individual nominal
accounts as and when required



Spot rates are supported, particularly for the temporary revaluations required for presenting
audited accounts



A daily spot rate feature as an alternative to holding rates is supported for broking and
dealing environments.

History and Period End Procedures
It is normal to retain transactions on the ledger for at least twelve months (excluding Compact).
In these days of cheap hard disks, space is no longer at a premium. There is no need to keep files
small and so you don’t need to throw away completed transactions. However, you may still elect
to discard completed transactions at period end if you wish.
In the case of analysis records, these are normally used to update the nominal ledger and to
produce management reports for the period. You can keep analysis records on file for the whole
year, or discard them at the end of the month as you wish. These options are determined through
the System Profiles (excluding Compact).
Transactions can be kept for longer than a year. However, you may also saving year-end data
files under a new company (e.g. “ABC Ltd Year-End 1992”) which can give a balance between
accessibility and unreasonably large files.

Note
Each product range has a different upper limit to the maximum size of transactions
files and this is likely to be the deciding factor on the length of time you retain
transactions and analysis records.
Compact systems do not retain analysis records after the period end. Transaction
records are removed at the first period end after they have been allocated.

Account Memo Facility (excluding Datafile Compact)
Whenever you access an account, a system option lets you attach and subsequently look up a freeform memo to that account. You can enter any information at all. You could, for example, record
credit control conversations for sales accounts; note reasons for disputing invoices or withholding
payment on supplier accounts.
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You can access this facility with the <F9–Memo> key whenever it is offered in the prompt line.
It is also available should you access an account through the DeskTop enquiry facilities. A
system option can alert users should they access an account with a memo attached. See the
System User Guide for more information.

Statement Facilities
Datafile Software has particularly powerful features for printing and designing documents such as
sales statements and purchase remittance advices.

At Print Time


You can choose one of up to six separate statement layout definitions (excluding
Compact). For example: in the sales ledger, one can be the standard statement sent to
every customer; another could be a chasing letter for overdue payments; a third could be a
particularly severe letter for delinquent accounts



You can select accounts on any criteria, including age of the oldest amount, or even pick
them out individually



You can change the ageing periods temporarily for a particular run



You can enter up to three lines of message to print on statements at run time (if you have
defined this in the statement design)



You can do a test print to check stationery alignment.

Document Design Features
Statements are entirely user-definable, with a wide range of features to allow you to match
formats exactly to your requirements. You achieve this using the Document Manager program
described in the later in this manual.
In summary you can implement the following factors:


The “mask” (the fixed text printed on every statement) is entirely free-form. If you are
using pre-printed stationery, it may be that no mask is needed



You can design a tear-off remittance advice to the statement, printing only the details
which you wish to appear



You can highlight overdue transactions



You can define a sorting sequence in which to print statements



You can decide which transactions to print. For example: all on file, just those
outstanding, only those unallocated, or even none at all (e.g. for letter printing)
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You can print any details from the account record (including your own defined data items)
anywhere on the statement. In the case of statements for one account being sent to another
address, details from both address records can print



Any transaction item can be printed on transaction lines



You can print an aged analysis table, separating debits and credits if required



You can pre-define optional messages for statements with old debts — as defined by their
ageing periods



You can include settlement discount calculations, including the amount to pay after
discount



An option exists to keep page sequence per account (like bank statements)



The date the statement printed can be added to the account



You can print a test statement anytime during the design process.

Transaction Flagging
You can use a transaction flag to help you manage your accounts. An option allows flagged
transactions to be ignored by the “generate payment” routines of the purchase ledger. This flag
takes the following values other than blank (no status):


D — a transaction in dispute. You could use the Memo facility to explain what the dispute
is about



C — a transaction contra’d to the other ledger. This is useful where you have customers
who are also suppliers.



X — Omit on statement. Should errors occur in posting to an account, you may have to
reverse transactions (there is an option to do this automatically) to clear them. You can
use this status code to omit the erroneous transactions from printed statements.



B — Bad Debt (sales ledger only). You can mark transactions as bad debts, and
subsequently write them off to a bad debt account.



U — Unauthorised (purchase ledger only). Where your internal procedures require
supplier invoices to be authorised, then you can mark unauthorised invoices in the ledger.
An option allows you to do this automatically for every invoice.



P — Marked to pay (purchase ledger only). This is set by the automatic payment routines,
but you can manually mark and clear this status too.
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Specific Sales Ledger Features
Bad Debts (excluding Compact)
Firstly you may flag transactions as bad debts. Once a bad debt is confirmed then you can write
off the transactions concerned. In such cases a credit note is raised against the account for each
transaction, and you are asked to confirm the amount of VAT to be credited (in the case of partly
paid invoices, only part of the VAT can be credited, and this proportion is calculated for you).
This credit transaction does not update the account turnover figures, but does show up within the
transaction movements for the month.

Note
In the UK there are Customs and Excise rules regarding the treatment of bad debts,
and you are advised to understand these rules before writing debts off. The rules
concern the amount of VAT which may be reclaimed and the period during which
VAT may not be reclaimed

Cost of Sales Facilities (excluding Compact)
An option exists to allow you to enter the cost of goods associated with a customer invoice at
invoice entry time. This facility enables profitability figures per invoice and customer to be
reported. Part of the invoice costing facility includes the ability to accumulate cost information
for the current period and year to date, as well as keep a month-by-month history of the cost of
sales, for each customer. These are also maintained by the invoicer and sales order processing
modules.
This facility requires the discipline of calculating cost-of-sales values for each transaction before
you enter it to the computer, which can suit some businesses. Note, however, that by using
Datafile Software invoicer or sales order processing programs together with stock or product files,
you can automate the costing of invoices, and carry this down to analysis levels of detail too.
The cost of sales can be entered as an additional value at the end of each invoice or credit note
entry. This facility is set from the sales ledger System Profiles

Discount Matrix (excluding Compact)
Discount matrix support is offered in the invoicer and order processing programs — it is fully
described in the separate manuals for these applications. The presence or otherwise of the
discount matrix is specified in the sales ledger System Profile.
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Sales Prospecting (excluding Compact)
Many companies want to run a sales prospecting system from their Datafile Software system. At
its simplest this is an application of the Datafile DeskTop Databases option. More advanced
facilities are possible, using the ProFiler application generator to design a complete new
application. An example is supplied with ProFiler.
If the sales ledger accounts file is used as the master file for this application, then the sales ledger
itself can be taught to recognise which accounts are prospects and not yet customers, so that sales
ledger enquiry and account reports can ignore them.

Specific Purchase Ledger Features
Automated Payment Routines (excluding Compact)
Considerable help is given to the process of deciding which suppliers to pay. Many companies
like to automate payment routines so that regular payments are made subject to authorisation, and
the supplier trained to expect this. The steps include:


Automatic proposed payment run which marks transactions due for payment on or before a
given date.



Flagged transactions can be ignored



Proposed payment report showing those transactions marked for payment, the value for
each supplier and the total now due. Settlement discounts where available are included in
this report



Ability to reset some transactions, and manually mark others to pay



Automatic payment generation of marked transactions, together with remittance advice
and cheque printing if required.

Supplier Matrix (Diamond and Premier only)
Supplier matrix support is offered in the purchase order processing program — it is fully
described in the separate manual for this application. The presence or otherwise of the supplier
matrix is specified in the Purchase Ledger System Profile.

Integration with Other Modules
The ledgers are important components of a complete accounting and management information
system for your company. The notes below describe the way the ledgers integrate with other
Datafile Software applications.
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Nominal Ledger
If the nominal ledger is linked, then nominal codes are validated when entering transactions, and
you can search for the code you want using the <F4–Select> key (see the System User Guide).
Integration with the nominal ledger is on a batch update basis, sales transactions can be
summarised for posting to the nominal, commonly on a monthly routine, but on a weekly or even
daily routine if that is what is required for more frequent profitability reporting. See the nominal
ledger manual for more information about updating.

Cashbook
The Cash Book module allows you to enter sales ledger receipts and purchase ledger payments
direct into the ledgers rather than having to go to the ledger applications to enter payments. You
can allocate payments to the ledgers as part of the cash book entry procedures, and even prohibit
entry of payments through the ledgers.
In a credit business, many payments may be received in the post and banked in one transaction.
The Cash Book ensures that each sales account is individually updated, and the bank account is
updated with the summary total, which is what appears on the subsequent bank statement.

Invoicer
All the various invoicer modules are directly integrated with the ledgers, extracting information
from the ledger accounts for the purpose of controlling how invoices are to be raised — for
example, which price to use, what standard discount percentages apply, whether or not settlement
discounts are offered, and so on.
You can also use the invoicer to enter purchase invoices from suppliers. This allows you to
mirror the supplier invoice and update stock at the same time as updating the purchase ledger.
Invoices can (but need not) update a ledger after the invoice is printed. Such details are controlled
by the parameters set for the invoice document format used, and by run-time options too. See the
relevant invoicer user manuals.

Order Processing
Like the invoicing modules, the order processing modules use and update the ledgers according to
the various user and document parameters set. See the order processing user manual for more
information.

Job Costing
Both the sales and purchase ledgers can link with the job costing module. In the case of the
purchase ledger, each invoice and credit note can also be costed to specific jobs in the job costing
module. The job costing system can be updated on either a batch or real-time basis from the
purchase ledger, the sales ledger update is always real-time.
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In the case of the sales ledger, the invoicer and order processing modules can update the
“invoiced so far” figure in the jobs the job record.

Daily, Weekly and Monthly Routines
You should develop your own procedures for day-to-day control and operation of your Datafile
ledgers. The following notes are offered as a checklist.

Daily Routines
Prepare control totals for each batch of sales invoices, credit notes, payments etc. before you enter
them to the ledger. You can use the batch facilities as a control aid, particularly when data entry
is done by clerical staff, and you can insist that the batch is printed out after entry. Alternatively
you can use the session total facility of the sales ledger to help you check the totals.

Note
You can use the cash book module to post receipts and payments, in which case
they should not be entered here. An option allows you to prevent entry of receipts
and payments through the ledger.

A day-book print-out at the end of each day (or on other suitable occasions) will help you track
down balancing errors. The selective reporting facility can help you restrict your search on such
reports. For example, if you are using the batch numbering facility at a multi-user site, then select
just the transactions for a batch under query.

Weekly Routines
Depending on your type of business, you may want to print certain reports on a regular weekly
basis — for example, aged account reports for regular chasing or payment planning, account
status report for telephone selling, a proposed payment procedure and report. Debtor chasing
procedures may well run to a weekly cycle, with letters of increasing severity being prepared and
printed (using the statement facility) according to the ageing of the debts.

Period End Procedures
Give some thought to your cycle of ledger processing before finalising your own period end
procedures. The typical monthly cycle might be:


Print audit trail for reference (day-book transaction listings)



Print control summary and agree control figures



Print analysis and other reports for action and for file
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Ensure nominal ledger is updated.



Print month-end statements for sending to customers; print internal ledger statements as a
backup for enquiries



Take a monthly security copy of the ledger



Run the period-end procedure.

The period-end procedure can remove analysis and transaction information at month end, or for
non-Compact systems can retain for a pre-defined period. Outstanding invoices and any
unallocated cash always remain on the system if the account is open-item; if the account is
balance forward, a single balance figure is carried forward, even though transactions may be
retained.

Monthly Control Procedures
It should be a regular monthly procedure to check and agree control totals in the ledger,
particularly in a high usage installation. The principle of control is that the total of transactions
applied to the ledger during the period must equal the difference between the present ledger
balance and its opening balance at the beginning of the period. The ledger control summary
displays this analysis for you, and you should physically check that the opening ledger balance is
indeed the same as the previous month’s closing ledger balance.
Should an imbalance be spotted — and this ought never to occur in a computer ledger — it is
important to analyse where the error is, and to try to track down the reason for it. It greatly
simplifies the job of the auditor at the end of the year if you can show that all controls have
balanced during the year. Conversely, an auditor could spend many costly hours or days in
tracking down the source of an error if monthly controls do not balance.
Once the error is identified, and the reason for it established, corrective action can be initiated
with adjustment transactions. Finally, re-print the ledger control procedure to check that all is
now well.
In the rare event that an error has been caused by corrupt media or hardware malfunction, it may
be necessary to “audit” the ledger by using the ledger audit facility — see Controls and Audit
Manager. If this step needs to be taken, then it may also be necessary to update transaction
control record numbers and recalculate the debtor control summary total, too. These options are
fully described under Controls and Audit Manager section later.
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Chapter 2
User Instructions
This chapter describes how to use the Datafile Software Sales and Purchase Ledger applications.
We assume you have learned how to sign on to your Datafile Software system, and to use the
main menu system together with all the Datafile DeskTop facilities (these topics are covered in
full in the System User Guide).
Your ledger programs are accessed from the main menu. If you have difficulty locating your
ledger programs, then ask your system supervisor. Once you have selected the appropriate ledger
you are immediately given the main menu for that ledger from which to chose the option you
want.

Main Sales Ledger menu
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Main Purchase Ledger menu
Some of the options give you a sub-menu, from which you can choose the next level of option
you want, until you have located the specific processing operation you need. This section of the
manual is laid out as a reference to the ledger applications in the same order as the standard menu
structure sent to you.

Application Menu Parameters – Datafile Diamond and Premier
Each menu option has a four-digit parameter number which is needed for Datafile users who wish
to restructure their applications, and even to define completely new menus. For example Amend
Existing Account has a parameter of “1002”, and the Ledger Control Summary report has a
parameter of “3008”. These parameters are needed only under the CONFIG user to change or
define application menu structures.

Choosing the Right Company
You can use your Datafile system for more than one company’s data. Where you have more than
one company, then if the computer does not know which company’s data to process it asks you to
select one from a list. This can occur if the operator has not previously processed any company in
this session (and he/she has no default set), or the last company it processed does not have the
relevant ledger defined for it.
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Example Company List
You can always view the current company by noting the company id on the status line at the foot
of the screen or by using the ‘About this Company’ option on the Datafile pull-down on the main
toolbar. You can change the company, providing you are within the menu system rather than a
specific action, by using the ‘Open New Company’ option on the Datafile pull-down on the main
toolbar or by using the <Alt + O> shortcut key combination.

General Notes
Throughout Datafile Software there is a syntax to using the keyboard keys, and conventions to the
way screens and messages are displayed. These are fully described in the System Users Guide
supplied with your system. However, the main things you need to know are:


In the text below, chevrons <> around words or letters tells you to press that key on the
keyboard. For example, <End> means the key which has the word “End” on it; and <F1>
refers to the first of the ten (at least) keys along the top of, or to the left of, the keyboard
with the inscriptions “F1” through “F10” on them.



<Enter> means the (carriage) return key or “Enter” key on the keyboard, used to signify
that all the data for a field (the highlighted area on the screen in which key strokes appear
as you type) is now ready to be processed by the computer.
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<Escape> is the key marked “Escape” or “Esc”, and is used to exit from whatever you
were doing — often you are first asked if you have finished, to prevent accidents.



The Select function is assigned to the <F4> key. This gives a powerful way to find an
account, either through a part of the code, or part of the account name, or even part of
some other field such as a contact or telephone number.

Customers / Suppliers
This option allows you to add, update, view, and delete your customer and supplier accounts.

The Sales Ledger Customer maintenance screen
A menu of options is available at the foot of the screen allowing you add new accounts, update
existing records and so on. The ACTION button lists the actions available in more detail than the
button can show (the option can be selected from here also), the CLOSE button will exit the
current process and return to the menu.

ADD – Adding a New Account
Selecting the ADD option allows you to create a new customer or supplier.
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On the screen the prompt for the account code will be active, type in the reference of the new
account which you wish to add to the file and press <Enter>. The account code must match the
‘format’ defined for your customer or supplier ledger, the format for the DEM company is three
letters followed by three numbers (AAA999). If the entered account doesn’t match the format
then the code is rejected and you are able to re-enter the code. You are not allowed duplicate
account codes in the file, if you enter a code that already exists the system warns accordingly.
Once you’ve selected a valid code, the cursor moves to the input area of the first data item on the
screen and you can start typing in account details. A typical account entry screen is shown below.

You can move through the data items using the <Enter>, <Tab> or <Down Arrow> keys, and
move back up with the <Up Arrow> or <Shift>+<Tab> keys. Of course you can also use the
mouse and position the cursor in to the data item value you wish to enter. Selecting the SAVE
button, or pressing <Enter> on the last data item saves the account record to the file. Selecting
the ABANDON button, clicking the X-close button, or using the <ESC> key abandons the
addition of the account.

Notes
Datafile Diamond and Premier users can restructure the accounts file and redesign
the account entry screen so that it asks for the information you require. Your
account entry screen may therefore differ from that shown above.
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Whilst it should be self-evident the information required for the account name, address and
contact detail some of the other items may not be as obvious and these are discussed below.

Customer Analysis Code
This is usually a table entry field used to analyse your customers – perhaps by region or customer
type. Use <F4-Select> or click the ‘?’ icon to see the list of analysis options. By default the
analysis codes are numbered 1 through to 10 but you can amend this to be from 1-to-9999 (you
need to restructure the database for this) and you can amend the descriptions via the Tables option
on the Tools pull-down on the main toolbar.
This analysis code is used by the Customer/Supplier Analysis report to breakdown the period and
year-to-date turnover into the analysis categories.

Transaction Analysis
The analysis categories used for analysing accounts are not necessarily the same as
that used for the transactions – you may wish to analyse the transactions based on a
stock/product/service basis.
The table values and descriptions entered on the transaction file during invoice and
credit are held separately from the customer analysis – each being held on their own
database – so if you wish to use the same descriptions you have to update each
database separately.
The customer analysis code is usually, but not necessarily, used as the default value
within transaction entry in the sales/purchase ledger. Invoicer and Order
Processing usually pick up the transaction analysis from the stock/product record.

Stock Price No (Sales Only)
A code in the range 1–9 determines which price band in the stock or product file is to be used for
this customer when invoicing using the invoicer or order processing applications. Note that the
sales ledger itself doesn’t need this information, but this is the best place from which to maintain
it.
The price number is usually entered only in the sales ledger. There is an equivalent option for the
purchase ledger when linking to purchase order processing, however, this is rarely used.
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VAT Code
Enter the VAT code usually used for the account. This is the VAT code offered by default when
entering invoice and credit transactions direct in the ledger. Use <F4-Select> or click the ‘?’ icon
to select the VAT code.
There are six VAT codes configured by default covering three different types of code:
UK Codes




S – Standard. Standard UK VAT, currently 17.5%
Z – Zero-Rated. Zero-Rated UK Vat, typically used for children’s clothing, etc.
F – Fuel, UK Rate used for fuel charges (electricity etc.), currently 5%

EC Codes



C – EC Goods, equivalent to UK standard rate
X – EC Services, equivalent to UK zero rate

External Codes


E – Exempt, used for customers/supplies outside the EC

The stock/product file holds two VAT codes per stock item – a UK VAT Code and an EC VAT
Code. When using invoicer or order processing the ‘type’ of VAT Code recorded on the
customer/supplier determines which VAT code from the stock file to read – if a UK code on the
ledger then the system reads the UK code, usually just termed VAT or Tax code, from the stock
record, if a EC code on the ledger the system reads the EC VAT code from the stock record. If
the customer/supplier has an ‘External’ code then this is used instead of the stock/product VAT
codes.

EC Country
EC VAT Registration No
When selling or buying from another EC country then provided you know the VAT registration
number of the customer/supplier then you can zero-rate sales/purchase transactions. Enter the EC
Country code and the customer/suppliers VAT registration number as appropriate.

EC VAT Details
During transaction entry you will not be prevented from using a EC VAT code when the
customer/supplier doesn’t contain these details, however the transactions will not appear on
the EC Totals/Details reports unless you include these details. If you have a difference in the
value of the EC sales/purchase values between the VAT report and the EC report this is
usually the reason – you need to update the customer/supplier record and then contact your
reseller to re-update the entered transactions.
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Credit Terms
This is the default number of days credit allowed. This value prompts in transactions — so you
can override it for particular ones — and is added to the transaction date to derive a payment due
date. You can cater not only for a straight number of days, but also for specific monthly payment
terms,
as
follows:


If you enter just the number of days credit allowed, then it is stored in the account record
in the form “Dnn” where nn is the number of days allowed.



If payment is required by a certain day in the month following the invoice date, enter the
day preceded by “M”. For example, “M10” means that payment is due by the 10th of the
next month and “M20” means payment by the 20th of the next month. “M01” would mean
the first day of the month.



Where you give extended credit on the same principle, then you can enter the number of
months too, in the form “Mxnn”, where “x” is the number of months ahead, and “nn” is the
day in the month. For example, “M210” would mean the 10th of the month after the next
one. Note that “M115” is the same as “M15” — the computer takes the last two numbers
as the day in the month, and the first of the three numbers (if present) as the months to lag
payment. Note also that “M025” is perfectly valid, and could be used to specify that
invoices up to the 15th (say) should be settled by the 25th of the same month.

Monthly Terms
If you specify a monthly term of (say) M31 and the following month doesn’t have a
31st day then the due date will default to the 30th or the 28th/29th accordingly.
If specifying credit terms, such as M031, then there may be a specific point within
the month at which point the invoice is due the following month. For example, if
invoicing on the 30th you wouldn’t want it due the next day. The system profiles
has the facility to set a ‘last trading day for monthly pay terms’ for a global last day
– if set to (say) 15 then any invoices up to the 15th are due at the end of this month,
after the 15th they are due the end of the following month. Datafile Diamond and
Premier users have the option to configure the last trading day per account.

Credit Limit
This is the amount that the customer, if sales ledger, is allowed to owe at any one time. On the
purchase ledger this is the amount you can owe the supplier. Whether the limit is mandatory or
not is controlled via parameters within the System Profiles. If the foreign currency application is
in use then this value is in the currency of the customer/supplier account.
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Settlement Terms
Settlement Discount
You may offer your customers, or be offered by your suppliers, a discount for early payment. If
so then enter the terms and the discount percentage available here. Settlement terms are entered
in the same format as that of the credit terms above. Note: that when a settlement discount is
available the VAT is usually calculated on the discounted value – a parameter is available when
entering the transactions direct into the ledger or, for invoice and order processing, the parameter
is held within the document design.

Default Nominal
By default this option is only available on the purchase ledger supplier maintenance although it
can, for Diamond and Premier users, be added to the sales ledger customer maintenance. <F4Select> is available if required. This default is used for input of invoices and credits within the
ledger. Invoicer and Order Processing will usually use the default from the stock/product record
although Diamond and Premier users can configure the system to take the default from the
supplier/customer.

Account On-Stop
If set to ‘Y’ then you may not create invoices for this account, although payments and credits are
allowed. Note: that you cannot change the setting of this flag here, but this can be is amended
through a separate maintenance option which is discussed later.

Currency
This is only applicable when the foreign currency accessory is in use. This option asks for the
currency that transactions for the customer/supplier are to be entered into. Defaulting to the base
currency, usually Sterling, <F4-Select> is available as required. Once the currency is set for an
account it cannot be amended.

Turnover Period
Turnover Year-to-Date
Balance
The turnover and balance fields, if shown, on the accounts screen cannot be entered or changed.
They are displayed for reference purposes only.

UPDATE – Amend an Existing Account
This displays the same screen design as that used for adding an account, except that this time you
can call up existing accounts and make changes to their record.
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You access an account by its account code, simply typing this in at the ACCOUNT CODE
prompt and press <Enter>. The customer/supplier details are then displayed for you to amend. If
you do not know the account code, you can still find the account using the account name with the
<F4–Select> search facility.
On update of an account record you can also use the <END> key, in addition to using the SAVE
button to save changes made.

The Utilities and Enquiries Panel
On the right of the screen throughout the customer / supplier maintenance, with the exception of
the account enquiry screen, are a Utilities and Enquiry panel. These allow additional options
against the customer / supplier account including:


















Graph – comparison of turnover and costs for the last accounting calendar year.
Web – link to website for the customer / supplier (when recorded against the account
record)
Mail – launches your email client pre-set with the customer / supplier email address (when
recorded against the customer record). If more than one address recorded then a pop-up
will allow pre-selection of the address to use.
Word – shows existing Microsoft Word documents created against this account and
allows the amendment and print of these documents and the creation of new ones. (See
below for more details)
Image – shows any image linked to the customer / supplier record.
Links – opens a Windows Explorer folder for the customer / supplier and displays the
contents. Within this folder you may have files such as excel spreadsheets, PDF files, etc.
If right-click and choose NEW, then various options will be available depending o the
software installed on the pc.
Map – links to a map website showing the location of the customer / supplier based on the
entered post code.
Zoom – transfers to the ledger enquiry option for the customer / supplier.
Memo – adds / updates the memo recorded against the customer / supplier.
Trans – shows the ‘current’ transactions for the account (transactions outstanding at the
start of the period and entered since)
Retained – shows the full saved transaction history for the account
Outstanding – shows just the outstanding transactions on the account
Invoices – shows the saved documents for the account
Aged – shows the aged analysis of the outstanding transactions

Microsoft Word links
The Microsoft Word link accessed either via the ‘Word’ icon on the toolbar or via the ‘Utility’
right-hand panel allows you to create, amend and print documents against the customer or
supplier.
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The list shows the various documents already created against the account whilst the buttons on the
right allow various options.












New Document – opens up blank word document for you to create from fresh a document
relating to the customer / supplier. A ‘MERGE’ button added to the Microsoft Word
toolbar allows you to select data items from the customer / supplier record for update to the
document.
Open Document – active when documents are listed and this opens a pre-existing
document.
Create Document – creates a new document for the customer / supplier based on a predefined template substituting values from the account into set MERGE data items.
Delete Document – allows you to delete a document
Edit Template – allows you to create new pre-defined templates or amend existing ones.
The MERGE button here updates the field from the accounts database into the template,
this will be replaced with data from the customer / supplier record when a new document is
created via the ‘Create Document’ option based on the template.
Refresh Screen – depending on where you access the WORD option from, other operators
could be using the word link for a customer / supplier whilst you are. This option rebuilds
the list of existing documents on the left.
Print Document – prints an already existing document
Merge & Print – allows the print of a document from a pre-defined template but doesn’t
save a copy of the document. This could be used, for example, for printing envelopes with
the customer / supplier address.
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VIEW - View an Account
This displays the same screen design as for add and update of an account, except that the account
details are only displayed, and none of them can be amended.

DELETE - Delete Inactive Accounts
You use this option to delete an account from the ledger. However, you can only delete an
account if there are no transactions associated with it, its balance is zero, and there are no
outstanding sales or purchase orders. Therefore, it is likely that you will only be able to delete an
account where it has been added incorrectly and you do not wish to amend it.

Note
When an account has had transactions posted against it, but you no longer wish to
trade with the customer/supplier, then you could mark the account for deletion at
year-end. This is discussed later in this section.
Alternatively, Diamond and Premier users have the option to flag an account as
‘ignored’. This omits the account from reports, provided the balance is zero, and
from selection when adding invoices and orders. This allows you to keep the
account for enquiry purposes but ignore for all other respects.

If the account is ineligible for deletion you are warned as soon as you select the account. <Enter>
will then return to the menu. Otherwise, the system displays the same accounts maintenance
screen as for add/update etc. but instead of the SAVE and ABANDON buttons, DELETE and
ABANDON buttons are displayed for selection. Note: once an account is deleted it is removed
from the file and cannot be recovered.

ENQ - Enquire Account Details
This option displays an accounts ‘current’ transactions. On selection of the option you are asked
for the account code, enter or use <F4-Select> to search, and then the transactions are displayed.
By default the ‘current’ transactions are shown – transactions entered within the current period
and those that were outstanding as of the last period end.
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You can move up/down the transaction list using the up/down keys, the page up/down keys and a
scroll bar are available when more than a screen full of transactions are available. Selecting the
STATEMENT button allows you to print one of the pre-defined statements for the customer /
supplier. Selecting the ANOTHER button asks for another account to enquire upon. Selecting
EXIT or using the <ESC> key twice (the first returns you to the account code input) returns you
to the menu.
Datafile Diamond and Premier users can amend the items displayed from the accounts file at the
top right of the screen. The transaction detail displayed is reasonably self-explanatory except for:


A – Displays the allocation letter (excluding Compact). When transactions are allocated,
i.e. an invoice is matched against a payment/credit, then a letter is recorded against both
and displayed here. For more detail see the allocation actions section later in this manual.



! – Displays the status flag (excluding Compact), i.e. D-Disputed, B-Bad Debt etc., again
more detail on status flags is available within the allocation actions section.

On Foreign currency systems the transaction values are displayed, by default, in the base currency
of the system.
Prior to entering an account code, the <F7-Options> key is available to amend the transaction
detail shown.
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Show Original Currency Values – only prompted if the foreign currency application in use,
set this option to show the values in the currency of the account.



Show Only Outstanding Transactions – set to ignore transactions that have been paid (this
period, if paid last period they would be ignored anyway).



Include Retained Transactions – set to display all transactions for the account.



Transaction Date Range From/To – if including retained transactions then you can restrict
the transactions displayed to an entered range. Leaving either date blank displays from the
start and/or end of the file respectively.

These settings are remembered for all enquiries in the current session. As soon as you exit from
the Enquiry function these settings are cleared.

YEAR-END-DEL –
Deletion at Year End

Mark

Account

for

Excluding Compact

Once an account has had a transaction entered against it the option to delete an account is
restricted, you can only delete the account if ‘inactive’ – no balance and no transactions. This
option allows you to flag an account for deletion at the year-end – removing the account and
transaction detail as part of the sales/purchase year-end process.
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Selecting this option shows the same account maintenance screen as the ADD and UPDATE
actions but instead of the SAVE and ABANDON buttons are options to DELETE and
ABANDON. Selecting DELETE marks the account for deletion at year end but doesn’t remove
the account or transaction records at this point, in fact if before the year-end you change your
mind you can reselect the account in this option and choose a RETAIN button to ‘re-activate’ the
account.
Marking the account for deletion does not prevent you posting a transaction to the account,
though you will be warned the account is marked when you post, and nor does it automatically
mean the account is removed at year-end. The system will still check that there is no outstanding
balance or any outstanding orders as part of the year-end process, and you can say ‘No’ during the
year-end process to removal as well.

STOP – Flag Accounts with Stop Status

Excluding Compact

Marking an account as ‘on-stop’ prevents new invoices being posted for this account, but
continues to allow payment and credit generation.
Selecting this option shows the same account maintenance screen as the ADD and UPDATE
actions, but instead of the SAVE button there is an option to mark the account as on stop. To
release the account, re-select this option and select the RELEASE button.

OTHER – Extra Maintenance Screens

Excluding Compact

This option gives up to six extra screens for account maintenance. In the systems as we distribute
them are four screens on the Sales Ledger and three screens on the Purchase Ledger. Datafile
Diamond and Premier users can modify these screens and define the remaining screens as they
require. The BACK button returns you to the main account maintenance menu whereas the
CLOSE button will exit account maintenance completely.

Sales Ledger Extra Maintenance Screens



Contact – this screen allows you to update and view contact details for an account,
including email and website addresses, in addition to the name, address, and telephone and
fax details.



Turnover – this screen allows you to view the account turnover and costs for the current
period, previous 12 periods and on a year-to-date basis.



Crd Stat – short title for Credit Status, this option allows you to view and update the
credit and settlement terms for the account.
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Delivery - this screen allows you to add, update, view and delete delivery address details.
A delivery address is an account record in it’s own right but no transactions are posted
against it. When a delivery account is used in Invoicer and Order Processing and when
updating the sales ledger, the system will post the invoice to the cross-referenced ‘invoice’
account.

Purchase Ledger Extra Maintenance Screens



Contact – this screen allows you to update and view contact details for an account
including email and website addresses, in addition to the name, address, telephone and fax
details.



Crd Stat – short title for Credit Status, this option allows you to view and update the
credit and settlement terms for the account.



Factor – this screen allows you to add, update, view and delete factor accounts. A factor
account is an account record in it’s own right but no transactions are posted against it.
When a factor account is used in Invoicer and Order Processing and when updating the
purchase ledger, the system will post the invoice to the cross-referenced ‘invoice’ account.

Sales / Purchase Transactions
The Sales and Purchase ledgers allow the posting of invoices, credits and payments. Entering
transactions direct into the ledger does not print invoice and credit documents. Typically you
would use either Invoicer or Order Processing for this, which wouldn’t require the separate entry
here. This section assumes you have already created these documents by a procedure outside of
Datafile and you now want to post them to the ledger.
In addition, if the Cashbook application is in use, you would enter payments there rather than in
the Sales or Purchase Ledger.
Selecting the transaction option gives the following options:

Enter Invoices
There are two stages to entering invoice transaction details: the header, which holds details such
as the customer / supplier account code, date and reference, and the invoice detail line entries that
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make up the invoice. Invoice details are entered on a line-by-line basis allowing you to mix
taxable and non-taxable items and use different nominal and analysis codes on up to 96 detail
lines.

Invoice Header
The Invoice header holds the general details of the invoice. The following items are available for
input within the header, depending on configuration and product level, some items may not be
prompted on your system.
The Invoice Header asks for the ‘general’ detail of the invoice – the account to be posted to, the
invoice date, etc.

Account Code
Enter the customer / supplier account the invoice is to be posted against. <F4-Select> is available
to search for an account if required. Non-Compact users can also use the <F7-Option> key to
create a new account at this point.
If the account is marked as ‘on-stop’ then you will be warned accordingly at this point, and not
allowed to proceed. If the account is marked for deletion at year-end, then you will be warned but
you can continue to post the invoice.
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Document Total
Once the account is accepted you are asked:

Key in the total value of the invoice, including tax, and press <Enter>. The value is used as a
check at the end of the process to ensure that the transaction detail entered is correct.

If the Foreign Currency application is in use then you are prompted for the document total after
the transaction date has been confirmed. In addition, if the account selected is not using the base
currency then instead of the above you are prompted:
Firstly, you enter the invoice total, including tax, in the currency of the account. The exchange
rate is then defaulted based on the date entered and then the base currency value is displayed for
confirmation / amendment. Finally you confirm whether the entered exchange rate is fixed, and is
therefore omitted from revaluation.

Additional Transaction Items to be Recorded
Datafile Diamond and Premier users may define up to seven additional items to be entered per
transaction. If the system has been configured to ask for the extra items then a window opens to
allow you to enter the data for these. The details are written not only into the invoice transaction
but any analysis lines that follow.

Date
The input moves to the transaction date at the top right-hand side of the screen. You can accept
the date by pressing <Enter>, or amend as required. When you enter your first transaction of the
‘session’ then the system defaults to today’s date, for each subsequent invoice the system
remembers the last date used. Note that if today’s date is past the end of the current period. then
the system may, depending on System Profile parameter settings, default the date to the last day
of the current period.
If the date entered is not within the current period for the ledger, then the system will warn
accordingly.
If the entered date is earlier than the start of the period then the date is rejected or, if ‘allow
previous period posting’ is enabled within the ledger’s system profile settings, you are warned:
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Responding ‘No’ returns you to the date input to select another date. Selecting ‘Yes’ allows you
to proceed with the transaction. However, although the transaction is written with this date and
the credit terms and aged analysis reports are based on this date the Nominal Ledger and VAT
reports treat the transaction as being within the current period.
If the entered date is within the next ledger period and the system allows forward transactions (set
within the ledger system profiles) you are warned:

Responding ‘No’ returns you to the date input to select another date. Selecting ‘Yes’ allows you
to proceed with the transaction and it is marked as a ‘forward transaction’. This transaction
would be excluded from reports until after the period end, unless you set the report to ‘include
forward transactions’.
If the transaction is dated later than the next period, or if previous / forward posting is not
allowed, then the system rejects the entered date and asks you to re-input an appropriate date.

Reference
Within the Sales Ledger this is the invoice number, and is normally an incremental number
sequence that is automatically accepted. Within the Purchase Ledger you could elect to use this
as a sequential ‘folio’ number to write on the supplier invoice to prove that you have entered it
into the ledger, or alternatively you may enter the suppliers invoice number here.

Description
Enter the description for the invoice. This usually becomes the description that is printed for the
transaction on the statement / remittance advice.
If you find you are using the same descriptions, again and again, then there are two options
available to speed input. Pressing the <F11> key saves the description, and this is then available
on a drop down list from the description for next time. Alternatively you can use the Recall
Standard Text (<Shift>+<F1> etc.) to update pre-defined text (set within the Application Manager
for Diamond and Premier users).

Credit Days / Due Date
The credit terms set for this customer / supplier is displayed. Enter or amend as required. The
terms are usually in the form ‘Dnn’ or ‘Mnn’ where D indicates a specific number of days, and M
represents monthly terms. The terms are applied to the invoice date to calculate the date payment
is due.
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D

The ‘nn’ value is the number of days until the invoice is due for payment. D30
represents 30 days, so if the invoice is dated 12th January 20xx then it is due on the 11th
February 20xx. D07 would represent 7 days and the invoice would be due 19 th January
20xx

M

Monthly terms represent the date in a following month on which payment is due. For
example, M10 (or M110) means that payment is due on the 10th of the month. M210
would mean that payment is due on the 10th of the month after next.

Settlement Terms
If you have requested settlement discounts within the ledger system profiles, then you asked for
the following information at the bottom of the screen:

Any defaults for the account are displayed and may be amended as required. The Settlement
Discount% is the percentage that can be taken in discount if the invoice is paid within the set
period. Days represents the terms under which the expiry date for the settlement discount is
calculated and operates as per the credit terms above. The setting for ‘Calculate-Tax’ controls
whether VAT is calculated on the value of the invoice less discount (set to Y), or the full value of
the invoice (set to N).

User Item 1
Three user-definable items are available for configuration on transactions within the ledger
system profiles (excluding Compact), and the first of these, User-1, can apply at the header level.
You may use this as (say) an input for a sales person code for analysis purposes. Whether or not
the user-1 item is prompted is controlled via the system profiles, and the title prompted is also
defined there.

Invoice Details
The second stage analyses the details of the invoice across a number of headings, for purposes of
correct allocation to nominal accounts, and for any sales/purchase or other analysis purpose that
may be required.
You can enter up to 96 lines of analysis for each invoice, eight of which are displayed at any one
time in the analysis area. You key the line entries of the invoice by typing the information into
the appropriate columns and pressing <Enter> to each. The exact information which may be
requested on each line can vary according to configuration settings. Some special editing keys
that you can use during entry of detail lines are:
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<ESCAPE> used on the first field on any analysis line returns you to the account code at
the start of the invoice entry but retains details entered.
<ESCAPE> used on any other field on the line returns you to the first field on that line.
<END> on the Stock Code, if input, completes the invoice entry, otherwise <ENTER> on
a blank analysis code (nominal code) will complete the invoice entry.
<UP-ARROW> in the first field moves the cursor up to the previous analysis line. Used
within an analysis line moves you back to the previous field.
Clearing the first field of a line, except when it is the STOCK-CODE input, clears all the
details of that line and moves the lines below up.

The following is the full set of values which could be entered depending on the options
configured:

Stock (Product) Code
If the ledger is linked to the stock or product file (set within the ledger system profiles) then this
option asks for the stock code relating to the analysis line. It can be left blank if required, or <F4Select> is available if required.
If the stock code is entered a pop-up asks for the quantity issued/received and the unit-price/cost.
Again these items are optional. If entered these items are used as the basis for the goods amount
value although it can be overtyped, and depending on configuration can be used to update the
stock file. Diamond and Premier users can default the cost price during purchase invoice entry,
but otherwise the price has to be manually entered.

Analysis Code
The analysis code is used to breakdown sales/purchase on the turnover analysis report. By default
this is defined as a ‘table’ data item allowing a range of analysis codes from 1-100 (although only
the first 10 are defined and can be selected). The analysis code, depending on configuration, will
default to the analysis code set against the customer / supplier record, <F4-Select> is available to
help you select the correct analysis code.
To modify the descriptions used for each analysis code you can select ‘Tables on Desktop’ off the
Tools pull-down on the main Datafile toolbar and select Sales/Purchase Transactions as
appropriate. To modify the range of analysis codes requires a change to the database structure.
See the System User and Configuration Guide manuals for more detail on this. The maximum
range that can be defined is 1-9999.
Non-Compact users can use the system profiles to omit this option if no analysis is required.
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Default Analysis and Nominal Codes
The default analysis code and nominal codes are set for each entry automatically,
where you generally only enter one analysis line, this means you have to blank out
the default analysis code to press <Enter> on a blank field and complete the invoice
entry. A parameter, available in the Application User Facilities for Diamond and
Premier users enables the system to default the analysis and nominal codes on the
first entry line only.

Nominal Code
If the ledger is linked to the nominal ledger, then you must enter here the nominal code that
applies to this line of analysis. You are usually offered the default sales/purchase nominal code as
set within the nominal ledger’s system profiles, but Diamond and Premier users can also set a
default on the customer/supplier record.
You can use the <F4-Select> key to search for the correct nominal code to use, and once a valid
nominal code is entered the account name is displayed at the bottom of the screen for you to
verify. Not all nominal codes will be displayed when you press <F4-Select> the system restricts
the display to the income and expenditure ranges for the sales and purchase ledger respectively,
although depending on configuration, you may be able to manually enter a code outside this
range.

General Code
If the ledger is not linked to the nominal ledger, then you have the option to enter a general
analysis code (in the range 0 to 999) as an alternative. You could then use this to give a general
analysis report, which you would later enter into a nominal ledger in a manual or other
computerised system.
Non-Compact users can use the system profiles to omit this option if it is not required.

Additional Transaction Items to be Recorded
Datafile Diamond and Premier users may define up to seven additional items to be entered per
analysis line. If the system has been configured to ask for the extra items then these are prompted
after input of the nominal / general code. Usually, a window opens to allow you to enter the data
for these. However depending on the number and size of other detail items prompted, they may be
prompted as part of the detail entry grid. The details are written to the analysis line transaction.
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Goods Amount
Enter the net of tax amount for the analysis line here. Usually defaults to 0, but if entering stock
detail the goods amount will default to the result of quantity x price, although it can be amended.
If the documentation you are entering the invoice detail from, records the amount inclusive of tax,
then you can enter the amount followed by the tax code, i.e. 117.50S, and the system will backcalculate the net amount, and update the tax code and tax amount accordingly. If amounts are
always recorded inclusive of tax, then Diamond and Premier users, can define an Application
User Facilities parameter to allow entry of tax-inclusive value. Once you have entered the tax
code in the next column, the tax-amount will be automatically calculated and deducted from the
goods amount entered here.

Tax Code
The default tax code for this account, if any, is displayed. You can accept this or amend as
required. <F4-Select> is available to list the available tax codes.

Tax Amount
The tax for this line is now calculated and can be accepted or amended as required. If calculating
settlement discount then the tax amount is calculated on goods less discount, if you set the ‘calctax’ parameter to Y.

User Item 2
User Item 3
Three user-definable items are available for configuration on transactions within the ledger
system profiles (excluding Compact), and the first of these, User-1, applies at the header level,
User-2 and User-3 apply at the detail level. Whether or not the user item(s) are prompted is
controlled via the system profiles and the title prompted is also defined there. As the last items
that are prompted on the detail line, these items, particularly User-3, may not be prompted when
using large stock and/or nominal code formats.

Links to Job Costing
The input of invoices within the sales and purchase ledgers can also be configured to update the
job costing system – updating the amount invoiced to the job from the sales ledger and updating
costs to the job from the purchase ledger. If the link to Job Costing is configured as part of the
Job Costing System Profiles, then after confirmation of the final value on the analysis line a popup window is displayed asking for the job detail.
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The sales ledger update asks for the Job Code to update. <F4-Select> is available if required and
when selected, displays the job title and asks if this is the correct job – confirm as appropriate.
Leaving the job code blank omits the job update for this analysis line.
The purchase ledger update again asks for the Job Code, but also asks for the Cost Code. Again
<F4-Select> is available for both inputs if required.

Completing the Invoice
Once you have entered all the analysis lines, you can key <Enter> against a blank analysis code or
nominal code (if either or these are the first detail item to be input), or if stock code press <END>
to complete the transaction.

Settlement Discount
When completing the invoice, if any settlement discount has been calculated, you are asked to
confirm the settlement discount value.

Defaulting to a value based on entered percentage rate and invoice detail lines this can be
confirmed or amended as required.

Invoice Cost (Sales Ledger Only)
If you want to maintain invoice costs for management purposes, then you may be asked to input a
cost value for the invoice to:

Enter here the cost value you wish to record against this invoice.

Document Totals
The analysis totals (goods amount plus tax) are displayed, and checked against the total you
entered at the beginning. If these are equal, then menu options are displayed to allow update of
the transactions, or to amend the transaction detail entered – select as required.
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If the pre-entered total the analysis totals do not match, then the entered analysis totals are
displayed and you are asked to go back and re-confirm the document total and analysis lines.

Document Total Confirmation
Datafile Diamond and Premier users have the option for a different document
totalling process. Two parameters available within the Application User Facilities,
‘Enter a document total before details’ and ‘Automatically Accept Document totals’
are automatically set on the system.
If switch off the first of these, then the system does not ask for a pre-entered total
(except on currency systems), and if switch off the second, then the system asks
you to enter separately the goods total and tax total for the full invoice at the end of
the process, and compares this against the entered detail.
However, the default setting ensures the document balances, and reduces the chance
of errors and so it recommended to leave these options set.

Scanning the Invoice (P/L Only)
During transaction entry, and after updating the purchase ledger (and job costing) files, then the
system can offer to scan in the supplier invoice.
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Scan Method – there are three configuration options for scanning, plus an option to omit the scan
for this invoice, these are:


Scan Automatically – the scan is processed automatically, no preview of the scanned
document is displayed and no further user interaction is required. This option may be
disabled if your scanner does not support this option.



Scan with Preview – the scan is processed automatically, but not saved and a preview of
the scanned document is displayed. This can then be rescanned if not clear, upside down
(!), etc. before saving.



Scan with Preview and Manual Settings – on selection of this option the scan isn’t
processed automatically but instead your scanner software and options are loaded for the
scan. When the scan is complete it is returned to the preview display for acceptance, or rescan.

Device – this option lists the available scanners installed on your pc for selection.
Options – various run-time options are available to configure the scan, these are:


Multiple pages – if the supplied invoice is two or more pages then selecting this option
ensures that the automatic scanning processes prompt for additional pages after the first
page is scanned.
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Scan Mode – options available here will depend on your scanner; typical options include
Colour, Greyscale and Black & White.



Scan Resolution – the DPI setting for the scan process.

Once the scan is complete you can enter another invoice as required. Purchase Credit entry
proceeds in the same manner, the scan options occurring after update of files but before allocation
options.
Scanning with Preview Mode – if scanning with preview mode then after the scan is processed the
scanned invoice document is displayed.

If the scan display is correct, and no further pages are required, selecting the SAVE button saves
the scanned document and exits back to transaction entry options. Selecting SCAN asks whether
you wish to replace the current page or append a further page, select as required. Selecting EXIT
abandons the scan, after prompting you to confirm this is what you required.
At the bottom left of the screen are options to zoom the scan display in and out. If the scanned
document consists of multiple pages then at the bottom right of the screen are options to move
between the pages.
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Enter Payments
The ‘Payments’ option allows you to record payments received from customers in the sales
ledger, or to record the details of payments you have made to a creditor in the purchase ledger. A
payment transaction reduces the current balance outstanding for an account, and also reduces the
ledger control total.

Purchase Ledger Payments
The purchase ledger contains powerful facilities for automating payments to
creditors. These are described under ‘Allocation Actions’ below. You would use
this option only to record payments you have made outside that process.

If you have the Datafile Cashbook application you may be prevented from entering payments
through the sales/purchase ledger according to the parameters set in the Cashbook System
Profiles.
There are several stages to the process of entering receipts and payments:





Enter the details of the payment
An option exists to allow you to allocate the payment before writing it
Write the payment transaction to the ledger
Allocate the payment value against other transactions if not already allocated.
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Payment Header
The payment header holds the general details of the payment. The following items are available
for input within the header, depending on configuration and product level some items may not be
prompted on your system.
The payment Header asks for the ‘general’ detail of the payment – the account to be posted to, the
payment date, etc.

Account Code
Enter the customer / supplier account the payment is to be posted against. <F4-Select> is
available to search for an account if required. Non-Compact users can also use the <F7-Option>
key to create a new account at this point.
If the account is marked as ‘on-stop’ then you will be warned accordingly, but allowed to
proceed. If the account is marked for deletion at year-end, then you will be warned but you can
continue to post the payment.
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Date
Accept the date shown, or overtype with the correct payment date. As with invoice transactions
you are warned if this date is outside the current period date range set. See the discussion on
transaction dates in the ‘Invoice’ section above for more details.

Document Total
Unlike invoice (and credit) transactions you are usually not prompted for a document total.
However, if the foreign currency application is in use and the account you selected is set to a nonbase currency, you are asked to pre-enter the totals.

Firstly you are asked for the payment value in the account currency – note that if a discount is to
be given this value must include both the actual payment and the discount given. Next, the
exchange rate appropriate for the currency and date is displayed, for confirmation or amendment,
and then the base currency value is displayed. Finally, you confirm whether the entered exchange
rate is fixed for this payment.

Reference
Enter the reference number for this payment. This might be the cheque number, or a remittance
advice number. If the system was set up to increment the payment reference automatically, the
next payment reference number is presented to you, which you may overtype (depending on
configuration).
The purchase ledger allows you to print cheques from payments you have entered, and if you
want to use this option you must leave the reference blank. The cheque printing option puts the
cheque number in to this reference field.

Description
Enter the description for the payment. This usually becomes the description that is printed for the
transaction on the statement / remittance advice.
If you find you are using the same descriptions, again and again, then there are two options
available to speed input. Pressing the <F11> key saves the description, and this is then available
on a drop down list from the description for next time. Alternatively you can use the Recall
Standard Text (<Shift>+<F1> etc.) to update pre-defined text (set within the Application Manager
for Diamond and Premier users).
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User Item 1
Three user-definable items are available for configuration on transactions within the ledger
system profiles (excluding Compact), and two of these can be prompted on payment transactions.
The first of these, User-1, can apply at the header level. Whether or not the user-1 item is
prompted is controlled via the system profiles and the title prompted is also defined there.

Payment Details
After confirming the payment header details the outstanding balance of the account is displayed,
and you are asked to enter the payment details.

Pay Type (Sales Ledger)
The payment type can be used to select the appropriate bank account to use – Cash payments
default to the petty cash account, Cheques to the bank account etc. – depending on the payment
method. Available on non-Compact systems this facility ties in with options on the Nominal
update to summarise payments per analysis type for ease of bank reconciliation.
If prompted, enter the payment type appropriate - <F4-Select> can be used to list the available
types.

Bank Analysis
If you are linked to the nominal ledger then you should enter here the bank account to or from
which this payment is to be posted. If you are not linked to the nominal ledger, then this is the
general analysis code (see ‘General Code’ under invoices above).
You may use the <F4–Select> key to select a nominal code, note that only the nominal codes in
the range defined for bank codes in the nominal ledger system profiles is shown if you use <F4–
Select>.
The default bank account can be set from a number of sources, in order of priority these are:





Bank account set for selected pay type
Default bank account recorded against customer / supplier record
Default bank account for account currency
Default bank account set in the Nominal Ledger System Profiles

Amount Received / Paid
Enter the actual amount of the payment excluding any discount allowed or taken.

Discount Given / Taken
Enter the discount amount, or leave as zero. The total value of the payment plus discount is now
displayed and, on a foreign currency account, must match the pre-entered total.
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Note
Non-Compact users can configure the system to write an extra transaction to the
ledger holding the discount amount rather than including it on the payment
transaction. This then shows more clearly on enquiries, daybooks and statements,
etc. This option is available in the system profiles for the ledger.

User Item 2
Three user-definable items are available for configuration on transactions within the ledger
system profiles (excluding Compact), and two of these are available for input on payments. User2 applies at the payment detail level. Whether or not the user item(s) are prompted, is controlled
via the system profiles and the title prompted is also defined there.

Pre-Update Allocation
A system profile option, for non-Compact users, allows you to attempt to allocate the payment
before you update the ledger for open-item accounts. This does not prevent you postponing
allocation until afterwards. If this option is set you are asked:

If you reply ‘Yes’ then you go the allocation routine as described below, and at the end of process
you return to complete the transaction. If you reply ‘No’ then the pre-allocation routine is
skipped and you proceed to complete the transaction.

Completing the Payment
You are now offered options to:

‘Amend’ returns you to the account code to allow amend of the payment details, ‘Update Files’
updates the payment to the ledger. If you didn’t pre-allocate the payment prior to posting, then
the system offers again to allocate the transaction. If you respond ‘No’ then you are returned to
the account code input to enter the next payment, (<ESC> returns you to the menu from here),
and ‘Yes’ proceeds to the allocation stage.
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Allocating the Payment
Apart from invoice entry, all the other ledger transaction routines for open-item accounts allow
you to allocate the transaction you have just entered against others for that account. The
allocation procedure is an important technique and is therefore described here in detail.
Allocating transactions follows three main stages:


Choose the transactions to allocate



Mark the amounts to allocate against the chosen transactions



Update transactions with the amounts allocated

The allocation screen (see example below) shows the progress of your allocation in the top
window, the transactions themselves in the second window (you can scroll backwards and
forwards through these) and the possible allocation actions in the bottom window.

Allocations Screen
The top left of the screen shows the account which you are allocating to, and also shows three
values on the right:
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DB:

This shows the total of all debit values allocated so far



CR:

This shows the total of all credit values allocated so far



DIFF:
This shows the difference between debits and credits. Only when this
difference is zero can the allocation be completed. As described later, you can partallocate transactions so that the difference is made zero.

The account transactions are displayed in the middle window, and you can scroll up and down
them using the up and down arrows, <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys. At the start no
transactions show until you have made your first choice of action.
At the start you must choose one of the allocation actions shown. Every time you reach the end of
the transactions for an account, or key <Escape>, you are returned to the allocation action prompt.
The allocations you have made so far are noted, so that you can use a number of the techniques to
achieve the result. Only if you abandon is your work on the allocation discarded.



Select ALL to display all transactions, both debits and credits. You would choose this
option where you have a mixture of transactions which you need to allocate.
Select DEBITS to display only debit transactions. This is the default for the sales ledger,
because sales invoices are debits.



Select CREDITS to display only credit transactions. This is the default for the purchase
ledger, because purchase invoices are credits.



Select SELECT-REFS to allow you to specify particular transactions using their reference
numbers



Select UPDATE to update the allocation details at the end of the process (option only
available once allocation is complete and the DIFF figure in the top right-hand corner is
nil)



Select EXIT to abandon the allocation and return to the transaction entry process.

The first time you choose one of the actions which displays transactions (All, Debits, or Credits)
you are asked whether to show only outstanding transactions or not.

Reply Yes or No as required. If you do a lot of allocations on an account during the period, then
to display only those which are not allocated can save time. If you want to change, or ‘unallocate’, some allocations you did earlier in the period, then you might choose to display all
transactions, even those which you allocated earlier.
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Transactions Displayed
Only ‘current’ transactions are displayed within the allocation procedures – these
are transactions entered in this period or those transactions that were outstanding at
the start of the period.
Transactions that are fully allocated at the end of a period are assumed to be historic
and are no longer accessible by the allocation routines after the period end process.

Each time you return to the allocation action choice the value of DIFF is checked to see if it is
now zero. If not zero, then the help text “TOTALS DO NOT BALANCE” displays at the bottom
right of the screen.

Allocation Dates
If you enter the allocation procedure as part of the transaction entry processes then the allocation
date is taken to be the same as the transaction entered. If you enter the allocation procedures
through the separate option(s) then you are asked for a date of allocation. This date is posted to
the ‘date allocated’ item in every transaction for which a transaction is fully allocated.

“All”, “Debit” and “Credit” Allocation Choices
When the allocation action is selected the appropriate transactions are displayed, and a ‘cursor
bar’ highlights the first transaction. Each line displays the details of one transaction and includes
the original total and the present amount outstanding, together with the description and transaction
type. You can change the transaction highlighted by using the <Up> and <Down> arrow keys,
and the <Page-Up> and <Page Down> keys.
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To allocate a transaction you can either:


Enter the amount to allocate. The value you enter cannot be more than the outstanding
amount on the transaction in question. If you enter an incorrect amount, you may return
and re-enter the correct amount. Leaving the amount zero or blank means that nothing is
allocated
to
this
transaction.
If the transaction has been allocated previously, you can enter a negative value. This
allows you to ‘unallocate’ an amount against this transaction for allocation elsewhere.
This helps in undoing an earlier incorrect allocation so that the correct transactions are left
outstanding. You cannot enter a negative value that would leave the outstanding balance
greater than the original full value of the transaction.
If you leave a small balance outstanding then the system may prompt for you to write off
the balance of the transaction as a discount, respond as required.

The size of balance remaining before the system will prompt to write-off the remainder is
set within the ledger system profiles. Within the profiles you set a percentage of the
original value of the transaction under which any remaining balance is offered for write-
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off. You can set separate percentages for invoices/credits and payments. If any discount is
given then a transaction is written to the ledger on update to reflect this.


Enter the letter A to allocate the full amount outstanding on the transaction.



If the payment received clears the balance of the account then you can enter AUTO
against the first transaction in the list to allocate all the transactions on the account. If the
payment does not clear the balance of the account then the use of AUTO will leave a
difference between the allocated debits and credits and you will need to amend the
allocation details to resolve this.



If an invoice (credit) has settlement discount details recorded against it, then the allocation
window at the bottom of the screen displays these details.

The allocation window shows the settlement discount available, the net allocation value if
settlement is taken and the due date up to which the discount was/is available. If you
choose to apply the settlement discount entering N for Net updates, the net amount as the
allocation value and prompts to write off the balance as discount. There is no restriction
on entering N-Net once the due date has past, as the allocation may be done some time
after the payment was received.
As the transactions are allocated a ‘*’ is updated against the transaction, the DB and CR values
updated at the top of the screen and the DIFF value recalculated. Once the required allocations
have been entered pressing <END> (or <Enter> against the last transaction in the list) will return
you to the allocation actions.
If the transaction has been flagged, the ‘!’ column on the transaction grid, with a status code
(disputed, bad debt, contra, etc.) then you may be prevented from entering an allocation amount
against this transaction. Diamond and Premier users can control this via the Application User
Facilities.

“Select References” Allocation Choice
This option is particularly useful where customers send you remittance advices listing the
transactions they are paying, or if you have previously marked on a printed list the supplier
invoices, you are prepared to pay.
By default, the system allows you to key in up to 50 transaction references at a time. These are
matched against transactions on file for this account, and a status screen shows the success or
otherwise of finding and allocating the references entered. You may repeat the process any
number of times.
Enter the references one after another — the <Up> and <Down> arrow keys may be used to scroll
back and forth in the list, which is displayed ten references at a time over five columns.
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<Escape>, or <End> at a blank line, causes the allocation procedure to set into motion, and the
results are entered against each reference.
You may enter a reference number without leading zeroes, and it is matched with a transaction
which may have leading zeroes, but is otherwise the same. For example, if you enter a reference
of “5243”, it would match against a transaction whose reference was “0005243”. References with
alphabetic characters are matched regardless of whether lower case or capital letters are entered
— for example “f0214” will match successfully to “F0214”.
The results of the attempted matching are displayed with the following status:


Ok - Matching was successful. Transaction had full value outstanding, and this has now
been fully allocated.



Pa - Matching was successful. Transaction had part of its original value outstanding, and
that amount has now been allocated.



AS - This transaction has already been selected for allocation in this present allocation
process, and so it has been ignored this time. (You might already have made a part
allocation against this transaction during the current allocation process, so this makes sure
that the allocation noted so far is not disturbed.)



AA - This transaction was fully allocated before you started. You can’t allocate it again!
If you want to undo the allocation, then you must choose a manual process as described
above.



** - No match was found for this reference



FS - This transaction had a status flag (contra, dispute etc.) on it, and so has not been
allocated by this process. Transactions with non-blank status flags are ignored if the
System Profiles option is set to ignore them.

You key <Enter> to return to choose another allocation action. If the totals balance, and the DIFF
value is zero you can go to complete the allocation. If the DIFF value is not zero, you may
abandon the whole thing, enter another set of references with the S option, or use one of the
manual choices above to attempt further allocation.
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An alternative to entering individual references, available for non-Compact users via the system
profiles, allows allocation for a range of dates and/or references. This could be used to speed up
allocation on active accounts where it is not uncommon for a customer to pay (say) the whole of a
months outstanding invoices.
If enabled then when you choose the action ‘Select Refs’, you are first prompted whether you
wish to enter a selective date and/or reference range.

If you respond ‘No’ then you are able to select the individual references as above. If you respond
‘Yes’, you are able to enter a date and/or reference range.
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The system will automatically allocate the outstanding value of any transactions that match the
entered ranges, and any transactions chosen by this action, add to those that may already have
been chosen earlier.

“Update” Allocation Choice
You select this option to update to the files the allocations you have made. Provided the allocated
debit and credit values are the same, you can take this option and proceed to the next. However,
if the values do not match then one of two scenarios can occur:


DIFF Value is negative. If the sum of allocated payments and credit notes is greater than
the sum of invoices, then the DIFF value shows as negative and you cannot exit the
allocation routine. You must amend the allocation details so the value matches, or
abandon the allocation until advice can be sought.



DIFF Value is positive. If the sum of allocated invoices exceeds the sum of payments, and
credit notes, then you may be asked to write off the difference as a discount. NonCompact users can control whether this is allowed via the ledger system profiles. If you
do not allow write-offs then you cannot exit the allocation routine until the DIFF value is
0, and you need to amend the allocation details so the value matches or abandon the
allocation until later.

“Exit” Allocation Choice
This option allows you to abandon the allocation process, and you are returned to whatever is the
next stage in the transaction process.

Enter Credit Notes
A credit note reduces the current balance outstanding, the turnover for the period, and the
turnover for the year for an account, and reduces the overall ledger control total.
Entering a credit note essentially follows the same procedure as described in detail above for an
invoice, with one extra option at the start, and with the option to allocate transactions being
offered at the end.

Reverse Existing Transaction
Once you have chosen an account you are asked:

Often a credit note is raised because an invoice was entered incorrectly. The purpose of this
question is to allow the computer to find an invoice already on file for this account, and to pick up
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all its details (so far as it can) for display, to save you entry time. Keying <Enter> on a blank
reference field means that you do not wish to choose an existing invoice to reverse, and you
proceed into the transaction process as described above for invoices.
When you enter a reference number to look for, you can omit leading zeroes — for example, if
you ask for reference “5124”, it will match to an invoice with reference “0005124”. If the
reference number has alphabetic characters, you can enter them in lower case or capital letters.

Credit Note Entry
The procedure for entering and posting a credit note is exactly the same as for posting an invoice
(see above) including scanning the document (if configured), with the addition that — for openitem accounts — you can allocate the credit note against invoices after completing the document.
The allocation procedure is the same as that described above.

Enter Invoice Adjustments
An Invoice Adjustment has the same effect on the ledger as a Credit Note. The difference is
purely for analysis purposes – a credit note is assumed to be requested / authorised by the
customer/supplier and is supported by a document. The invoice adjustment is for correction
purposes, the transaction being posted to the wrong account (say).
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The procedure is identical to posting a credit note including the ability to pick up an existing
transaction as the basis for the present one, and the ability to allocate the value against other
transactions on the account.

Enter Payment Adjustments
You use this transaction to reverse payment postings. The most likely reason is a customer
payment which is returned to you uncleared. Alternatively, you may also use it where a payment
has accidentally been posted to the wrong account or some other payment error has occurred. A
payment adjustment increases the current outstanding balance for this account, and also the
overall ledger control total.
Posting a payment adjustment follows the same pattern as posting a payment — see above —
with an extra option at the start.

Reverse Existing Transaction
Once you have chosen an account you are asked:

Where you are posting a payment adjustment because the payment was posted incorrectly, it is
helpful to pick up the original payment details. Keying <Enter> on a blank reference field means
that you do not wish to find an existing payment to reverse, and you proceed into the transaction
process as described above for payments.
When you enter a reference number to look for, you can omit leading zeroes — for example, if
you ask for reference “5124”, it will match to a payment with reference “0005124”. If the
reference number has alphabetic characters, you can enter them in lower case or capital letters.

Allocating the Payment Adjustment
You would usually allocate the payment adjustment against the original payment being
‘corrected’ but this transaction may have already been allocated against the invoice it paid. If this
is the case, and the payment was allocated this period, then you can unallocate the invoice and
credit as part of the allocation process.

Enter Invoiced & Paid
This option is particularly useful for entering invoice details when payment was received or made
at the same time. Cash sales are often posted through the sales ledger — maybe to cash accounts
reserved for the purpose — so that full turnover, analysis, costing and nominal postings can be
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achieved for cash sales too. If you make purchases using a credit card, this option lets you enter
the supplier invoice and the credit card details which paid it at the same time.
The transaction follows almost exactly the same pattern as entering an invoice (see above).
However, credit terms are not needed because the invoice is paid, so credit terms in the header are
replaced by an additional prompt for the nominal ledger bank account number or general code for
the payment transaction. The program takes care of the payment allocation if the account is openitem.
Where payment discounts are allowed, an additional prompt allows you to enter any payment
discount at the end of the process. Following this both the invoice and payment transactions are
written against the account concerned.

Other Transaction Facilities
Totals This Session
A transaction option exists to display the totals of all transactions entered so far in this session –
meaning whilst in the transactions menu. You may print these totals to a printer for a permanent
record.
Where batching of documents with totals is a major part of your operational discipline, then you
may prefer to use the Batch Totals option discussed next.

Batch Control Totals Check
If you have requested batch control totals checking for the ledger (through the System Profiles)
then when you choose any transaction type you are asked for the total value of this batch. You
should enter the gross value, including tax and discounts.
You can ignore batch processing by entering a
value of zero.
Provided you have entered a batch total, you are
given the next batch number in sequence, which
you should record physically onto any batch
advice note which is associated with this batch of
transactions. Note that you cannot mix transaction
types within a single batch.
At the end of a batch of transactions, when you
<Escape> from the account code prompt, then the
total of the batch of transactions just entered is
checked against the value you entered at the start.
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Batch Totals Agree - If the batch totals agree, then a batch control summary is displayed (see
example below) and you are asked to press <Enter> to continue.

Now you are asked:

If you reply ‘Yes’ to this, then you go into a report printing routine which follows the standard
pattern for printing reports — see the Reports section later for more information. The report is
formatted the same as the transaction report for the transaction type, and the batch number is
added to the heading.
Batch Totals Disagree – If the batch total disagrees with the value you input originally, then you
are asked:
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If you want to continue with the batch, reply ‘Yes’, and you are returned to the account code
prompt. If you reply ‘No’ you are then asked:

If you reply ‘No’ to this question you are returned to the account code prompt, so that you can
enter further transactions for the batch. If you reply ‘Yes’ then you can continue to print the
transactions report as if the totals agree.
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Allocations (Sales Ledger)
The sales allocation options allow you to allocate transactions, change status flags, and handle bad
debts, as shown below. (On Compact systems only the ‘Allocate’ option is available and this is
automatically selected).

Allocations by Account
When you post payments and credit notes to open-item accounts, you will usually allocate them at
the same time. against the invoices being paid as described in detail during the payment entry
process. However, on occasion this may not be possible, perhaps because it is a payment on
account, or there is inadequate allocation information.
The purpose of the ALLOCATE option is to allow you to allocate transactions against each other.
On making this choice you are asked:
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The current date is offered, for acceptance or amendment. If in a forward period you are asked to
confirm that you want it posted to the forward period — if not, then supply a date in the currentl
open period.
Once you have done this, you are in the payment allocation screen, and are asked for the first
account whose transactions you wish to allocate. The allocation procedure itself is fully described
in the payment entry section above.
Once you have processed the first account, you are returned to the account code prompt to choose
another, or <Escape> to the menu.

Set Transaction Status Flags
The ‘Set-Flags’ action allows you to mark transactions with a flag to indicate their status, as well
as to clear existing flags.

You choose accounts in the usual way, after which you are asked to choose which transactions to
display for the account in the middle window as illustrated above. This will exclude those which
are already fully allocated (except on ‘X’ action). The choices are:
All
C-Contra
D-Disputed
X-Omit

display all transactions
display just those transactions marked with “D” for disputed
display those transactions marked with “C” for contra’d
display all transactions (including retained) and allow to be marked with “X”

You can also <Escape> from here to return to the account code prompt to choose another account
to review, and can return to the menu by keying <Escape> from the account code prompt.
Once you’ve chosen one of the above actions, the transactions which match are displayed in the
middle window, and the bottom window changes to allow the setting of the appropriate flags.
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You can use the up and down arrows, <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys to select transactions,
and any flag which is set for each transaction shows on that line as well as in the prompt above.
You can change or clear the flag of any transaction by keying or clicking the button for the
appropriate letter:


Contra. Where you have customers who are also suppliers, you may want to mark
transactions in both sales and purchase ledgers as having been set against each other.
When you are ready you can clear them, of course, by “paying” them all through (say) a
“contra” nominal bank account, which is always zero, provided you have paid both sides.
Note, if this is a common circumstance, you can handle this through the cash book in such
a way that both sides of the transaction always cancel out.



Disputed. Should your customer dispute part or all of any transaction, you may want to
mark it with a “D” to highlight it for you to follow up. Once you’ve resolved the problem
you should clear the flag, of course.



X-Omit. Should someone post an incorrect transaction you will have to reverse it out.
However, all transactions are recorded — there is no computer eraser. If you do not want
these to print on the customer statement, then you can mark them with an “X”. These
transactions print on reports, however. Note that to omit on the statement the transactions
needs to have been reversed out and allocated and the statement must be configured to
omit X flagged transactions (General Document Parameters 2)
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_-Clear (Space). If you wish to clear a flag setting for a transaction, pressing the space bar
or clicking this button clears any existing flag.



Bad Debt. Although you cannot mark a transaction with a “B” to signify that this is a bad
debt here — any transaction flagged as a bad debt is displayed and you can amend or clear
the status flag here.



Exit. Selecting this option returns you back to the first status flag menu.

Provide for Bad Debts
This works much like ‘Set Transaction Status Flag’ above, except that only invoices are
displayed, and you have only one action to decide for each transaction:

If the invoice is already marked with a “B” for bad debt, then the default answer given is Y, and
<Enter> leaves this status intact. If you answer N, however, then the bad debt flag is removed
from this invoice. For all other status types, including invoices with no status flag, the answer N
is offered, which you can accept by keying <Enter>. If you reply Y, then the status flag,
regardless of its present setting, is set to “B”.

Reporting Bad Debt Provisions
An option available within the Sales Ledger Reports menu allows you to report
transactions that have been flagged as bad debts.

Write Off Bad Debts
You use this option to clear bad debts from the ledger, and ensure that the invoice and tax
amounts are posted to the correct place in the nominal ledger where linked. If the foreign
currency application is in use, then you can use this procedure for base currency accounts but not
for other currencies, for these you should enter a manual credit note selecting the appropriate ‘bad
debt’ nominal code for analysis.
First you are asked to confirm the date for this action. Note that this date must be in the current
period — you cannot choose a date in the next period. Next you choose the account to process,
<F4-Select> is available as required, any invoices marked as bad debts are now displayed and for
each one in turn you are asked:
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You are prompted N, but if you decide to write off the invoice you reply Y. If you reply Y, then
the tax amount for the invoice is displayed. If none of the invoice has been paid off yet, then this
is the original tax amount when the invoice was first entered. If the invoice is partly paid,
however, then the tax amount displayed is the pro-rata tax value of the amount left unpaid.
You can accept the calculated tax value, or overwrite with a different value. Once you have
reviewed the flagged transactions then the total bad debt is shown to you.

If you want to abandon the action, press <Escape> now. If you press <Enter> then the invoices
you have marked are written off as bad debts. You are now asked if you wish to post the bad debt
as a credit note, which gives you one final chance to stop the action.

If you reply ‘Yes’ then a credit note is written against the account. It is allocated against the
invoices you have chosen to write off. The tax amount is the sum of the tax amounts you
accepted; and the net amount is marked for posting against the nominal ledger account specified
for bad debts in the ledger System Profiles.

Note
There are statutory rules concerning how and when you can write off bad debts and
reclaim the tax. You must make sure you know the current legislation and act
according.

Allocations (Purchase Ledger)
The purchase ledger allocation options allow you to allocate transactions, generate payments for
individual accounts, change status flags, generate and post ledger payments automatically as
shown below. (On Compact systems only the ‘ALLOCATE’ option is available and this is
selected for you).
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Allocations by Account
When you post payments and credit notes to open-item accounts, you will usually allocate them at
the same time against the invoices being paid as described above. However, on occasion this may
not be possible, perhaps because it is a payment on account, or there is inadequate allocation
information.
The purpose of the ALLOCATE option is to allow you to allocate transactions against each other.
On making this choice you are asked:

The current date is offered, for acceptance or amendment. If in a forward period you are asked to
confirm that you want it posted to the forward period — if not, then supply a date in the current
open period.
Once you have done this, you are given the payment allocation screen, and are asked for the first
account whose transactions you wish to allocate. The allocation procedure is fully described as
part of the payment entry procedures discussed earlier.
Once you have processed the first account, you are returned to the account code prompt to choose
another, or <Escape> to the menu.

Manually Generate Payments
This procedure allows you to review accounts, one by one, and select transactions for payment.
You choose accounts in the usual way. The procedure follows three steps:




Select the transactions to pay for this account
Complete the payment details
Update the ledger and allocate the payment to the selected transactions

Once you have confirmed the allocation (and therefore payment) date and the supplier account,
you are asked:
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You can ask the computer to make an initial selection for you, based on a payment date which
you supply. If you reply N to this question, you proceed through to the next stage. If you reply
Y, then you must confirm the payment date (you can choose a different date to that prompted).



Select ALL to display all transactions, both debits and credits. You may prefer to choose
this option so that you can allocate any debits (payments and credit notes) as part of the
payment process.



Select DEBITS to display only debit transactions. An unlikely choice, except after
choosing credits only, to check if any debits are present.



Select CREDITS to display only credit transactions. Note that credits are invoices in the
purchase ledger, as are payment adjustments.



Use SELECT-REFS to allow you to specify particular transactions using their reference
numbers. For more details on this action review the equivalent section in the allocation
procedures of the payment entry process above.



Use UPDATE to go to the next stage of the payment action once you have selected some
invoices for payment. The payment value is given at PAY in the first window and must be
positive (greater than zero) before you can choose this option.



Select EXIT to abandon the payment generation routine for this supplier.

The first time you choose one of the actions which displays transactions, you are asked whether to
show only outstanding transactions or not. Reply Yes or No as appropriate. Normally you should
only need to see those which are still outstanding and would reply Yes. If, during the generate
payment process, you want to reverse the allocation of a payment which you made earlier in this
month, then you might reply No.
After confirming whether or not to display only outstanding transactions, the requested
transactions are displayed for you to enter the amount to pay against each transaction.
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The options you can use to generate the amount to pay on each transaction are:


Enter an amount to pay. The value cannot be more than the outstanding amount on the
transaction in question. This amount is added to the debit (DB) or credit (CR) values at
the top of the screen, and the PAY value is adjusted accordingly. If you allocate an
incorrect amount, you may return and re-enter the correct amount. Leaving the amount
zero or blank means that nothing is paid from this transaction (and if you had entered a
value during this procedure, it will be reversed).



Enter the letter A to allocate the full amount outstanding on the transaction. This saves
you having to key the amount. Again the values at the top of the screen are adjusted
accordingly.



Enter the word AUTO <Enter> to start the automatic allocation process. This marks the
outstanding amount on every transaction to pay, and adds this to the PAY value in the first
window.



If an invoice (credit) has settlement discount details recorded against it then the allocation
window at the bottom of the screen displays these details.
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The allocation window shows the settlement discount available, the net allocation value if
settlement is taken and the due date up to which the discount was/is available. If you
choose to apply the settlement discount entering N for Net updates the net amount as the
allocation value, and prompts to write off the balance as discount.
Once you have marked all the transactions you wish to pay, and provided the PAY value is
positive, you can choose the UPDATE action to proceed to the next stage.

You are shown the total value of transactions you have selected, and can key <Enter> to proceed
to the next stage. If you want to abandon this payment, then key <Escape> here to return to the
account code prompt for another account.

Completing Payment Details
Now you are given the standard payment screen used when posting a payment (see Enter
Payments above). The date is already supplied, and you are asked to complete the reference and
description fields. If you wish to print a cheque for the payment, either as part of the remittance
at the end of this process or separately later, then you should leave the reference blank.
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In the lower half of the screen, as shown above, you are now asked to complete the bank analysis
code (the nominal ledger bank code, or general code if no nominal ledger is linked to the purchase
ledger).
Finally the amount received and discount given fields are given. If any settlement discount is due,
then this is already reflected in the discount field. You may, however, override the calculated
discount and substitute your own value by altering the two fields accordingly. The sum of the
two fields must come to the correct payment total, and you are warned if this is not so.

Update Ledger and Print Remittance
Finally you are asked if you wish to update the ledger files. If so reply ‘Yes’, if you reply ‘No’
you are returned to the reference prompt in the screen above, so that you may amend the final
payment details.
If you want to abandon the payment completely, <Escape> from the update question, and you are
returned to the account code prompt at the start of the process.
If you elect to update the ledger, then you have a final option to decide whether or not to print a
remittance advice for this supplier. If you reply ‘No’ then you are returned to the account code
prompt so that you may initiate a manual payment for another supplier. If you reply ‘Yes’ then a
remittance advice is printed before returning you to the account code prompt.
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Set Transaction Status Flags
This action allows you to mark transactions with a flag to indicate their status, as well as to clear
flags.

You choose accounts in the usual way, after which you are asked to choose which transactions to
display for the account in the middle window as illustrated above. This will exclude those which
are already fully allocated. The choices are:







All
D-Dispute
C-Contra
P-To Pay
U-Unauthorised
X-Omit

display all transactions
display just those transactions marked with “D” for disputed
display those transactions marked with “C” for contra’d
display all those transactions marked with “P” to pay
display those transactions marked with “U” for unauthorised
display all transactions (including retained)

You can also <Escape> from here to return to the account code prompt to choose another account
to review, and can return to the Allocation Actions menu by keying <Escape> from the account
code prompt.
Once you’ve chosen one of the above actions, the transactions which match are displayed in the
middle window and the actions changes to:
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You can use the up and down arrows, <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys to select transactions,
and any flag which is set for each transaction shows on that line as well as in the prompt above.
You can change or clear the flag of any transaction by keying the appropriate letter:


Contra. Where you have suppliers who are also customers, you may want to mark
transactions in both purchase and sales ledgers as having been set against each other.
When you are ready you can clear them, of course, by “paying” them all through (say) a
“contra” nominal bank account, which is always zero, provided you have paid both sides.



Disputed. Should you dispute part or all of a supplier’s transaction, you may want to mark
it with a “D” to highlight that you don’t want it paid. Once you’ve resolved the problem
you should clear the flag, of course.



X-Omit. Should someone post an incorrect transaction you will have to reverse it out.
However, all transactions are recorded — there is no computer eraser. If you do not want
these to print on a supplier statement, then you can mark both the original error and the
reversal with an “X” and, provided the statement/remittance is configured according, these
are omitted. These transactions print on reports, however.



Paid. Automatic payment procedures (see later) mark transactions with a “P” to show that
they are due to be paid. You can mark further transactions to pay, or clear the flag, using
this option.
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Unauthorised. If your internal procedures are such that invoices must be authorised for
payment, then again you can mark and clear these from here. Purchase Ledger Invoice
entry can, for non-Compact users, be set to mark all invoices as unauthorised by default.



_-Clear (Space). This option clears any existing flag.



Exit. Returns you to the main status flag menu.

Set Proposed Payments
Generate Payments Automatically
These options, included on the allocations menu as PROPOSE-PAY and PAY-RUN respectively,
are also included within the Automatic Payments procedures, and are discussed there.

Automatic Payments (Purchase Ledger)
A special feature of the purchase ledger gives you the capability to automate your payment
procedures. The facilities to achieve this are grouped under the Allocation Actions for the
purchase ledger and described below.
The steps you would take are as follows:


Run the Proposed Payments Procedure. This processes your whole purchase ledger,
marking with a “P” the status flag of each transaction which is now due for payment. This
ignores transactions which are already marked with any other status flag value. Note that
only open-item accounts are reviewed.



Print the Supplier Payments Report. This lists and sub-totals by account all transactions
which are marked with a “P” to be paid. The final total tells you how much is due, and
you can now decide whether or not you want to pay all the transactions which are marked.



You can use the Set Transaction Status Flags option to reset any transactions you do not
want to pay, and even mark other transactions for payment.



Now you can run the procedure Generate Payments Automatically to create payments to
the ledger allocated against the marked transactions.



You can follow this with a remittance and cheque print run if appropriate. If you pay by
BACS then you or your Datafile Reseller may wish to develop a ProFiler procedure to
generate a payments file for supply to your bank at this point.

For foreign currency systems the payment generation process for non-base currency accounts
cannot be achieved through the Generate Payments procedure, and should be added through the
Manually Generate Payments process.
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Selecting the ‘Automatic Payments’ option, on the main purchase ledger menu gives a sub-menu,
with the payment options.

Run Proposed Payments
This is the first stage of the automatic payment procedures. In this stage transactions are analysed
to see if payment is now due, and if so they are marked with a “P” in the status flag. Transactions
which are flagged with anything other than “P” are ignored by this procedure. Transactions
which are already marked with “P”, however, are reconsidered and the “P” status cleared if the
transaction is not now due for payment.
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Selective Accounts
or Account Code
You can choose to run the procedures against all accounts, individual accounts, or selective
accounts. Responding ‘Y’ to the prompt for selective accounts will display the standard selection
criteria screen.

Proposed Payment Date
Enter here the date of the proposed payment run. The proposed payment date allows the system
to control whether settlement discount is due or not (the payment date being on/earlier than the
settlement expiry date).

Include Invoices Up To Due/Settlement Date
Enter here the due date up to which transactions are to be marked as ‘P-to-Pay’.
You are now asked if you wish to proceed. If you reply No you are returned to the Allocation
Actions menu. If you reply Yes, then processing starts - for each account the transactions are
analysed and those which are shown to be due are marked. A commentary displays as the
processes progresses, including the total value of payments proposed by this run, together with
the value of any settlement discounts available. At the end you return to the Allocation Actions
menu
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Print Supplier Payments
This reports all transactions that are marked for payment, giving you totals at the end of the
payment amount and the settlement discount that is available to be taken. Selecting this option
gives various pre-report questions.
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Date of Report
Defaults to the system date – usually this is today’s date, but this may be updated with the date of
the end of the current period when configured.

Report ‘As At’ Date
Usually the same as the report date. However, if your system only includes transactions up to a
set date then you may want to update this date as the ‘as at’ date. The ‘as at’ date is for memo
purposes only, it has no effect on the transactions or values reported.

Range of Account Codes – From/To
This option allows you to restrict the accounts processed on the report to a set range. <F4-Select>
is available as required. If you leave the from/to code blank then all accounts are included, if set
the from-account but not the to-account then all accounts from the entered account onwards are
included. If set to the to-account, but leave the from-account blank, then all accounts up to the
entered account are included.
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Include Forward Transactions
This setting controls whether any forward transactions are to be included on the report. You may
want to set this if the ledger period is behind the actual date, and some forward invoices have
short payment deadlines.

Specify Selection Criteria
This option allows you to restrict the accounts processed to set criteria. You may only, for
example, wish to process accounts that are flagged for payment by ‘BACS’. Setting this option
gives you a pop-up form to enter the required criteria.

Proposed Payment Date
Including up to Due/Sett Date
Defaulting to the dates entered on the earlier proposed payments run, these dates control the
transactions included on the report and whether settlement discount is available.

Include Unauthorised Trans
If flagging transactions as unauthorised, either as part of the transaction entry process or via the
‘Set Status Flags’ options, then this parameter controls whether the report includes these
transactions or not.

Only Include “P to Pay” Trans
Normally set so that the report only includes transactions that have been flagged for payment
through the proposed payment procedure, or the through the set transactions status flag options.

Report Comment Printed
Updated automatically with the pay date, and the due date used, you could amend this as required.
The comment is printed on the resulting report output.
Once the pre-report parameters are set as required, selecting the PRINT button will prompt you
for the desired printer or other output device and produce the report. Selecting CANCEL will
return you to the automatic payments menu. The OPTIONS button allows extra printing controls,
for details on this refer to the Reports section of this manual.
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Amend Status Flags
This option calls the ‘Set Transaction Status Flags’ option available on the Allocations menu.
Discussed fully earlier this option is included here to allow easy amendment of the ‘P-to-Pay’
status flag – clearing it from some transactions and setting it on others as required.
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Generate Payments
You use this option to generate supplier payments from those transactions marked as ‘P to Pay’.
First you must give the appropriate payment date to use as the date of the payment transactions –
this would usually be the same as the date used for the proposed payment procedure. Then you
must provide some further information for the payments that are to be generated.
The Generate Payments process on a foreign currency system is only available for base currency
supplier accounts. For other accounts the payments would have to be manually created, through
the Manually Generate Payments option discussed earlier

Selective Accounts
Although the payment process only processes transactions marked for payment, you still may
wish to apply additional account criteria, perhaps to process selected accounts with a different
bank account. Responding Y to the pop-up prompt for selective accounts, allows the ability to
enter any required criteria.

Bank Account
A default bank account is usually prompted here, but you can use the <F4-Select> key to help you
select the required account.
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Reference
If you enter a reference here, then it is used for every payment transaction generated. If you want
to use the cheque-writing facility of the purchase ledger then leave this blank, as the chequewriter inserts the cheque number here.

Description
This description is posted to every payment transaction generated by this run.

Due Date to take Settlement Discount
This is the second date from the proposed payment run but you can change if required. Only
those transactions whose settlement date is the same or later than this are considered for
settlement discount.

After confirming the entered details are correct you are able to commence generation of the
payments. At the end of the process the total value of payments posted is displayed, together with
the value of settlement discounts taken because the payment terms were in time.
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Print Remittance Advice
The remittance advice is a configured statement document (by default the third of six available
statements) that is called directly.

Notes
Diamond and Premier users will have to amend the menu parameters to call another
statement, if the remittance advice is not configured as the third statement.

The remittance processes only accounts included in the generate payment run. and, by default,
only displays the transactions for those accounts that have been paid. Selecting this option gives
various pre-report questions which you may amend or accept as required.

Date Printed on Statement
Amend or confirm the statement date as required.
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Eligible Accounts
As mentioned above only accounts for which a payment has been created through the automatic
generation procedures are processed, but this option allows you to further restrict the accounts. A
drop-down list offers options:







All Accounts – all accounts are processed for which a payment has been generated (this is
the usual default).
Range of Accounts – allows entry of a range of account codes to be processed. <F4Select> is available if required. If leave the from, and to-account values blank, then all
accounts are processed. If leave the from-account blank, then all accounts up to and
including the to-accounts are processed, and if leave the to-account blank then all accounts
from the from-account to the end are processed.
List of Specified Accounts – allows you to manually enter up to 200 accounts to be
processed. <F4-Select> is available if required. Press <Enter> on a blank account code to
complete selection
Search Criteria Screen – allows entry of selection criteria to select the accounts to be
processed.

Change Aged Analysis
As the remittance advice will generally only include ‘paid’ transactions, then the document is not
configured to print the aged analysis. If the document has been amended to include transactions
still outstanding, then this option could be used to change the aged analysis breakdown from the
default settings. This option is not applicable if using monthly aged analysis terms.

Account Activity Criteria
This option adds a further filter to the accounts you want to select, based on the activity of the
account. This is in addition to the normal remittance criteria of only processing accounts for
which a payment has been generated, through the automatic procedures, and any further
restrictions set in the Eligible Accounts parameter above. You are given a sub-menu from which
to choose, with various options depending on the number of ageing periods defined.





All Accounts – processes all accounts to determine if a remittance is to be printed.
If Account Balance – processes only those accounts with an outstanding balance
If Account Balance or Transactions – processes only those accounts with an outstanding
balance or a transaction entered within this period (this is the usual selection)
With any balance over n days – processes only those accounts with an outstanding balance
over n days where n are the values entered for the aged analysis periods.

Once the pre-report parameters are set as required, selecting the PRINT button will prompt you
for the desired printer or other output device and produce the remittance documents. Selecting
CANCEL will return you to the automatic payments menu.
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Other Automatic Payment Options
Diamond and Premier users may want to include the purchase cheque payments
routine on this menu, if the remittance advice doesn’t include a ‘combined’ cheque.
Premier users with ProFiler who have configured a BACS output process, may
want to include this on the automatic payments menu as well.
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Statements
This option prints statements of account, one to a page. Sales ledger statements are normally sent
to customers to remind them of how much they owe you and how the balance is made up. The
same facility is given in the purchase ledger. But the main use there is to print a remittance
advice as discussed above.
You can print sales ledger statements as often as you wish. If you normally maintain your
accounts on a monthly basis then you would normally print customer statements at the end of
each month. However, you may wish to print them more often for internal accounting purposes,
or you may wish to print statements for particular accounts during the month — to accompany
chasing letters, for instance.
You may define several different statement layouts (only one for Compact systems, six for
Professional and Diamond systems, and twelve for Premier systems) for any company.
Examples of different uses for statements include:




Monthly statement showing current position
Account history statements showing full history for an account
Chasing letters of varying degrees of severity according to the age of the oldest debt – you
don’t have to print the transactions, but you can print the ageing.

If your ledger contains both open-item and balance brought-forward accounts you would normally
print the statement in two ‘runs’ using a different statement design for each run.

Starting a Statement Run
When you choose ledger statements you are first offered a sub-menu which shows the statement
types which are defined for your system, as in the example shown here which has a choice of two
layouts.
If you have only one statement layout defined, incidentally, then no sub-menu is show — you go
straight through to the next stage.
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Once you have chosen the statement type you wish to print, you then have the facility to enter
some pre-report parameters for the statement run.

Date Print on Statement
The system date is displayed, which you can accept or overtype with the date that you wish to
print on the statement. Note that the ageing of transactions is calculated from this date.
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Eligible Accounts
There are five ways to select the accounts you want to print, and four of the choices are made
here. The fifth choice is by account activity, and is the answer to a later question. The four
options display in a sub-menu for you to choose:







All Accounts — all accounts will print, subject to the account activity choice later
Range of Accounts — you can specify a range of accounts to print. You can use the <F4–
Select> key to find the start and end of your range, and the range includes both the
accounts chosen as the range. The chosen accounts do not have to exist, however — you
could choose accounts in the range (say) of AAA000 to AAA999, even though neither of
these accounts may yet be defined
List of Specified Accounts — you can list up to 200 accounts in any order for which to
print statements. Only valid account codes are accepted here, and again you can use the
<F4–Select> key to find particular accounts. Key <Enter> to a blank account code to end
the selection
Search Criteria Screen — this lets you use the standard selection criteria capability.

Change Aged Analysis
The current ageing periods are displayed. If you want to use different ageing periods for this
particular run reply Y and you can then change the periods. If using monthly analysis periods you
cannot change the ageing periods.

Account Activity Criteria
This option adds a further filter to the accounts you want to select, based on the activity on the
account. This is in addition to any other selection you may have chosen above. You are given a
sub-menu from which to choose, with up to eight options, depending on how many ageing periods
are defined:







The “All accounts” option prints statements for all accounts selected even if there is a zero
balance and there are no transactions for any particular account.
The “If current account balance” prints statements for the accounts selected only if there is
a non-zero balance on the account. Zero balance accounts are omitted even if there are
transactions for that account in the period.
The “If current balance or transactions” option prints statements for the accounts selected,
only if the account has either a non-zero balance or has had some transactions posted in the
period. A statement for an account with a zero balance is printed if there are any
transactions for the period, but not otherwise.
The remaining options use the aged analysis periods accepted or defined above.
Statements are printed for the selected accounts only if any part of the balance has been
outstanding for more than the ageing period specified.
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Statement Message Printed
If you have designed your statement to take advantage of this feature, you may enter up to three
lines of text to print on the statement. The document design parameters allow you to print a
further pre-defined message that depends on the age of the oldest debt which can be helpful for
debtor chasing.

Report Which Currencies
On a foreign currency system an extra prompt allows you to filter the accounts reported according
to the currency code recorded against the account. Leaving the value blank produces statements
in the base currency of the system, alternatively you can enter ALL to produce statements in the
account currency, or enter a specific currency code to produce statements for accounts with a
matching currency code.
Once the pre-report parameters are set as required selecting the PRINT button will prompt you for
the desired printer or other output device and produce the statement. Selecting CANCEL will
return you to the menu.
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Sample Statement
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Enquire Account Details
The Enquiry Accounts procedure on the menu is the same option as available within the Customer
and Supplier maintenance options. It is duplicated here for convenience purposes. For details on
this option please refer to the appropriate section earlier in this manual.

Reports
You can print reports whenever you need them. The reports are similar for both ledgers; the only
differences being a profitability report for the sales ledger, is replaced by a payments due report
on the purchase ledger, and some differences on the unallocated transaction reports.

Main Sales Ledger Reports Menu

Prompts Used Throughout Reporting Procedures
Throughout the sales and purchase ledger reporting features, there is a common set of pre-run
parameters whenever a report is printed. These are supplemented by others for specific reports
which will be discussed on the individual reports where appropriate.
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If the pre-run parameters are set as required then you can select the PRINT option directly and
proceed to print the report.

Date of Report
It is usual to print the system date on the report. This is displayed and maybe accepted or
amended as required.

Report “As At” Date
Whilst the ‘Date of Report’ represents the date the report was printed, this date represents the date
up to which transactions have been entered. For example, on the 3rd March 20xx you may want to
produce reports up to the 28th February 20xx. Other than the Aged Analysis reports, where this
date controls the aged analysis, the ‘As At’ date has no effect on the accounts or transactions
reported.

Range of Accounts From / To
Available for ‘Account’ reports you can specify a range of accounts to print. You can use the
<F4–Select> key to find the start and end of your range and the range includes both the accounts
chosen as the range. The chosen accounts do not have to exist, however — you could choose
accounts in the range (say) of AAA000 to AAA999, even though neither of these accounts may
yet be defined
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Include Forward Transactions
The forward transaction facility allows you to enter transactions into the new period before the
current period has ended. It would be normal to print reports – particularly at period-end for audit
trail purposes – to exclude forward transactions (in which case this input should be left blank). If
you wish to include forward transactions then set this option.

Specify Any Selection Criteria
Leaving this input blank processes all accounts in the file, if the report is based on the transaction
file then it process all current (and forward) period transactions. If you wish to apply criteria
select this option.

Transaction Reports
Transaction reports only process the current period by default. To include earlier
periods you need to enable selection criteria, overtype the starting record to be 1
(this defaults to the first transaction this period) and enter the appropriate date range
to report.

Report Which Currencies
Any values printed are reported based on the contents of the data item (no conversion takes place
based on the response to this item). If you leave this option blank then all accounts are processed,
alternatively you can enter a specific currency to report just those accounts / transactions or enter
ALL to process all records but grouped by currency.

The OPTIONS Button
The Options button allows configuration facilities for the printing of the report – selecting
margins and fonts. When you select the OPTIONS button a pop-up form is displayed.
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Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this option is
‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected.
This option accepts your entered parameters for this print only, reverting to
defaults next time the report is run.
Depending on whether the user is configured as an ‘Install’ user then the next option
will be SAVE. This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next time this report
is run (Note: this is system wide not per user). Setting the user as an ‘Install’ user is achieved
through the user configuration available under the MASTER sign-on.
This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report screen.
The report parameters available are:


Paper Size - select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts (and the screen is a
slightly different layout) – selecting a page size is mandatory to use proportional fonts.
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Default Printer Font – a font dialog is displayed allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).

Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data
items on your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all
the required information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you
view the Customer Account Listing report this shows, by default, the account code
(10 characters), the account name (30), the telephone number (20), the fax number
(20), together with spaces between the items this gives a total of 73 characters, or
columns required, across the page (think graph paper – you have 73 ‘cells’ across
the page).
Those 73 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins
taken into account) as starting positions for data items – so the account code starts at
column 1, the account name at column 12 (account code plus 1 space is 11), etc. If
you select a font size too big then the account code may not finish printing before
the account name starts causing the name to overlap the end of the account code. If
this occurs then you can either reduce the font size, or consider swapping the report
to landscape orientation if the font size would go too small.
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Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report, or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing, to landscape to increase the
size of print as these reports require a large amount of detail to be printed.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured, then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
(length/width) is again picked up from the Print Style Profile and fonts depend on ASCII
codes configured, although other settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the
OPTIONS display.



Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer, it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option is not applicable if the page size is left
blank.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings for both portrait
and landscape when the page size has been set. The appropriate setting being used based on the
orientation of the output selected at run-time.


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.



Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.
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Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

This set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings for both portrait and
landscape when the page size has not been set. Two columns are definable, one to use if printing
in portrait, the other if printing in landscape - the appropriate setting being used based on the
orientation of the output selected at run-time.


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.



Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.


Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
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spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.


E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select the ACCEPT option to apply the settings for this
print or, if available, the SAVE option to apply for this and future prints.

Printing Procedure
Once you have accepted the printing parameters you can then select the desired output.

Depending on the report and system configuration the report can be output in a number of
different methods. To ‘print’ you select the desired output device and then click the OK button.
Available options are:


Screen – selecting this option displays the report on the screen. If you are happy with the
output, selecting <F7-Option> on the report allows you to print the report or save it for
subsequent print/enquiry.
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Print Device – selecting this option allows you to print the report to any printer configured
on your pc. The printer is selected from the NAME drop down list.



Disk Spooler – selecting this option saves the report for subsequent enquiry / print.



Microsoft Word – if Microsoft Word is installed then the report can be output as a
document to Word. Note that font settings defined in the Options settings are ignored and
a fixed item font is used instead for alignment purposes.



Microsoft Excel – if Microsoft Excel is installed then this option allows the creation of an
Excel spreadsheet based on the report.



Fax-File Server – this option is enabled if you have fax software such as Tobit David or
Zetafax that uses a ‘file scan’ folder to pickup faxes. If you use fax software such as
WinFax then the fax output is selected from the ‘print device’ list. Note that font settings
as defined by the Options button are ignored as this type of fax device cannot interpret
these settings.



E-Mail – selecting this option creates an email message (Tobit David, Outlook and
Outlook Express only) with the report as, by default, a PDF attachment.



PDF – selecting this option creates the report as an Adobe PDF file. If Adobe Acrobat
Reader not installed then this option will offer to download this freeware software (internet
connection required).

Aged Analysis of Debtors / Creditors
The Aged Analysis report analyses the outstanding transactions, and groups them into your
defined ageing periods, which can be helpful in debtor chasing and payment generation.
This report only includes open item accounts, though the total balance of any balance forward
accounts can be printed at the end of the report to ensure that the final totals reflect the complete
ledger. The program uses the “As At” date as the basis from which to calculate the age of the
transactions, and normally ages on the original transaction date, although Diamond and Premier
users can set the report to age on the transaction due date.
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As well as the standard prompts there are several additional parameters that you can answer:

Change the Aged Analysis
The default ageing periods are displayed, and these are used if you leave this option blank.
However, if you reply Y to this question, then you can change the ageing periods, for this run
only, to any set of values you want. For example, the default periods may be 30, 60, 90 days etc.
but for this report you wish them to be weekly. Overtype the values with 7, 14, 21, 28 and 35.
If using Monthly analysis terms this option is not applicable.

Which Type of Accounts Printed
This option allows you to filter the accounts printed which are based on the age of the outstanding
balances. The options available are:


All Accounts – all accounts are included even if there is no outstanding balance.



If Account Balance – only accounts with a non-zero balance are included



With Any Balance Over n Days – only accounts with a balance over n days are included
(n is the values defined for the aged analysis periods above).
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Include Account Address
If you select this option then the full address of each account is printed as part of the detail for
each account.

Include Transaction Detail
If you select this option, then in addition to summaries of the transactions for an account, the
individual transactions are listed with their values printing in the proper ageing columns.

Include Telephone
One extra item from the accounts file may be specified as an extra item for printing on the aged
debtors’ report. Typically the extra item chosen is the customer’s telephone number so that the
report may be used to telephone late payers. Here you decide whether or not you want this extra
item printed this time. Diamond and Premier users can nominate a different account item to be
printed if required.

Exclude Transactions with Flags
If you choose to print transactions on this report (see question above) you can decide here whether
to exclude printing any transactions which have any of the flags which could apply. Enter the
letters which correspond to the flags you wish to omit — the letters you can choose are shown on
the right of this question on the screen.
For the sales ledger you can exclude transactions with flags of B, C and D. For the purchase
ledger you can exclude transactions with flags C, D, P and U.

Report Comment Printed
You can add a report comment to this report of up to 40-characters in length here.
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Example Aged Analysis Report
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Ledger Control Summary
This is the main control report for the ledger. It shows the opening period balance of the ledger,
summarises the transactions posted during the current period by type, and gives the closing
balance. The report is the key to the ledger audit trail, and you should print it as part of your endof-period procedures, and file for reference.

Notes
You should check the opening balance on the ledger control agrees with the closing
balance of the previous periods report.
You should also check the closing balance of this periods report matches both the
total of the aged analysis report, and the debtor/creditor control account balance in
the Nominal Ledger.
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Example Ledger Control Summary Report
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Unallocated Receipts / Payments
This report shows the value of unallocated receipts or payments held against each account code
and customer name, together with their current outstanding balances. Even if you do not use
selection criteria, only those accounts on which there is unallocated cash are printed.

Example Unallocated Payments Report
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Account Listing
This report is defined to show account codes and customer names, together with other descriptive
information – such as telephone number.

Example Accounts Listing
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Account Status
This report shows account codes and names, current balance, last transaction dates, turnover for
the year and other information to help give a snapshot of each accounts position.

Example Account Status Report
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Name and Address List
This report shows the customer/supplier name and address details.

Example Name and Address Listing
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Customer / Supplier Analysis
Based on the analysis code specified on the accounts file, this report accumulates the values of an
item (pre-defined as the turnover for the year) against these codes. The data item to be analysed
can be changed through the Advanced Features Manager (Datafile Diamond and Premier only).
The program runs through all the accounts (or those which meet the selection criteria if that has
been requested) calculating the total values for each analysis code in use.
After all accounts have been processed, the total amounts per analysis code are then printed
against the analysis codes together with their percentage of the grand total. Note that if the
analysis code is a table entry, the description for each code is printed as well.
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Customer Profitability (Sales Ledger)
If you are making use of the sales ledger costing facilities, then you use this report to give you an
analysis of the profitability of each customer. It shows the turnover and costs year-to-date, and
the turnover and costs in the current period.

Supplier Payments Due (Purchase Ledger)
This is a copy of the Supplier Payments report described under the Automatic Payments
procedure earlier, and is included in the Reports menu for convenience.

List All Transactions
This report prints all transactions for the current period in the order in which they were posted.
Transaction types are mixed throughout the report and thus no totals are given. As period-end
facilities insist on the transactions having been ‘reported’ this is one of the reports that satisfies
this requirement (unless you apply selection criteria).
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Include Trans Analysis
When transactions are posted for invoices, credit notes and invoice adjustments, additional
transaction analysis records are written for each detail line entered. You can decide here whether
or not to print details of the analysis lines.

Example All Transaction Listing

Transaction Summary
This report provides the overall control totals for transactions in the current period by transaction
type. It also prints the net turnover and net payment figures.
The net turnover is calculated by subtracting the sum of the credit notes and adjustments from the
invoice total. The net payment amount is calculated by subtracting the payment adjustments from
the payment total.
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Unless selection criteria procedures are used, only transactions entered in the current period are
considered for this report. Once started, all the relevant transactions are read and the totals
accumulated prior to printing the report.

Example Transaction Control Summary

Turnover Analysis
This report processes just the analysis records for the current period and analyses them against the
transaction analysis codes entered when the transactions were posted. It totals the value against
each code, and shows the percentage of each analysis heading which represents of the overall
total.

Analyse Amount or Total
Analysing on the amount (A) uses the net goods amount, excluding tax, for the analysis, analysis
on the total (T) includes tax.
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Example Turnover Analysis report

Nominal Analysis
This report processes just the analysis records for the current period, this time analysing them
against the nominal ledger code. If the nominal ledger is not linked, then the general analysis
code is used instead.
It lists all the analysis records for each nominal ledger code in turn, giving a sub-total of the netof-tax amount for the code, and a grand total at the end.
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Example Nominal Analysis Report
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VAT Reports
This option gives a sub-menu of three reports analysing the transactions against the VAT code.

VAT Summary
This report lists the total goods amount, tax, and for the purchase ledger, the EC Acquisition tax
for each of the tax codes defined in the tax table. It is usually a single page report but if using
‘Cash Accounting’ a second page analyses the payments by tax code.

Include Previous Periods
Provided you are retaining analysis transactions for more than three periods (thus not applicable
for Compact systems) the VAT Summary can report for more than one period. If you wish to
include up to two previous periods set this option and set the number of previous periods to
include (1 or 2). The system will automatically set the ‘Starting Transaction Control No’ relative
to the number of periods to include.

Comment Printed for this Period
Automatically updated with a text commentary reflecting the period the report covers but it can be
manually updated if required.
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Reporting Previous Period Transactions
This report and the two EC VAT reports allow the facility to report for up to two
previous periods. If you wish to analyse the VAT over a greater length of time then
you can use selection criteria on this report to do this, provided that you are
retaining analysis transactions.
To report earlier periods you need to set within the selection criteria the starting
record as ‘1’ and then enter criteria for the appropriate date range. When allowing
posting using a previous periods date, then you will need to modify this slightly and
use two lines of criteria – one to allow transactions with a date greater than (say)
the start of the financial year, and a second line to only report transactions for the
period range of x to y.
Similar criteria can be entered on other transaction reports to include details from
previous periods.

Example VAT Summary Report
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EC Totals Report
This selects those transactions which have EC tax codes defined in them and sorts them by
account within country. A line is printed for each account to show the country, the tax
registration code, the goods amount, and (for the purchase ledger only) a calculated “acquisition
tax” value for the goods. Overall totals and totals per country code are also printed.

Example EC Totals Report
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EC Details Report
This report shows the detailed analysis transactions that go to make up the totals report above.

Example EC Details Report
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Day Book Listings
This option contains a sub-menu of reports relating to the individual transaction types.

Invoice Listing
Payment Listing
Credit Note Listing
Invoice Adjustment Listing
Payment Adjustment Listing
Exchange Differences Listing
Exchange Revaluation Listing
This option prints a transaction report for the current period of just the transaction types stated and
prints totals for each. The Exchange Differences and Revaluation listings are only applicable for
foreign currency configured systems.
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All Transaction Types
This option is equivalent to printing each of the seven options above in turn. Provided you do not
use selection criteria, then running this option satisfies the period-end audit requirements (which
running the reports individually does not). At the start of the run it prints the transaction control
summary that was discussed earlier.

Day Book Listings
Day book listings are reports which print all transactions which have been entered since the last
time the day book listings were run. They start to print from the transaction immediately
following the last one printed on the previous day book.
Day books work just like the All Transaction Types report above, first printing a summary of the
transactions, and then a report for each transaction type.
You might want to print day books at the end of every day for a very active ledger, so that you
have a record of what was entered that day.

Unallocated Transaction Reports
Unlike the previous transaction reports, these reports look at all transactions on the file, searching
for transactions which are not yet fully allocated. For this reason only open-item account
transactions are printed. You would use such reports where you have a number of unallocated
transactions and wish to start clearing them off the ledger.
All the reports are run in the same way, and just those transactions which satisfy the report
heading are selected. Note that for the purchase ledger the first choice is ‘Credits (e.g. Invoices)’
and the second is Debits (the reverse of the Sales Ledger).

Debit Listing
Credit Listing
Contra Listing
Disputed Listing
Bad Debt Listing (S/L Only)
Proposed to Pay Listing (P/L Only)
Unauthorised Listing (P/L Only)
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Sales Ledger Menu

Purchase Ledger Menu
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Utilities
The Utilities menu contains a range of additional features for the ledger.

Credit Control Manager (S/L Only)
This utility provides a single option that allows you to chase debts easily. It selects the accounts
which are overdue, allows you to send statements for increasing severity of debt, mark accounts
as ‘on-stop’, and record comments and notes of conversations with the customer. This feature ties
in with a few other sales ledger options – record the saved aged analysis breakdown on the
account and to control the details printed on a statement based on age of debt.

Note
The system allows you to age transactions on either the invoice date or the due date.
For this option you can only age on invoice date where you have identical credit
terms for all accounts / transactions and these terms match the ageing period for
your first aged analysis slot – i.e. 30 days credit and 30 / 60 / 90 are your ageing
terms. If you offer different credit terms then you need to age on the due date for
this option.
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On selection of this new option you may, depending on configuration, be prompted for some
initial options.

Update Save Aged Analysis
This option uses the ‘Save Aged Analysis’ values on the customer record to select the accounts
that are overdue. The configuration options allow you to check that if this process has not been
run in the last n days to offer to re-run on selection of the Credit Control Manager option.

Note – the update of the saved aged analysis details requires exclusive access to the sales accounts
file.

Selection of Accounts
You may have differing types of customer for which you set flags on the customer record –
Trade-Y/N, Distributor-Y/N, Retail-Y/N, etc. The Credit Control Manager allows you to select
whether to include / exclude these accounts based on these flags (up to five flags can be shown).
You can also use text and date items to filter on

Each prompt has options to ‘Include’ or ‘Exclude’ – if include is set then only those accounts
where this item is set to ‘Y’ (or not blank for text/date items) are shown, if exclude then only
those accounts where this item is not ‘Y’ (or blank) are shown. If neither option checked then this
flag is ignored (i.e. all accounts are processed – dependant on settings of other flags).
The selection options are ‘compulsory’ checks, if you set the include option for both ‘Trade-A/C’
and ‘Distributor’ then both flag items must be ‘Y’ before the customer record is included.
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Which Currencies
If using against a system configured for use with currencies then you will be prompted if you
wish to filter the list for customers with a specific currency (values displayed on the list remain in
the base currency at all times though).

Once any initial selections have been made the overdue accounts are displayed.

All the overdue accounts are listed with the amount they are overdue and the number of days
overdue of the highest outstanding transaction. The list may be pre-sorted (based on
configuration) or you can right-click column headings to sort on that column in
ascending/descending order.
The list shows:





A/C – the customer account code
Name – the customer account name
M – flag of ‘M’ if a ‘Debtors Memo’ is recorded against the customer
S – flag of ‘S’ if customer account is ‘on-stop’
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Credit Terms – usual credit terms for the customer
Overdue – the total value of transactions overdue
Days – the age of the highest overdue transaction
Last-Pay – date of last payment recorded against the account
30-Day/60-Day/90-Day – these columns show the date this particular statement was
printed. The names may be different on your own systems based on the criteria you
choose (say) 30-day, 7-day warning, Legal warning, etc. Up to five levels of statement
warning can be configured.
X – flag if the customer set not to receive a statement
Defer – if you’ve previously contacted a customer and they’ve promised payment by x
date then you can record this date against the customer record and this is displayed here.
Comment – short comment for display (the Debtor Memo can be used for longer notes).

Selected columns – Memo / Stop / Last Pay / Comment – can be omitted from display.
Depending on screen resolution and items displayed the system will reduce the display size of the
comment (if shown) to a minimum of 10 characters before the system begins to reduce the display
size of the account name within the pick list. You can also include an extra item from the
accounts file (perhaps Telephone Number) if you desire.

Note
Screen resolution should ideally be set to 1024x768 for this option as otherwise
selected columns such as account name and comment will not be displayed in full.

Options at the bottom of the screen allow you various facilities against the highlighted customer
record.

More / Zoom
This option displays selected details from the customer record. It would likely include customer
contact details – telephone number, fax number, email address and contact name, together with
balance and credit information. Up to fifteen items from the customer record can be displayed.
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At this point you can press the ZOOM button to transfer to the Desktop Sales Account Ledger
Enquiry for this customer or OK to return to the list. The O/S-TRANS button views just the
outstanding transactions for the account (via the Alt+L), whilst UPDATE if available allows you
to update nominated details displayed on screen.

Enquiry
The Enquiry option takes you to the Sales Ledger Account Enquiry for this customer. You can
also access the ledger enquiry from here using the F8-Zoom key. <Esc> takes you back to the
list.

O/S Trans
Lists the outstanding transactions for the account linking to the Ledger Enquiry option.

Debtor Memo
Debtor Memo allows you to enter notes about your contact with the customer.
procedures are similar to the standard memo functionality.
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The memo is created as a ‘Debtors.rtf’ file within the associate file location for the customer
account (this location is based on the MSWORD path set within the DATAFILE.INI).

Stop Status
This option allows you to set an account as ‘on-stop’ which prevents further invoices being posted
against the customer (if the account is already on stop you can release it here also).
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Comment
This option allows you to enter a short comment (20 characters) that appears in the list. The idea
is that you can enter ‘Call Friday AM’ etc. as a note to contact this particular customer at a certain
point next time they are in their office etc.
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Additional options allow you to set whether this customer does not receive a statement, enter a
deferred date and amend/clear statement printed dates.

30-Day / 60-Day / 90-Day
These buttons allow you to print a selected statement for the highlighted account. The actual
options shown may vary based on your requirement (i.e. as discussed above you may have a 30day statement, 7-day pre-legal warning, legal warning, account termination document, etc.) – up
to five different statements can be called / configured. Note that the transactions printed on the
statement depend on the configuration of the selected document.
If the selected document has already been printed you will be prompted whether you wish to
replace the recorded date with today’s date, or keep the original date on file (the statement always
being printed with today’s date)

Excel
The Excel option, if enabled, outputs the credit control list to Microsoft Excel.

Close
Exit from the Credit Control Manager.
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Notes
Comments and Statement Dates are cleared when the ‘save aged analysis’ routine is
run and no overdue transactions are found on the account.
To mark an account on-stop, update a comment, or print a statement requires
exclusive access to the account record.

Save Aged Analysis
The Aged Analysis routines calculate ‘on-the-fly’ based on the currently outstanding transactions.
For reporting reasons you may want to save the aged analysis at a particular time, such as period
end, for reference later. This option takes the current aged analysis values and stores them on the
account record.

Selecting this option asks for the date to perform the aged analysis ‘as at’ – the system date being
offered as a default. After entering/confirming the date required you are prompted to calculate the
aged analysis, respond ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as required.
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This routine, on Diamond and Premier systems, can also be used to mark automatically accounts
on stop when they are overdue. Application User Facilities allow you to configure this option to
mark overdue accounts as ‘on-stop’ and also allow nomination of a ‘waiting days’ field on the
account record that can be used to give some leeway before an account is marked. Note that this
procedure will not automatically clear the ‘on-stop’ flag, this has to be done manually within the
account maintenance options.

Change Account Code
This option allows you to change the codes of existing accounts, and at the time changes the
codes on all associated transactions. However, you should note that it does not change account
codes in other applications, such as order processing, stock control or the nominal ledger.

In operation it asks you for the account code you wish to change, followed by the new code to use
instead.

Change Due Dates
This action is used to change the payment due dates on invoice transactions. Where credit terms
are being closely monitored, and re-negotiated it can be better to change an incorrect/amended
payment due date.
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Once you have selected the appropriate account, any invoices still outstanding are listed, and the
payment due date of each one in turn is displayed for acceptance or change. You may use the up
and down arrow keys within the window, and the <Page Up> and <Page Down> keys to scroll
backwards and forwards.

Diamond and Premier users have the ability to enter a comment in conjunction with the change of
transaction date that could be used as (say) ‘Authorised by…’.

Transfer Outstanding Invoices
You use this option to move outstanding invoice values from one account to a temporary holding
account. The two main uses of this are:


Retentions. In some businesses — for example the construction industry — a small
percentage of the value of invoices are not paid by the client until (say) six months from
completion of the job. Where a number of jobs are in progress for a particular client, the
retentions can distort the aged debtor reports, and perhaps lead you to chase for payment
which is not in fact due. One way to tackle this is to transfer retained balances to a
“retentions” account, for later chasing when the time is up — you could this in conjunction
with the Change Payment Due Dates option above.



Bad debts. Where a customer has defaulted on payment, or gone into liquidation, a bad
debt is the result. Although you can use the bad debt ledger procedures described above,
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there is an intervening period where you may not know the final position because there
may still be a future payment or a dividend from the liquidator. It may suit you to transfer
such invoices to a bad debt holding account in order that you can see a truer ageing picture
on the rest of your ledger.
Selecting this option asks you to confirm the date of the ‘allocation’ action, today’s date is
prompted but can be overwritten. The date entered must be within the current period. You are
then asked for the account code, following which any outstanding invoices are listed.
You can select an invoice to transfer by moving the highlight bar up and down the invoice list
and, when the required invoice is highlighted, selecting Y to transfer the invoice.

After selecting the invoice to transfer, you are asked to confirm the transfer amount – prompted
with the outstanding balance – after which the transfer details are displayed in a separate window.





Transfer Total – the total amount confirmed for transfer.
Tax code - Taken from the original invoice.
Net amount - Calculated backwards from the amount and tax code. The tax amount
displays alongside the tax code.
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To account code - In Datafile Diamond and Premier only you can specify a default value
for the account code. Otherwise enter an account code (you can use the <F4–Select> key
in the usual way).
New due date - Enter here the date that this invoice should now become due for payment.
The original due date (not the original invoice date) is shown to help in planning the new
due date.
Reference - Prompted from the original invoice, but you can change it if you want to give
the transferred invoice a different reference.
Description - The original invoice description is shown, with a prefix of “TFR:” (for
transfer). You can change this description if you wish.

Once you have completed the transaction details you are asked to confirm the transfer. Reply
‘No’ to abandon the transfer, or ‘Yes’ to continue.
An invoice adjustment transaction is posted and allocated to the selected transaction in the current
account, and an invoice transaction with the original details as amended above is posted to the
transfer account. Once the transfer is complete you are returned to the account code prompt.

Cheque Printing (Purchase Ledger)
The cheque printing option is designed to print on special cheque stationery which you can obtain
through your bank or stationery supplier. It process payments with blank reference numbers,
prints a cheque for each one, and updates the cheque number into the reference field.
Selecting the Cheque Printing option gives you four pre-run parameter settings.
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Specify Cheque Layout. The cheque printing routine is driven by a document definition,
the pathname of which you are given here. You can amend this pathname, although it is
unlikely that this will be required.



Date Printed on Cheques. Today’s date is prompted, but you can give any date as an
alternative.



Test Cheque Print Set-up. If using continuous cheque stationery then it is important that
they are aligned correctly in the printer. This option lets you print a voided cheque to see
that all is well. Remember to account for the cheque that is used, and to cancel it in any
records you keep of cheque usage.



Starting Cheque Number. You are asked to confirm the cheque number for the first
cheque in the printer. This defaults to one after the cheque used last in this process. It is
important to get this correct as this number is incremented for each cheque printed, and the
cheque number is updated into the payment record in the ledger.

Selecting the PRINT button asks you to confirm the printer to output the cheques to and then
prints the cheques. A status screen at the end of the process displays the number of cheques
printed and the total value.
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Re-Scan Documents (Purchase Ledger)
This option allows you to scan a purchase invoice against a transaction that has already been
entered.
On selection of the option you are asked two pre-run parameters:

Validate Reference on File for the account
Set this option to only scan the document, if the invoice reference entered is already recorded on a
transaction for the account (usually set).
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Add 1 to Reference after each scan
This option defaults the reference for the next scan to one higher than the previous entry. This
parameter would only be set if using a folio number as the invoice reference and not the supplier
reference itself.
After confirming the parameters, a second screen allows input of the account code, <F4-Select>
as required, and the invoice reference of the document to be scanned, and when confirmed,
displays the scanner dialog as in transaction entry discussed earlier.

Currency Options
This menu, applicable for systems where the Foreign Currency application is in use, allows
utilities to revalue outstanding invoices and credits via both Holding Rate revaluations (which
effect the sales/purchase ledger) or Spot Rate revaluations (which effect the debtor/creditor totals
in the nominal ledger).
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Should management decide to alter holding rates, then you can undertake a revaluation of the
ledger. You normally time this for the end of an accounting period, but it can be done at any
stage. A holding rate change is a permanent change, affecting the outstanding base currency
value of the ledger.
If you require a temporary change, usually to prepare and produce statutory accounts at a
particular exchange rate, then you could run a revaluation at specified spot rates. As this is only
for reporting purposes it is not a permanent revaluation. The spot rate revaluation creates an
analysis record giving the effect of the valuation for update to the nominal ledger, but this is
ignored by the sales and purchase ledgers. Your nominal reports can then be ran including this
change, before being reversed (in the nominal) as required.
These menu options allow for revaluation reports to be printed without updating the ledger, or
alternatively to update the ledger after the report. The former allows you to see what the ledger
would look like if a revaluation were done, whereas the latter updates the account records and
writes the revaluation transaction to the ledger.

Holding Rate Revaluation
Should a management decision be taken to alter a holding rate, then a holding rate revaluation can
be done. This is usually undertaken at month end and the following steps are typical:


Alter the holding rates via the Currency Maintenance options.
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Run a holding rate revaluation without updating the file, so that the effect of the change
can be viewed.
When satisfied with the effect, re-run the revaluation selecting the option to update the
files.
Run the remainder of the period end processes.

For each account the transactions are analysed one-by-one, and any outstanding invoices or
credits are revalued to the new holding rate (unless the transaction is marked as having a fixed
exchange rate). The transaction is updated by updating the base currency ‘allocated’ value with
the gain/loss caused by updating the exchange rate with the new holding rate and, if not
previously revalued, updating the original rate with the previous exchange rate. A holding-rate
revaluation analysis record (type “7”) is written for each changed account with the base currency
exchange difference value.

The pre-run parameters for the revaluation routines, whether holding or spot rate, follow the same
processes.

Report Which Currencies
Leaving this as ALL process all the transactions for each account in account code order by
currency, giving totals per account, per currency and overall. By specifying a particular currency
then only the accounts and transactions for that currency are processed.
If you reply ALL then you are asked which currency to start with.
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Report Only Where Exchange Differences
The purposes of this question is to allow you to report on all transactions outstanding, thus giving
you a ledger balance per currency, or to report only those transactions where an exchange
difference will result.

Spot Rate Revaluation
Where a spot rate revaluation is required the following steps would normally be taken.





Alter the spot rates via the Currency Maintenance options.
Run a spot rate revaluation without updating the file, so that the effect of the change can be
viewed.
When satisfied with the effect, re-run the revaluation selecting the option to update the
files.
Run the remainder of the period end processes.

For each account the transactions are analysed and a spot-rate revaluation analysis record (type
‘8’) is written for each change account with the base currency exchange difference value.
The spot rate revaluation routine does not update the sales ledger or purchase ledger values. Its
sole purpose is to generate transactions that will be updated into the nominal ledger. The effect of
these transactions will be to revalue the nominal ledger control account to reflect the spot rate
revaluations. Once these transactions are reversed in the nominal ledger (via standard journal
entry) then the nominal ledger control account reverts to the true value of the ledger concerned.
It follows that you should never run a spot rate revaluation more that once at the end of the
month. You will generate additional sets of revaluation transaction which update into the nominal
ledger, multiplying up the effect of the spot rate revaluation.
Procedurally the spot rate revaluation operates as discussed above for the holding rate revaluation.
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Period End
Selecting the Period End option gives a menu of procedures to be run at the period end.

Before running the period end procedures you should ensure you have a full system backup.

Control Report
This option runs the ‘Ledger Control Summary’ report discussed in the reports section earlier and
follows this with an integrity check of the ledger.
From the printed ledger control summary you should check that the opening balance matches the
closing balance from the copy you printed last month, and that the closing balance matches both
the total on the aged analysis report and the balance of the control account in the nominal (after
the nominal ledger has been updated for the period of course). If these don’t agree, or the control
report doesn’t balance, contact your reseller.
The integrity check should not report any problems, if it does then you should contact your
reseller. They will take you through the audit and investigation procedures to find the cause of
the error. Usually you will be asked to run the Controls & Audit options for the ledger – auditing
the accounts and transaction databases, auditing the pointers and balances and recalculating the
debtor/creditor control totals.
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Automatic Reports
This option allows you to process all the ledger reports you require for each period, Diamond and
Premier users can amend the reports processed. Selecting the option lists the reports to be
processed and asks you to if it’s ‘OK to Commence Period End Reports’.

After confirming it is OK to proceed, you are asked to select the printer and the selected reports
are created.

Reprint Period Invoices
Usually only applicable for the Sales Ledger, although there is an equivalent Purchase Ledger
facility.
UK legislation requires that you keep a printed copy of a VAT-invoice, as of 2004, for seven
years after the invoice is created. If creating invoice documents within a Datafile procedure that
produces a printed document, such as Invoicer or Order Processing, then these can be configured
to print a second copy but, as an alternative, you can use this option to print a second copy of all
invoice documents created this period.
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Filter Which Docs
Defaulting to ‘IC’ to reprint invoices and credits you can amend as required to include:







I – Invoices
C – Credit Notes
S – Statements
A – Acknowledgments
D – Delivery Notes
Q – Quotes

If the document was printed, and saved for reprint, during the period then it can be reprinted here.

Date Range From / To
Defaulting to the period date range this can be amended if required.

Account Code From / To
Left blank all accounts are processed, and you can enter a from/to account if required.
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Invoice No From / To
Left blank all references are processed, you can enter a from/to reference if required. Note,
however that references are likely to be unique to the document type (invoice/credit/etc) so
multiple runs maybe required for each type.
You can set/amend any of the filter criteria, only documents that match all the entered criteria are
reprinted.
After confirming any entered reference range, you are asked to confirm the details are OK before
selecting the printer to output the saved documents to.

Update Nominal Ledger
Whilst strictly speaking a ‘Nominal Ledger’ process and thus outside the scope of this manual, the
nominal ledger update process is included in the period end menu to simplify the procedure.
Selecting the option usually takes you directly into the update process, but, depending on
configuration, you may be asked to select the appropriate ledger update from the menu.

The nominal update procedure processes all the ledger transactions added since the last run up to
the end of the file, and posts them into the nominal ledger as at the current sales/purchase period.
If updating forward transactions, then these are updated as at the appropriate forward period.
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Depending on configuration you may be asked to confirm these details, but usually the operator is
only asked to commence the nominal update.

Transactions Processed
The starting transaction record number is based on the records processed last time.
This is usually one higher than the ‘to’ record processed last time but, if entering
forward transactions and not updating them to the nominal ledger until the
appropriate period, the record range could overlap. Each transaction that is updated
to the nominal is flagged accordingly, so even when record ranges do overlap you
will not be updating the same transaction twice.

After confirming you have a backup you are asked to select the printer to output the update report
to before the nominal update procedure is processed. At the end of the process a report is created
showing the nominal journal created.

Period End
The period end is an essential process, particularly where the nominal ledger is in use. It closes
the current period and moves the ledger forward into the next period.
As the period-end can alter so many details in the file in a matter of a few minutes, you are
advised to have a back-up prior to proceeding.
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Firstly, you are shown the dates covered by the period you are closing and the dates of the new
period. If these are correct then you can choose to proceed.

If the nominal ledger is not fully updated for the current period then you are warned accordingly.
Clicking OK you are returned to the menu for you to run the nominal update process.

For audit purposes the system insists that you have ‘printed’ a list of the current period
transactions on file. Reports that satisfy this requirement are the ‘List All Transactions’ report,
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and the ‘All Transaction Types’ listing reports. Clicking OK you are returned to the menu for you
to run these reports.

You are warned to have a full backup before proceeding with the period end, and if you choose to
continue, the period end process begins.
The period end process automatically:









Updates the ‘Balance-B/F’ on each account with the current period balance (‘Balance’ less
‘Forward Balance’)
Zeroes the ‘Forward Balance’ on each account
Moves current period turnover and costs into appropriate period number
Adds forward turnover and costs to year-to-date values
Erases historic transaction and analysis records (if configured)
Clears the ‘Forward Transaction’ and ‘Forward Allocation’ values on the transaction file
Marks transactions as ‘old’ if fully allocated
Updates the next period number and dates from the calendar

As the period end process is completed the system displays the new period number and date
range.
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Year End
When you run the period end for the final period of the year the system also performs the yearend. The year-end process follows the same basic procedure as above. However, before you can
run the year end for the sales/purchase ledger you need to have opened the new year.
If the Nominal Ledger is in use then this is achieved through the nominal ledger ‘Year End
Procedures’ menu and the option ‘End of Year Procedure’. See the Nominal Ledger / Cashbook
manual for more details.
If no nominal ledger but Cashbook is in use this is achieved through the cashbook ‘Year End
Procedures’ menu and the option ‘End of Year Procedure’. See the Nominal Ledger / Cashbook
manual for more details.

Nominal/Cashbook End of Year
The nominal/cashbook year end procedure opens up the next year for posting but
does not prevent you from continuing to post to the current year. Although the
procedure does create opening balances for the new year, any further postings into
the current year after this point will re-update the opening balances.

When running the year-end process the system will additionally prompt after confirming that a
backup has been taken and it is OK to continue for you to remove ‘Flagged Accounts and their
Transactions from the system’.

Throughout the year you may have flagged some inactive accounts for deletion at year-end.
Provided the balance is 0 and there are no outstanding sales/purchase orders then this option will
delete the flagged account(s). If choose to proceed, a message will display the number of
accounts removed before proceeding with the remainder of the period/year-end process.
In addition to the actions above a year end will automatically:



Move the current year-to-date turnover and costs as last year turnover and costs.
Zero the current year-to-date turnover and costs before updating any forward values.

Year End Reports
An option of Year-End Reports can be added to the menu on Diamond and Premier product
levels. This offers a similar selection of reports to the Automatic Reports option above that is run
at month end. When you select the option you are prompted whether you wish to print the reports
for the previous or current financial year (defaulting based on the current period). When you’ve
chosen the year the selected reports are printed.
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Notes
Whilst the full list of application reports is available, some are of limited use within
the automatic year-end reports menu. Reports on the accounts file such as the ‘List
of Accounts’ or the ‘Customer Analysis Report’ will report details as per the current
point of time, as will the ‘Aged Debtors Report’ and the ‘Ledger Control Summary’.
In addition the tax reports print details based on current data. The transaction
reports and the turnover and nominal analysis reports are the only reports where the
data reported is affected by running on the year-end reports menu.

System Status
This displays a summary of the current status of the ledger and acts as a useful control check.







Company – displays the identifying code and the name of the company in use.
Files – displays the number of accounts and transactions reserved in the data files in total,
and the number used so far.
Dates – displays the system date, the period number and the period start and end dates.
Debtor Total – this is the total amount owed by/to all accounts in the ledger.
Controls – displays the record number of the first transaction this period, the highest
record updated to the nominal ledger, the highest record printed plus last reference
numbers for invoices, credits etc.
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Chapter 3
Ledger Enquiry
The Ledger Enquiry is probably the most used and important tool for enquiry. Anywhere in the
(user-side of the) system you can access the Ledger Enquiry and enquire upon the sales or
purchase accounts, view its transactions and orders, and reprint its documents. Although not
limited to use on the sales and purchase ledgers it is probably these that are used most.
The Ledger Enquiry is accessed in a number of ways – the most common is via the shortcut key
combination <Alt>+<L> (in fact the ledger enquiry is often referred to as the ‘Alt-L’). The ledger
enquiry can also be accessed via the Tools pull-down option ‘Ledger Enquiries’ and an icon on
the toolbar. In addition when using an account in the system, for example when entering payment
details, you can use the <F8-Zoom> key to access the Ledger Enquiry for that account.
When accessing the enquiry option (except via the <F8-Zoom key) you are firstly asked to choose
the ledger you wish to enquire upon and then enter, in the case of the sales and purchase
enquiries, the account you wish to enquire upon. <F4-Select> is available as usual.
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The screen displays information from the accounts file and Diamond and Premier users can
configure the information displayed. Premier users can also configure information for display
over two screens, with the <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys moving between the two screens.
Several enquiry options are available (subject to configuration and authority levels).

Transactions
Displays the ‘current’ transactions for an account. As elsewhere ‘current’ transactions are those
entered in the period or those that were outstanding at the start of the period. Transactions are
usually displayed in LIFO order but this is configurable as are the items to display (at the
Diamond and Premier level)

You scroll up/down the list as required using the <up-arrow>, <down-arrow>, <page-up> and
<page-down> keys or use the mouse on the scroll bars (when there are more than a page full of
transactions). The enquiry usually lists all the current transactions, however, if there are more for
display than the set pick list limit then you have to select the MORE option to display the
remainder. Actions available against each transaction could include (subject to configuration):


VIEW – available on Premier only, this action displays a full-screen enquiry of the
highlighted
transaction.
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ANALYSIS – available when highlighting invoices, credits and invoice adjustment, this
action shows the analysis lines that make up this transaction. When listed a VIEW action
is available for Premier users against each of the analysis lines.



DOCUMENT – available on the Purchase enquiry this option shows the scanned
document image and, subject to authority level allows you to rescan the document.



EXIT – returns you to the main account enquiry.

The transactions displayed can be filtered by date range or type by using the <F7-Option> key
prior to selecting the transaction enquiry option. You can also sort or filter the transactions by
right-clicking the column heading and choosing the appropriate option.

Retained Transactions
Offers the same options as the Transactions menu but shows the full transaction history for the
account.

Outstanding Transactions
Offers the same options as the Transactions menu but shows only transactions that are
outstanding.

Invoices
The Invoices enquiry shows the saved documents for the account – often only showing the
Invoices and Credits, it can also show Quotes, Delivery Notes, Acknowledgements and
Statements. This option allows you to view or re-print the document.
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The Documents Filter option allows you to restrict the documents displayed, for this enquiry
session, to particular types, a set date range or value range, description containing ‘xxxxxxxx’ or
document containing ‘xxxxxxx’.

Aged Analysis
This option shows the Aged Analysis for the account. Based on the ageing periods defined in the
system profile it ages the outstanding transactions at today’s date.

S/P-Orders
This option lists the sales/purchase orders for the account with options to view the details of the
order from this. Again Diamond and Premier users can configure the items listed, and Premier
users have the option for a full-screen enquiry display of the order header and detail.

History / Details
These two options, available on Premier systems, allow you to enquire on two databases that are
linked to the customer/supplier file. For example, you could display the allocation log file or the
invoice costing/generator files.
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Files
This option allows you to scan a document against the sales ledger account – perhaps a letter or a
account agreement form.
Selecting the FILES button offers the option to scan a document against the account.

When selecting the ‘Scan Documents’ option you will be prompted for the filename to save the
scanned document as – you do not need to enter a path or a suffix, just a description of the
document. <F4-Select> is available if you wish to select an existing file to overwrite.
After entering the saved document filename the scan dialog is shown and you can proceed to scan
the document (as per the P/L scanning option discussed earlier). You can view the scanned
document via the ‘Associate File’ option available on the toolbar or via the ‘Links’ option on the
utility panel on the sales / purchase account maintenance and transaction entry screens.

Another
Allows you to select another account to enquire upon. This option is also available via use of the
<ESC> key. Note: if use the <F8-Zoom> key to access the enquiry then this option is not
available.

Exit
Exits the account enquiry.
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Chapter 4
Sub-Contractor Accessory
The purchase ledger sub-contractor accessory provides support for handling sub-contractor
invoices and payments through the purchase ledger. If the purchase ledger is linked to job costing
then sub-contractor costs can be posted to job costing, and the invoice entry processes handles
retentions, and the withholding of tax for labour charges if the sub-contractor does not hold a
valid tax certificate.

Supplier Maintenance
You set up sub-contractors in your purchase ledger, just like you would any other supplier.
However, there are extra items that determine how this account is treated.
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SubContractor
Set to Y if this supplier is to be treated as a sub-contractor, else leave blank.

Certificate No
Expiry Date
If the sub-contractor has a valid tax certificate then enter the certificate number and expiry date
here. Without a valid certificate tax is deducted from the invoice for any labour element.

Note
It can be helpful to write a transaction to the purchase ledger when the certificate is
presented for enquiry and reporting purposes. You can achieve this using ProFiler
to record the certificate details rather than by entering them directly onto the
supplier record. A sample ProFiler application is supplied with the accessory, and a
certificate entered this way creates a ‘C’ type transaction in the purchase
transactions file, that is shown in enquiries but not in the application reports.

Transaction Entry
Separate menu options are used for entering sub-contractor invoices, credit notes and adjustments.
If you use the wrong invoice entry option you are warned accordingly. The layout for a subcontractor invoice differs from a standard layout in that you enter one analysis line per screen at a
time (although up to 96 lines are still allowed) with extra inputs for discount, retention and
income tax aspects.
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After entering the goods amount for the analysis line the system moves to the extra items
available for sub-contractor invoice entry.

Discount
Enter here the agreed discount percentage, and the discount to be calculated. If you leave the rate
as 0 you can still enter a discount amount.

Retention
In the construction, and other, industry it is common to withhold a percentage of the invoice value
for a period of (say) six months, to be finally paid, once any defects in the work that may show up
in that period have been made good. Enter here the date at which any retained amount becomes
due to be paid, and the percentage of the discounted line value that is to be withheld. You may
enter a 0 percentage and then enter the actual retained value as an alternative.

Tax
This is the income tax calculated at the standard rate, if there is no valid certificate in force. The
items are marked n/a if a certificate is valid. The system only defaults the tax deduction rate, if
the analysis line is entered against a nominal code flagged for ‘labour’ analysis, otherwise you
have to manually enter a rate based on the proportion of the analysis line that relates to a labour
charge.
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Payments and Payment Adjustments
Payments for sub-contractors are entered in the normal manner.

Multiple Job Analysis
Although you can enter a job and cost code against a purchase invoice analysis line, a subcontractor invoice may well cover any number of jobs even though a simple invoice is presented.
The system profiles allow you to enable an option to analyse a single purchase ledger invoice
against up to 99 separate jobs. This feature, when enabled, applies to the standard supplier
invoice entry also.

After the tax (VAT) amount has been entered a pop-up form allows entry of the job analysis
breakdown – selecting the job code, cost code, optionally entering a quantity, and then the cost to
be posted against that analysis. The total cost to be allocated, and the amount allocated so far is
displayed at the foot of the allocation window. When the job analysis entry is complete, use the
<End> key to return to the invoice entry process.
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Chapter 5
Configuration
Your Datafile Software ledger systems have a wide range of possible facilities, and you can
undertake a great amount of structuring so that it suits your particular operation. This section
describes how to use the Installation program to set up your ledger system and to define your
document layouts.
You can use the program for the invoicing requirements of many companies, and each may have a
different configuration and its own set of data files. For each company specified, a parameter file
is written to disk which holds details of the configuration. Each company is identified by a threeletter code such as “DEM”.
When you select the Installation option a menu will be displayed that contains the installation and
configuration options – only operators with the highest authority level (0) are allowed to process
any of the options within this menu.
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On Datafile Compact and Professional systems this menu differs slightly as options that aren’t
applicable for the product level are removed – these include ‘Application Manager’ and ‘Ledger
Enquiry Manager’ for both Compact and Professional plus the ‘Security and User Manager’ for
Compact.
The ‘Application Manager’ and ‘Ledger Enquiry Manager’ provide further
configuration options.
The Installation options are covered generally within the Configuration Guide manual; however
where specific ledger configuration options are available these are covered here.

Lock Out All Systems
When making changes to the sales/purchase ledgers, the application has to be
locked out. To lockout the ledger you select the option ‘Lock Out All Systems’.
Firstly, you are prompted to lock out all systems – it can sometimes be easier to
lock all systems as you may have to change settings in other applications at the
same time – if you respond ‘Yes’ then all applications are locked, if you respond
‘N’ then you can select to lock just the applications required.

Set Application Code Formats
This option allows you to set the prime index format for each of the application databases
including the customer and supplier account files.
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The default format for the customer and supplier files are AAA999 – this forces codes to have
letters as the three characters followed by three numbers. A typical other format would be
UUUUUUUUUU which would allow ten characters of any combination of letters and numbers.
The ‘Company Name’ displayed here is used as the name in all reports including the Sales and
Purchase reports.

Set Company Details
Documents allow the printing of ‘data’ items for the company name and address details. This can
be a useful alternative to entering the address details as text on the document mask, (when using
plain paper rather than pre-printed stationary), as when address details change you only have to
amend one setting rather than several.
The settings for the ‘data’ items for name and address details are defined here.
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System Profiles
The System Profiles set the general configuration options for the ledger.

System Profiles Screen 1

Enter Opening Balance Transactions
When you set-up a new company, this is automatically set. When set the ledger transactions do
not ask for any analysis making it easier to enter outstanding transactions into the new ledger.
This parameter is automatically switched off when the first period end is run although you can
reset this manually if required.

Are All Accounts Open Item
You may run a mixed open-item/balance-forward ledger, or you may use one or other method
exclusively. ‘Open-Item’ means that payments and credits must be allocated to specific invoices.
‘Balance-forward’ means that allocation is unnecessary, old invoices are removed and single
balance is carried forward at period-end. The usual response is that all accounts are set to openitem to preserve detail.
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Linked to the Nominal Ledger
When set this option allows entry of a nominal code against every transaction and allows you to
update the ledger into the nominal (usually as part of a month end routine).

Monthly Aged Analysis Required
You have the option to age balances (on open-item accounts only) either by number or days – e.g.
30, 60, 90, etc – or by true calendar month. If you want to age balances by true calendar month,
then set this parameter.
The effect of monthly aged analysis is that if on 20th August you print an aged debtors or creditors
report, then the current period column shows amounts that were entered/are due only for the
period 1st – 31st August. The previous period (July) shows amounts due between 1st and 31st July,
and so on.
Had you not asked for monthly aged analysis, the current period would have shown amounts due
between the 22nd July and the 20th August, assuming first period was 30 days) and the previous
period amounts due from 22nd June to 21st July and so on.

How Many (1-5)
Only applicable if ageing on monthly terms here you specify the number of months to age on –
from 1 to 5. Anything older is grouped into the final ageing period.

Aged Analysis Periods
If you chose monthly analysis terms this parameter is not applicable. Otherwise, you now enter
the number of days you wish to age each period – up to a maximum of five periods. If you do not
want to use all five ageing periods, set the unused ones to zero. Typically you might specify
ageing periods of 30, 60, 90 and 120 days. If you offer, for example, seven day settlement
discounts, then you might specify ageing periods of 7, 30, 60 and 90 days.
When running the aged debtors/creditors report or an account statement then, when using daily
analysis periods, you have the option to temporarily amend the aged periods for that print run.

Aged Analysis normally by due date
By default, ageing is undertaken on transaction dates. If you set this option then ageing is
undertaken on the transaction due date. This parameter applies only to the Ledger Enquiry –
Aged Analysis options. Statements have a separate parameter (General Document Parameters 1)
to age on due date as do the aged debtors/creditors report – although this option is only available
for Diamond and Premier users.
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Update Saved Aged Analysis on Receipts (S/L only)
Set to refresh the saved aged analysis details on the customer accounts file after entry of a receipt
in either the Sales Ledger or the Cashbook.

Link to Stock / Product
This, and the next parameter, allows you to use the sales and purchase ledgers to enter
transactions using your stock/product file as part of the input. Particularly useful on the purchases
side, this can obviate the need for a purchase order system, where purchasing may be highly
decentralised and not open to a formal systems approach. Set to S to link to the stock file, P to
link to the product file, or leave blank to omit any link.
The stock link is not applicable (for updating purposes anyway) if batch/serial number tracking is
in use.

If Stock Link – Update Stock Files
If the previous parameter set to link to stock, then you can determine here whether the stock link
is for lookup only or whether the stock files are to be updated to. For example, if you enter stock
purchase through the purchase ledger you can update stock with the quantity of items purchased.

Number of Days to Retain Invoice Documents
As well as posting transactions to the ledger, the invoicer and order process applications can
separately retain copy of the document on file for later viewing and/or printing. Specify here the
number of days to retain documents for. Note, that a 0 setting would prevent saving of the
document.
Documents are not automatically cleared once this period has elapsed. This value is used by the
clear down routine in the Controls & Audit Manager (discussed later) to determine whether a
document should be removed.

Enter “Sett-Disc” on transactions
Setting this option allows you to enter specific settlement terms for each invoice and credit note as
you enter them into the ledger. Note that invoicer and order processing applications can also
write settlement discount values, and these options are controlled by their individual document
parameters.

Allow auto reversing of transactions
This option allows you to pick up the details of an existing transaction when entering a credit note
or adjustment transaction into the ledger. For example, if you needed to post a credit note to
reverse an invoice, then you can pick up the details of that invoice in full, and a credit note then
posted to reverse it – a time-saving option in many situations. Set to allow this facility
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Check account credit limits
Set if you want the system to check whether accounts are over their credit limits before permitting
invoices to be posted.

Force credit limit check
Set if you wish to prevent further invoices being posted if an account is above the credit limit,
rather than just warn. Leaving blank causes the program to warn you, but leaves the decision
about whether to proceed up to you.
If you set to force the credit limit check, a pop-up allows entry of a password that can be entered,
via a F7-option key on the warning, when credit limits block invoice entry. If left blank then you
cannot override a credit warning.

Ignore credit check if limit zero
Choosing this option bypasses credit checking where the credit limit given for an account is zero.

Default Date to within Current Period
Particularly useful in the purchase ledger, the transaction date whilst remembering the last date
used within a session defaults initially to today’s date. When today’s date is (say) the 4 th April
20xx but the ledger is still in March this option, if set, would force the initial date to default to the
31st March 20xx – the end of the current period.

Scanning of Purchase Invoices (Purchase Ledger)
Only applicable for the Purchase Ledger, this option allows the ability to scan invoices and credits
received from your supplier as part of the transaction entry.
When set a pop-up screen allows configuration of additional details.
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Check Scanner Attached – if set, then no purchase invoice transaction generation is
possible unless a scanner is attached. An <F7-Option> key is available to override a runtime warning. If not set then invoice entry continues to be allowed regardless of scanner
availability – if no scanner is available you will not be prompted to scan the document.
Automatic Scanning Mode – this option asks you if you wish to default to the ‘automatic
scan’ mode.
Show Twain User Interface – this option asks if you wish to default to the ‘Scan with
Preview and Manual Settings’ mode. If neither this nor the previous option set then the
default mode is to ‘Scan with Preview’
Default Scanner Name – select the scanner appropriate
Default Scan Mode – select the scan mode from ‘Black & White’, ‘Greyscale’ and
‘Colour’ appropriate for your scanner.
Default Scan Resolution – select the DPI resolution of the scan required.
Default Image Size – select the default display size of the scanned image in
preview/enquiry mode.
Save Documents As – the default of TIF creates the smallest saved file, option to save as
either BMP or JPG files are also available. Note that your scan driver may not support
BMP or JPG options – at runtime if the save type is not applicable then the system will
swap back to TIF automatically.
Authority Level to Re-Scan – defaulting to 0 (highest) this asks for the authority level an
operator must be before they have the option to rescan a document from within the Ledger
Enquiry.
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Save Run Time Changes – many of the options above act as defaults for run-time
settings. If these are amended this option allows you save these changes as the default for
next time.

Use Period Dates from another Company
You may want to configure differing entry procedures for types of invoice but update the same
ledger databases. This option allows you to reference another company from which to take the
current accounting calendar.

System Profiles Screen 2 (excluding Compact)

Write Separate Discount Transactions
When entering payments or payment adjustments, you can enter the payment amount and any
discount taken. The ledger normally stores the amount of the payment discount on the same
transaction record as the payment itself – in the PAY-DISC data item. This option controls
whether a separate transaction record is to be generated for the discount – this can make analysis
and enquiry simpler.
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Allow write-off’s in allocations
Occasionally small amounts of money may be left on a transaction, or an allocation of credits and
debits may balance for all but a few pence. It may not be worth chasing such a small amount, and
you wish to clear this from the ledger. This feature allows you to write off such a balance in an
allocation action.

Maximum write-off percentage allowed
As a precaution when using the above feature you may specify a percentage here, above which
the program will not allow you to write off the balance. This option applies for invoice, credit
note and invoice adjustment transactions.

Over Payments%
This option allows entry of the maximum percentage, of outstanding value to total, up to which
the outstanding balance for payment and payment adjustment transactions can be written off.

Allocation Log File – DFD Format (Premier only)
A number of facilities exist to mark the dates, reference numbers and an alphabetic letter against
allocations as you make them. In certain circumstances this may still not be adequate to allow
subsequent audit of allocations – particularly if it is common to make partial allocations, where
the allocation details shown on a transaction are only for the last allocation.
In these circumstance you can ask the system to create a log file of allocations by entering the
pathname of the allocation log file here – usually ???-SAL.DFD for sales ledger, ???-PAL.DFD
for the purchase ledger (replacing ??? with the current company id). This file can then be
reported using the Report Generator or your own ProFiler routines. A BASE-SAL.DFD and
BASE-PAL.DFD is supplied as the template for the log file when creating the live file (via
DataFiler).

Tax Code for Bad Debt Write Offs (Sales Ledger)
An allocation option allows you to write off the balance of an account as a bad debt. UK VAT
regulations allow you to claim back the VAT on such transactions provided the debt is
sufficiently old (a period determined by the UK Customs & Excise). This allows you to write the
VAT element of the write-off to another VAT code for reporting purposes. Enter the tax code
you wish to use (this code must exist within the VAT table).

Nominal Expense Code for Bad Debts (Sales Ledger)
Enter here the nominal ledger code against which bad debts are to be posted. It is normal to have
a balance sheet provision for bad debts, and that would normally be the code you wish to use.
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Specify Multiple Payment Types (Sales Ledger)
Primarily used within the Sales Order Processing and Point-of-Sale systems where this option
exists for use in retail operations to prepare sales invoices and accept more than one type of
payment in settlement – credit card, cheque, cash, etc. This table can also be used to analyse
payments entered within the sales ledger.
When set a pop-up form allows entry of up to fourteen pay types.








Type – descriptive text for payment entry type – i.e. cash, cheque, etc. If using the
payment analysis for sales order processing or point-of-sale procedures you may want to
include a type ‘on-account’ and omit the default bank account for this.
Bank A/C – enter the nominal analysis code to use for the payment type.
Surcharge – not applicable for sales ledger input, applying to sales order processing and
point-of-sale procedures this option allows entry of a percentage surcharge to the payment
transaction – i.e. 2/5% for visa transactions etc. Note that this is a internal charge and does
not refer to the charges made by (say) VISA for processing – their charges are calculated
by them and deducted from their eventual payment to you.
Fixed Charge – also only applying for sales order processing and point-of-sale this option
allows an alternative fixed charge for a payment method – i.e. £0.50 for cheque payments.
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New Accounts: Usual Tax Code
New Accounts: Usual Days Credit
New Accounts: Usual Credit Limit
New Accounts: Usual Settlement Days
New Accounts: Usual Settlement Rate%
New Accounts: Usual Which Price No (Sales Ledger)
New Accounts: Usual Line Discount%
New Accounts: Usual Overall Discount%
These prompts allow you to specify default values that are applied when new accounts are added.
Note that the line and overall discount percentages are used for transaction entry in the invoicer
and order processing systems, and not direct entry into the ledger itself.

New invoices flagged as U-unauthorised (Purchase Ledger)
Set if you want every invoice to be flagged with the status of U-unauthorised as it is entered into
the system.

Confirm status when posting invoices (Purchase Ledger)
This allows you to manually confirm the status code (U-unauthorised, D-disputed) onto a
transaction as you enter it into the purchase ledger. The default is blank, unless you set the
previous parameter.

Enter Tax Amount at end of document (Purchase Ledger)
The purchase ledger calculates tax on a line-by-line basis as you enter its analysis, but many
invoices do not show this value and, if the document total does not match the accumulated lineby-line value, then the accumulated value must be changed to agree.
If you leave this option blank then the calculated tax amount is shown on each analysis line, and
you would need to adjust one of the line values so that the accumulated VAT amount matches that
on the invoice document.
If you set this option then no calculated tax is shown on the analysis lines, but it is still calculated
and accumulated for confirmation at the end of the invoice procedure. If correct, you can accept
this value, if not, you can overwrite it and the system will automatically adjust one, (usually the
analysis line with the largest value), of the analysis lines so the accumulated tax agrees with the
confirmed total.
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System Profiles Screen 3 (excluding Compact)

Remove Transactions at period end
If you leave this parameter blank then transactions are retained on file indefinitely. If set then
transactions that are older than the number of periods below, and are no longer outstanding, are
removed as part of the period end process.

Remove Analysis records at period end
Analysis records give a detailed break-down of invoice and credit note transactions for analysis
and nominal ledger purposes. If you leave this parameter blank, then analysis records are retained
indefinitely. If set, then they are removed as part of the period end procedure after the number of
periods entered below.

No of periods to retain transactions
No of periods to retain analysis
If removing transaction and/or analysis records then these parameters determine how long to keep
those on file – if you are not removing transactions then you can ignore these parameters.
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The values entered here are usually set to a multiple of the number of periods in year – i.e. if 12
periods then set to 12 to keep for one year, 24 for two years, etc.

Sales Prospect identified by what value (Sales Ledger)
Suspended Acc identified by what value (Purchase Ledger)
A sales prospecting system should treat your existing customers as prospects too. Many people
have, therefore, designed prospecting systems based on using the sales ledger accounts file as the
main list of prospect names, and adding accounts for each prospect. To avoid the sales ledger and
sales order processing systems accessing accounts that are only prospects you can allocate a data
item under the database profiles for the ledger as the ‘prospect’ flag. In the system profiles you
enter the value of this flag, often Y, which identifies the record as a prospect.
The same concept is available in the purchase ledger where the flag is called ‘suspended’ account.

Default Report ‘as at’ to Today
Each application report has two dates – a printed date for the date the report was printed on which
is updated automatically to today’s date, and a ‘as at’ date which is intended to represent the date
up to which transactions have been entered and must be set manually – which is then remembered
for subsequent reports until amended again. Setting this option updates the ‘as at’ date to today’s
date automatically.

Reports include Forward as default
Most application reports allow the operator to choose whether or not to include forward
transactions or not – the default being not to include. This option allows you to set the default to
include these transactions. (Note this does not apply for reports on the automatic period/year end
report lists).

Title for “User 1” header item
This option allows you to prompt for an extra item in the transaction header when entering
transactions within the ledger. Here you specify the title to display when prompting for this item.

Omit “User 1” on payment transactions
Set if you do not wish a defined ‘user-1’ item to be displayed/entered within payment entry.

Title for “User 2” detail item
Omit “User 2” on payment transactions
These options are similar to the above but the extra item is entered at the transaction detail level.
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Title for “User 3” detail item
This offers a second extra item that can be entered at the detail level. This option is not applicable
in payment entry.

System Profiles Screen 4 (excluding Compact)

Omit transaction Sales (Purchase) analysis
If you do not wish to use the analysis item within transaction entry, then setting this option
suppresses the input of this item.

Omit transaction General analysis
If not linked to the nominal ledger then you are prompted for a general analysis code. Setting this
option suppresses input of this item.

Omit discount on Payments
Payment, and payment adjustment entry, allows input of the payment amount and a discount
taken/received. Setting this option suppresses input of the discount.
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Allow allocation before posting
This feature allows you to allocate the transactions that are to be paid by a receipt/payment before
the update of the transaction.

Allow range of dates/refs in allocations
This feature allows you to allocate invoices by selecting transactions within a range of dates, or
references. This feature can speed up allocation where it is common to settle all invoices
outstanding in a period.

Last Trading day for monthly pay terms
In some businesses, a specific day of the month may be treated as the last trading day of each
period, so far as payment due calculations are concerned. For instance, in the retail clothing trade,
common payment terms are that invoices raised between the 20th of one month and the 19th of the
next are due for payment on the 10th of the following month. In this case the last trading day
should be given as the 19th and the credit terms for the account set as M110. This is a global
setting but Diamond and Premier users can apply on an account-by-account basis by configuring
a ‘last trading day’ data item within the accounts file and referencing this item within the data file
profiles.

Include Delivery Address accounts in reports
Usually delivery address records on the file are not intended to be included on reports in the
ledger. Setting this option will allow them to be included.

Allow Forward Postings
Most companies run accounts on a monthly basis. To do so means that a period-end processing
option must be taken at the end of each month, so that balances and nominal ledger postings can
be applied to the correct period, and totals checked to ensure proper accounting controls.
However, customers must still be invoiced, goods received, and daily operations allowed to
continue despite these end-of-period controls. In particular, you may wish to wait several days
into a new month before closing down the purchase ledger for the month, particularly in the last
period of the year, to ensure you have received and entered all purchase invoices that apply to that
month.
The forward posting option allows you to post transactions to the next period, even though you
have yet to complete the end-of-period processing for the current period. Set to use this option.

Update Forward to N/L
When you update from the sales and purchase ledgers into the nominal ledger, only transactions
in the current period that have not yet been updated are processed. In some circumstances,
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however, you may want to update forward-dated transactions into the nominal ledger. Set this
option to allow this.
Most companies prepare financial information on a monthly cycle, in which case there is no need
to transfer forward-dated transactions.

Allow Posting to Previous Periods
If you want to accept transactions that are dated earlier than the present period then set this option.
In fact, the transaction will still be posted to the nominal ledger under the current period, and you
are merely warned that the transaction date is earlier than the current period. Transaction ageing
is based on the transaction date.
It is usual to set this option for the purchase ledger because dated invoices frequently turn up for
posting, but less likely in the sales ledger.

Batch number recording on transactions
Set this option if you wish to enter transactions in pre-totalled batches using batch numbers to
identify them.

Allow batch transaction print after batch i/p
If using this batch input facilities above then setting this option allow the ability to print out the
entered transactions for the batch.

Enter ‘Cost’ on transactions (Sales Ledger)
Setting this option allows you to enter a cost-of-sales value for each invoice.
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System Profiles Screen 5 (excluding Compact)

Apply Discount (Supplier) Matrix Look-up
Select if you wish to apply discount matrices of any sort in the Invoicer, or Order Processing
applications, otherwise leave blank.

Apply to Stock or Product file (S or P)
The discount matrix facility may apply to either the product or the stock file, but not both. If you
want to use this facility, then reply S <Enter> for the stock file, or P <Enter> for the product file.
Leave blank if you do not want to use discount matrix facility.

Delimiter character in look-up code (unique)
The file that holds the various discount matrices is accessed via a prime index code that consists
of a combination of account code and stock code, separated by the single delimiter character
specified here. This character must be unique, and must never appear as a character within the
account code or stock code. The hyphen ‘-‘ is often used for this.
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Filter Character for Matrix Groups
When using the account or stock group option(s) then the group code is prefixed with a character
that identifies the value as being a group code. This character must be unique and never appear a
character within the account code or stock code. The hash-key ‘#’ is often used for this.

Max number of Quantity Breaks (max 10)
If you are using quantity breaks within discount matrices, then specify the maximum number of
breaks which can apply to any matrix. The maximum is ten, and the minimum (no breaks for
quantity) is one.

Apply to Delivery Accounts entries
When using delivery cross-reference accounts the system checks the main account for any
applicable matrix entries. Setting this option checks the delivery account for the matrix entry
ignoring any for the main head-office account.

Location Code for Global Matrix Entries
Not applicable for Invoicer (only Order Processing). If using location stock then you may not
want to enter a matrix entry for all locations for a stock item, but instead apply it globally to all
locations. If a location code is entered here, then during order entry this location is used to check
for any applicable matrix entry rather than the location selected on order entry.

Show Stock Cost Price during Entries
If set, then on maintenance of matrix entries the cost price of the stock item is displayed.

Multiple Default Discounts from Stock
Not applicable for Invoicer (only Order Processing). Multiple Discounts allow you to record up
to four cumulative discounts for a matrix entry; you may wish to apply a 10% trade discount
followed by a special customer discount of 5%. This will give a different result to applying a
15% discount as 15% of £100 is £15 but applying a 10% discount followed by a 5% discount
gives a discount total of £14.50. If using Order Processing then you can nominate four items on
the stock record from which to obtain a default discount percentage when adding matrix entries.

Reverse Sign on Matrix Discounts
If transferring from another system then discount percentages may have been entered as negative
values. Setting this option allows you to enter during the discount matrix maintenance the value
as you are used to seeing it, i.e. –10%, but then to reverse this on save to the file and subsequent
use within Invoicer and Order Processing.
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Allow DeskTop Price Check Facility
This option enables the price checker option facility on the toolbar. When set a pop up screen
allows you to select up to ten items for display from the accounts and stock files during enquiry
and, for the sales price checker, to control whether you allow the ‘haggle’ feature and display the
costs and margins.

Invoice Control File (Sales Ledger)
This feature generates a log record for each invoice generated, detailing the operator who
generated the invoice and when they did it. It is also used as the basis of a duplication check to
prevent two invoices with the same number.
This feature, once enabled, applies to invoice transactions generated from the sales ledger,
invoicer, sales order processing, invoice costing and invoice generator (provided the sales invoice
sequence is used). The invoice reference is defaulted and/or confirmed as previously, before the
system checks if that invoice reference has been used before. If unused then a log record is added
for this invoice, if it has been used then the system auto-increments the invoice number for the
next five numbers until it finds an unused reference – if it fails to find an unused number within
the next five references, then an onscreen warning will ask you to check the invoice sequence
settings and not allow posting of the transaction.
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This prompt asks you to enter the pathname of the invoice control file – usually ???-INV.DFD
(replacing ??? with the current company id). This file can then be reported using the Report
Generator or your own ProFiler routines. A BASE-INV.DFD is supplied as the template for the
file when creating the live database (via DataFiler).

System Profiles Screen 6 (Sub-Contractors Accessory)
Only applicable for the Purchase Ledger on Diamond and Premier systems, and then only if the
sub-contracting accessory has been purchased.

Tax Rate for SubContractors
Enter the rate at which tax is deducted from the transaction, when an invoice is entered for a
labour charge against a sub-contractor that has no valid certificate.

Tax code for zero posting of tax deduct
Enter the VAT code for recording on tax deduction ‘payments’ created.

Exclude Retention when calculating tax
Set to exclude the proportion of the invoice held for retention when calculating the tax deduction.
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Default description for tax payment tx
Enter a default description to be set for generated tax payment transactions

Default reference for tax payment tx
Enter a default reference to be set for generated tax payment transactions

Default description for retention credit tx
Default reference for retention credit tx
Any portion of the invoice held for retention invoices is entered as a credit against the original
invoice, and a new invoice is created with a due date for when the retention portion is due. Enter
here the reference and description to be used for the generated credit transaction.

Default description for retention invoice tx
Default reference for retention invoice tx
Enter here the reference and description for the retention invoice transactions

Nominal Account for Discounts
Subcontractor invoices allow the ability to enter discounts as part of the invoice entry process.
Enter here the nominal code to be used for any discount calculated.

Nominal Account for Retentions
Enter the nominal account to be used for the retention credit and re-invoice. As a retention
invoice and credit should cancel each other out this account acts as a control.

Nominal Account for Tax Payments
Enter the nominal account used for any tax deducted from a sub-contractor invoice.

Allow Multiple Jobs per entry
Setting this option allows an invoice analysis line to be analysed over a maximum of 99 jobs.
This option is only applicable if the job costing system profiles are set to update purchase invoices
in ‘real-time’.

Enter Quantity on multiple jobs
Setting this option allows entry of a quantity value to be updated to the job costing transaction as
part of the multiple job analysis above.
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Application Manager
Select the Application Manager (Diamond and Premier only) menu option gives a further sub-set
of actions.

The options available on this menu are discussed in their own sections later on where appropriate
for the ledger.

Ledger Enquiry Manager
The Ledger Enquiry Manager (Diamond and Premier only) allows you configure the display
screens for the Sales and Purchase Ledger Enquiry.

Enquiries Allowed for this Company
Although there are no specific options relating to the sales or purchase enquiry within here, this
option controls whether the Ledger Enquiry as a whole is available for this application company.
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Applications Allowed
This option allows you select whether you can enquire on the sales and purchase ledgers within
the enquiry, and the authority level needed before you can enquire.

Enquiries Configuration
This option allows you to configure the Ledger Enquiry for each of the applications. After
selecting the application a list of available options are displayed.

Sales/Purchase Accounts File – Full Screen Design (Premier
only)
In Premier systems you have the option to create two user-defined screens in which to display
details from the customer and supplier files. On selection of this option you are asked if you wish
to use a full-screen layout and, if selected, you are taken into the screen design.
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You design the screen as per the standard design parameters.
To add text to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the start of
where you wish to enter your text, and type in the required label(s). To clear any text, use the
space bar.
To add a data item to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the
start of where you wish the item to display and then either ‘right-click’ with the mouse or press
<F4-Select>. The list of available data items are displayed for you to select. To delete a data
item from the screen, use the mouse to click the item and then hit the <DELETE> key.
To draw borders around the screen choose the option ‘Border’ on the Tools pull-down at the top
of the screen.
To draw a line on the screen select the option ‘Line Mode’ on the Tools pull-down, and then use
the mouse to click the start position of the line, and then drag the line (horizontally or vertically)
to the end position of the line. To delete a line use the mouse to select the line, (it will turn blue
when selected), and then hit the <DELETE> key. Once the line(s) has been drawn, to switch
back to text mode, use the option on the Tools pull-down.
Once complete choose the File pull-down option ‘Save & Exit’. On save of the screen, you will
be asked if you wish to use a second screen – respond as required.
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Sales/Purchase Accounts File – Item Screen Design
If Diamond (or Premier and you don’t wish to use the full screen design) then this option allows
you to quickly configure the display of up to 32 items from the accounts file in two columns of
16.

Here you list the items you want to display on, firstly, the left of the screen and then the right.
The number displayed in brackets after an item indicate the field number that is being displayed
on this line on the other half of the screen. If using Premier after configuring the left and right
columns of the first screen you are able to define the second screen in the same manner.

Transaction / Detail Enquiries
This option gives you the ability to configure the display of the transaction enquiries available for
each customer or supplier record. On selection of this option, you are able to set the authority
levels for access to each transaction enquiry.
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Blanking the authority level disables that particular transaction enquiry option, otherwise set as
appropriate (remember values are from 0-9 where 0 is the highest and 9 is the lowest authority
level). After setting the appropriate levels you can then configure the display items for these
options.
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Transaction Details

LIFO
Set to display transactions in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure that
the transaction data item ACCOUNT is a secondary index.

DATE
Transactions are usually displayed based on the order they were entered, setting this option sorts
the details into date order – either FIFO or LIFO based on setting of the prompt above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the transaction options from
the Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional configuration option for transaction display, after confirming the
last of the list items.
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Full Screen Layout for ‘Transactions’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display, for the transaction
record. If you elect to use the full-screen enquiry then you are taken into the screen design.

You design the screen as per the standard design parameters.
To add text to the screen you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the start of
where you wish to enter your text, and type in the required label(s). To clear any text, use the
space bar.
To add a data item to the screen, you use the mouse or arrow keys to position the cursor at the
start of where you wish the item to display, and then either ‘right-click’ with the mouse or press
<F4-Select>. The list of available data items are displayed for you to select. To delete a data
item from the screen, use the mouse to click the item and then hit the <DELETE> key.
To draw borders around the screen, choose the option ‘Border’ on the Tools pull-down at the top
of the screen.
To draw a line on the screen, select the option ‘Line Mode’ on the Tools pull-down, and then use
the mouse to click the start position of the line and then drag the line (horizontally or vertically) to
the end position of the line. To delete a line, use the mouse to select the line, (it will turn blue
when selected), and then hit the <DELETE> key. Once the line(s) has been drawn switch back to
text mode by using the option on the Tools pull-down.
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Once complete choose the File pull-down option ‘Save & Exit’. On save of the screen, you will
be asked if you wish to use a second screen – respond as required.

Transaction Analysis
The Transaction Analysis display items are shown when you select the ANALYSIS option, on
any invoice or credit transaction displayed in the transaction features, showing the analysis
breakdown of the invoice.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed, when selecting the analysis button from the
Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional configuration option for transaction display after confirming the
last of the list items.

Full Screen Layout for ‘Transactions’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display, for the transaction
record. If you elect to use the full-screen enquiry then you are taken into the screen design.

Order Header
LIFO
Set to display orders in LIFO – last in first out – order. If set then you should ensure that the
order header data item for the ACCOUNT is a secondary index.

DATE
Orders are usually displayed based on the order they were entered, setting this option sorts the
details into date order – either FIFO or LIFO based on setting of the prompt above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed, when selecting the SALES ORD (or
PURCH ORD) option from the Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional two configuration options for order display.

Default Status of Orders to Show (Blank=All)
Typically all orders are listed but you may want to restrict those displayed to (say) active orders
by entering ‘A’. Additional codes are C-Complete, D-Deleted, F-Forward, H-Hold and Q-Quote.
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Full Screen Layout for ‘Order Header’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the order.

Order Details
The sales/purchase order details are displayed via a DETAILS button on the order enquiry.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the details button from the
Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.
Premier users have an additional configuration option for transaction display after confirming the
last of the list items.

Full Screen Layout for ‘Order Details’ Enquiry
If Premier, you are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the order detail
record. If you elect to use the full-screen enquiry then you are taken into the screen design.

Sales/Purchase History (Premier only)
The history option allows you to link to any database that contains the customer/supplier account
code. You could use this to link to (say) a ProFiler contacts database, or to the Invoice Costing
details – the file pathname to link to is entered as part of the location of files. Within the Ledger
Enquiry configuration you are first asked to define the relationship between the accounts file and
the history file.

Account file item for first pointer (optional)
If the history file is a detail file off the accounts file, then there will be a pointer relationship
between the two files. This option asks for the account data item that holds the record number of
the first history file record that relates to this account, <F4-Select> is available. If the accounts
file is only referenced as a lookup, on the history file and no pointer relationship exists, then leave
this value as 0.
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If you wish to display the details in LIFO order, then select the data item that contains the record
number of the last history record that relates to this account.

Detail file item for account code (mandatory)
Enter the data item number, <F4-Select> is available, of the history file item that contains the
customer/supplier account code.

Detail file item for next detail (optional)
Only applicable if the history file is a detail of the accounts file, here you enter the data item
number on the history file that contains the record number of the next history record for the
customer/supplier.
If displaying the details in LIFO order, then select the data item that contains the record number
of the previous history record for the customer/supplier.

LIFO
If not using the pointer items, then set this option to display history records in LIFO – last in first
out – order. If set, then you should ensure that the history data item for the ACCOUNT is a
secondary index. If using the pointer chain, then this option should not be set, you can still
display in LIFO by selecting the pointer fields as discussed above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the history button from the
Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.

Full Screen Layout for ‘History’ Enquiry
You are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the history record. If you
elect to use the full-screen enquiry then you are taken into the screen design.

Sales/Purchase Desktop Details (Premier only)
The desktop details option allows you to link to a second database that contains the
customer/supplier account code. You could use this to link to (say) a ProFiler contacts database
or to the Invoice Costing details – the file pathname to link to is entered as part of the location of
files. Within the Ledger Enquiry configuration you are first asked to define the relationship
between the accounts file and the details file.
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Account file item for first pointer (optional)
If the detail file is an actual detail file off the accounts file, then there will be a pointer
relationship between the two files. This option asks for the account data item that holds the
record number of the first detail file record that relates to this account, <F4-Select> is available.
If the accounts file is only referenced as a lookup on the detail file, and no pointer relationship
exists then leave this value as 0.
If you wish to display the details in LIFO order then select the data item that contains the record
number of the last detail record that relates to this account.

Detail file item for account code (mandatory)
Enter the data item number, <F4-Select> is available, of the detail file item that contains the
customer/supplier account code.

Detail file item for next detail (optional)
Only applicable if the detail file is an actual detail of the accounts file, here you enter the data
item number on the detail file that contains the record number of the next detail record for the
customer/supplier.
If displaying the details in LIFO order then select the data item that contains the record number of
the previous detail record for the customer/supplier.

LIFO
If not using the pointer items then set this option to display detail records in LIFO – last in first
out – order. If set then you should ensure that the detail data item for the ACCOUNT is a
secondary index. If using the pointer chain then this option should not be set, you can still display
in LIFO by selecting the pointer fields as discussed above.

List Items
Here you can select up to eight items to be displayed when selecting the details button from the
Sales/Purchase Ledger Enquiry.
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Full Screen Layout for ‘Details’ Enquiry
You are given the option to design a full-screen enquiry display for the detail record. If you elect
to use the full-screen enquiry then you are taken into the screen design.

Copy Notice for Invoice Reprints (Sales Ledger)
The sales ledger enquiry allows the ability to reprint invoices and credits. This parameter screen
allows the ability to impose a text label (say) COPY upon the reprinted document.

Text to be Printed
Enter the text that is to be applied to a reprinted document – i.e. ‘COPY’

Always on Line / Col
Set the printing position of the copy text.
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On all documents
The invoice history can contain acknowledgements, delivery notes, quotes and statements in
addition to invoices and credit notes. Set this parameter if the copy text is to appear on all
documents, leave blank to only apply the text to invoices and credits.
In addition a FONT button is available to set the font for the print on documents.

Extra File Scans
This option allows you to set the authority level to enable the facility to scan documents against
the customer / supplier account within the Ledger Enquiry.

Set the authority level as required (0-9 where 0 is the highest, 9 is the lowest) or leave blank to
disable the option within the enquiry.

Memo Facility Configuration
The Memo facility allows you to record notes against customer and supplier records. Within the
Ledger Enquiry Manager you have the option to define, for all applications, where the memo files
are stored, whether users are warned or not and the authority level to update memos.
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After confirming these details, you will be prompted if you wish to amend the last memo
references. Usually the answer is ‘No’ to this – you should only need to amend this if merging
data from another company.

Controls and Audit Manager
The Controls and Audit Manager contains all the utility routines used to check the integrity of the
database files, and to undertake various housekeeping actions.
The tools supplied allow:






Audit Application Database Pointers
Check integrity of the databases (audit) and rebuild their index’s
Define the auto-expand parameters for databases
Check and reset application values
Recover Unused Space.

After selecting the ‘Controls & Audit Manager’ menu option you are prompted to select the
application, and then you are presented with the Controls & Audit options for that application.
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Audit Pointers and Balances
This option checks and resets the relationship between the accounts and transactions file. On
selection you are asked whether you want to perform the check for all master records or for
individual codes – in practice you would choose do to this for all codes as there would normally
be little difference in the time taken (the majority of the time being taken with reading the
transactions).

Recalculate Debtor/Creditor Control
The system maintains an accumulation of the total balance outstanding for all customer/supplier
records and this is displayed in the system status screen. This option recalculates this value.

Transaction Control Numbers
This option lets you manually reset certain transaction pointer numbers in the control files.
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1. Highest Transaction after last period end
The ‘Highest Transaction after Last Period End’ is used as the starting point on transaction
reports, to print transactions for the current period. It is updated as part of the period end routine.
If using forward posting features, this isn’t actually the last record for the period, but instead the
transaction prior to the first transaction for this period.

2. Highest Transaction updated to nominal
The ‘Highest Transaction updated to nominal’ is used as the starting point on the next update to
nominal procedure and, when run, updates this counter with the last record processed. If using
forward posting features, and not updating forward transactions to the nominal, then it isn’t
actually the highest record updated but the record prior to the first transaction not updated.

3. Highest Transaction record printed
The ‘Highest transaction record printed’ is used to validate that all transactions have been
reported prior to the period end, and is updated when you run the ‘List All Transactions’ or the
‘All Transaction Types’ report.
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4. Lowest Outstanding Transaction record
This contains the record number of the first outstanding transaction within the ledger. This could
be used as the starting point on (say) a ProFiler report listing the outstanding transactions.

5. Highest Transaction updated to job costing (Purchase Ledger)
The ‘Highest Transaction updated to job costing’ is used as the starting point on the next update
to job costing procedure when updating in batch mode. When run it is updated with the last
record processed.

6. Highest Day Book Transaction Printed
The ‘Highest Day Book Transaction printed’ is used as the starting point of the day book reports,
and is updated at the end of this process.

7. First Transaction for Last Period
This is used as the starting point for the VAT reports when you include 1 previous period. It
contains the first record for the previous period and is updated as part of the period end routine.

8. First Transaction for Last Period – 1
This is used as the starting point for the VAT reports when you include 2 previous periods. It
contains the first record for that period and is updated as part of the period end routine.

Edit System Status Display
Each application has a ‘System Status’ option that summarises the key facts about it, such as files,
their sizes, how full they are, the current period number and period dates plus various other
control information such as last issue reference etc. You can reset the last transaction references
within this option.

Sales/Purchase Document Facilities
This option provides maintenance facilities for the saved document files available for both the
sales and purchase ledgers.
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Clear By Date
This option allows you to clear the saved documents file using date criteria. The system first asks
you to confirm today’s date and then asks you for a date up to which to remove any saved
documents. If the date is left blank then the system calculates the up to date based on the
retention days set in the system profiles (at the time the document was created).

Clear Selective

This option allows you to selectively clear the saved documents file based on combinations of the
document type, the date, the account code and the document reference.
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Re-Index
This option rebuilds the index list of the saved documents.

Re-Print
This option, using the same selective capability of the clear down, allows the reprint of the saved
documents.

Documents Folder
The saved document files are held in the DFCOMP file location (usually \DFWIN\DATA). For
security reasons usually only in Purchase Ledger, but even more so in Payroll, you may want to
specify a different location.

Database Audit
Use this option to check the internal integrity of any of the Sales or Purchase application files. If
you’re sure that a particular record is in the file but you cannot select it via the indexes then you
might want to use this option on that file.
Really the only events liable to disturb the integrity of a database are power/hardware failures or
an attempt to process a database in an outside program. The database audit checks every record in
the file to make sure it is genuinely active, and rebuilds its indexes from scratch.
When you choose this option all the application databases are listed for you to select from – it is
recommended that if you have the need to do one of the databases within the application you
should probably do them all and follow it up with the ‘Audit Pointers’ option.

Compact & Audit Database
The internal processing of databases does not necessarily re-use the space occupied by records
that have been deleted (particularly in master files such as the Customer and Supplier files). New
records are always added to the end of the file. Therefore, over a period of time, it is possible a
file may appear full but there could be gaps in the middle, where records were deleted. Using this
option consolidates the active data and frees up space.
This option effectively re-arranges all the active records, so you must run the ‘Audit Pointers’
function after using this option. In addition you should not, in the normal course of events, use
this option on the Transaction files – the period end process will usually do this for you, and
running here could affect the transaction control numbers (see above).
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Set Auto Expand Data Files
Datafile reserves a fixed space for database files and you need to expand that space should the file
become full. This option allows you to set internal system parameters, so that it automatically
attempts to enlarge a file that is becoming full. The file is expanded when a user opens the file,
provided no-one else is already using that file, typically it would occur at the start of the day when
the first user accesses an application.

Expand By
Enter the number of records by which you wish the system to expand the file when triggered.
Strike a balance between too small a number, meaning that it would happen to frequently, and too
large a number which would mean it would take a long time to expand the file, and take up
unnecessary disk space.

When Less
This represents the quantity of free records, which when the database is below, will trigger the
automatic expansion when a user has exclusive access to the file.

Minimum Spare
This is an important parameter for files where batches of records are added – it represents the
minimum quantity that must be free at all times. It would normally be less than the ‘When Less’
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setting and if this setting reached it implies that no user has had exclusive access to the file since
the ‘When Less’ quantity was reached. You should set the minimum to be the largest number that
can be added through an automatic update.

Expand Data Files
If not setting the auto-expand options then this option allows you to manually expand the data
files as necessary.

Security and User Manager
The Security and User Manager, available on Professional upwards, allows you to set authority
levels and passwords on specific application options and to define any user authority overrides.
After selecting the application two screens of options are allowed for security checks.

In the first screen you may attach a password and/or an authority level for each of the main ledger
options. If Premier and logging options have been enabled, then you can log operators who
attempt to enter password/authority protected areas and fail. You can also nominate operators,
who are nominally blocked from this application by their authority level, to be allowed in.
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On the second screen you are allowed to specify passwords/authority-levels for more specific
transactions and record maintenance options.

Document Design Manager
The Document Design Manager is available on the main ‘Installation’ menu for Compact and
Professional users, for Diamond and Premier users it is available on the ‘Application Manager’
sub-menu.
The document design allows you amend the statement (remittance advice) documents, for the
sales and purchase ledgers, together with the cheque design available for the purchase ledger.

Statement/Remittance Design
For the sales ledger, select the Sales Statements option on the list of documents displayed. For
the purchase ledger, select Purchase Statements from the list and follow this with the option
Statement Layouts. On selection the list of available documents is displayed.
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If you want to update an existing document, enter the layout number in the input provided, if you
want to create a new document you need to firstly add it to the list by:






Press <F4-Select> to allow amendment of the list.
Find a blank entry and enter the document title.
Enter its definition filename – filenames usually follow the convention CCC-SLN.DEF
where CCC is the company id, SL indicates a sales ledger document (so PL for purchase
ledger documents) and N is the layout number 1-6.
Press <End> to go back to the document layout selection.

Notes
A document definition is held in two files – a filename.DEF listed above contains
the document parameter details, and a filename.INI contains the font settings, line
and box drawing and image file(s) detail. The INI file is created automatically on
first load of the document.
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Create Document Based on Existing
If you select the newly added document now, then this creates a blank document, if
you want to create the new document based on an existing layout then use the <F7Option> key to copy the definition from one file to another.
Note you can only copy documents within an application– you cannot copy, for
example, a sales statement as a purchase statement.

On input of the layout number you are presented with the document template.

Converting a Document
Previous to release 5.6 documents were designed in a different manner. Whenever
you open a document that was designed using the old designer you will be asked to
convert to the new layout.

To convert to the new style select ‘Use New Designer’, if you want to continue with
the old layouts then select ‘Use Old Designer’. To abandon select the ‘Close’
button. When you use the new designer for the first time a backup copy of the old
layout is taken as filename.OLD which you can copy back if needed. If you do this
you would need to delete the filename.INI discussed above.

When creating a document for the first time or opening an older style of document you will be
prompted for the page setup details.
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Paper Size – offers a drop-down list of paper sizes available. Select the paper size appropriate.
Print in Landscape – set whether the document is to be printed in landscape. Leave blank to
print in portrait.
No of Columns Across / No of Lines Down – if converting an older document this defaults to
values as previously defined on the document - typically you would leave these values as set for
your document. For new documents this will default to 80 columns across and 66 lines down and
you can amend as required.
These values can be amended up to 255 columns across and 132 lines down. The columns and
line values form a ‘design grid’ on the document with the no of columns set controlling the
number of grid start points across the page, the lines down controlling the grid points down the
page (think graph paper). Text, Image and Lines do not have to start at a grid point but data items
do – increasing the number of columns / grid points across the page gives you more flexibility
with regards to data item positioning.
Take care on increasing this value on existing documents as items starting at a particular
column/grid point may overlap if you increase the number of columns. With regards to the
number of lines down, again take care increasing this value on existing documents as line items
may overlap – in addition though increasing this value too far may cause the print of detail lines
to overlap if the font of detail items selected for print is bigger than the line height.
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Start Detail Line / End Detail Line – if converting an older document this defaults to values as
previously defined on the document - typically you would leave these values as set. When
opening a new document this will default so that a quarter of the page acts as the header and a
quarter of the page is the footer – the balance being the detail area. Where on the statement the
outstanding transactions are listed.
Margins – next you can set, in millimetres, the left, right, and top and bottom margins.
When you print a document each printer has its own internal set margin and the grid (discussed
above) is fitted within this. If printing a document on multiple printers, especially when using
pre-printed stationery, you should set the margins on the document equal to or greater than the
largest margin of the printer(s), to ensure identical print on all printers. The Install menu on the
toolbar allows the option ‘View Printers’ which enables you to perform a test print which shows
the print margins (as a border on the page).

Notes
The Install menu on the toolbar (desktop) is only available for the SYSTEM user-id
and for Premier users set to use the ‘Installer’ desktop.

Once you have set/confirmed the margins the document mask is displayed.
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A document is split into three sections – a header, a detail and a footer area as mentioned above.
In statements the header area is used to print details of the customer/supplier. The detail section
prints, line-by-line, the transactions. The footer area shows totals such as the aged analysis
breakdown, the overdue balance, and so on.

The Document Design Toolbar
Before discussing the specifics of designing a document, you should review the document design
toolbar.
The toolbar has the options – File, Edit, Tools, Parameters and Format. Each of these (other than
Parameters) offers a list of actions available.
The File menu has options to save the document layout, amend/view the page set-up, preview the
design to the screen, perform a test print of the document, and exit out of the document design
(you will be prompted to save if you haven’t already done so).
The Edit menu has options that are only available when an item on the document is selected.
You can cut an object out of the design, copy an item (except data items), or delete an item. You
can also insert a line above the selected item or delete a line with the selected item on.
The Tools menu has options to restructure a database, refresh the display, and controls for
whether you show the data items (you may want to switch this off to position text behind it),
whether you show the grid, and whether new text/line/image items are to be positioned at the start
of the grid.
The Format option allows you to select a bitmap image to act as a watermark behind the page
detail, set and applies font defaults, and configure email, fax and printer settings.
The Parameters option loads the first of the parameter screens available for this document.

Setting and Applying Font Defaults
Before you start to design your document you may wish to set default fonts for each area of the
document. You can amend the fonts for each item individually but initially you are likely to want
to assign a default font for all items in a specified area.
Each document has three areas – header, detail and footer. The detail area starts two lines above
the start detail line (to encompass column headings for the details) and finishes at the end detail
line. The header area is above the detail area, the footer below. The only documents that don’t
follow this format are purchase cheque layouts, payroll and invoice generator documents which
don’t have set detail area – on these documents the ‘header’ area encompasses the entire page.
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Converting an Existing Document
When you convert an older style document a font of Courier New is assigned to the
existing data and text items. You can use the Font Default options to reset the
font/size of these items as required.
In the earlier designer text was created on the document by positioning the cursor
and typing the required text. In converting this into the text labels of this new
designer the assumption is made that text separated by a single space is part of the
same label, more than one space and two (or more) separate labels are created. In
this way the text heading on the document of (say) ‘S A L E S S T A T E M E N
T’ is converted as two labels one for ‘S A L E S’ and one for ‘S T A T E M E N T’
as the two words were separated by three spaces in the old designer.

To set and apply default fonts select the Format option from the toolbar, choose Font Defaults
and then the area you wish to apply the fonts to – a dialog box will be displayed enabling you to
select the font, style and size.
You can scroll up/down the list of fonts,
use the mouse to select the required option
(once selected the chosen value will be
updated at the top of the list). After
selecting the font, select the style and then
the size. You can also amend the colour of
the text if required. Once you have
selected the required details press OK.
After selecting the font you can control
whether it applies to the text items or the
data items in the defined area (or both or
indeed neither – you might set a default
because the next x items you are going to
insert all use a specific font). Tick the
options required and click the APPLY button.
Once you have set and applied the default fonts you can then adjust the font and size of individual
items as required.
If you have need to reset all items to the set default fonts then choosing the Apply Fonts option
available from the Format pull-down allows this.
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Inserting New Items
To insert a new item position the mouse where you wish to insert the item and press the rightbutton on the mouse (hereafter described as right-click). A menu appears for you to select the
type of item you wish to add.
You can select to insert a text prompt, a data item, some line drawing, box
drawing, or insert a bmp image.
You can also elect to insert a line on the document at the current position or to
delete a line. The ‘Paste Object’ option (greyed out in the picture on the right)
is active if you have used the ‘Cut’ or ‘Copy’ option from the edit menu
previously.

Text Prompt
If you select to insert a ‘Text Prompt’ a pop-up form allows you enter the text label to be
displayed.

You type the text you require (up to 160 characters). If you click the APPLY button the text is
updated onto the document design in the default font/size for the area of the document. If you
wish to change the font select the FONT button and the font dialog is shown as discussed earlier
(you are setting the font for this item alone).
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To change the colour of the background
to the text select the COLOUR button and
a colour dialog will be displayed allowing
you to select from a pre-defined colour
set or allow you to create up to 16 custom
colours of your choosing.
To define a custom colour click with the
mouse on the colour panel display and
then move the scroll panel on the right to
control the luminescence. Once your
happy with the colour select the ‘Add to
Custom Colours’ button and the colour
will be added to the custom colours on
the left for selection.
The ‘SNAP’ button is used to position the text item at the centre of a row and at the start of a
column – snapping the text to the grid. The ‘DELETE’ button removes the text and returns you to
the document mask.
Once you are happy with the changes select the CLOSE option to update the text label and return
to the document mask. If you wish to abandon click the X button in the corner of the Text
Properties window.
This isn’t all the options available though – if you select the
ACTION pull-down menu, in addition to the button prompts
(with a bit more description) are further options to reset the
font and colour to default settings, save the font and colour to
and set from the palette – this is useful if making the same
changes to several items.
You also have the option to add a border around the text label,
and to right align the text within the label.
Finally you can choose to abandon changes or accept and
update the changes.

Data Items
If you select to insert a new ‘Data Item’ then a pop-up form allows you to select the data item to
be displayed.
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To select an item you need to select the category of item and then the print item itself. Drop
down lists are available for each – use the mouse to activate first the category list.

Available categories are:


Statement Headings - Contains general print items, such as the statement date, page
numbers and account code. All the items listed here can be printed twice on the document.



Statement Details Lines / End of Statement Details - Allows print in the detail area of
the transaction type, debit and credit values, unallocated and balance amounts,
descriptions, days overdue, and settlement discount values available. You do not need to
specify items in the End of Detail section. These items will be automatically updated when
you enter the value in the first section. You use the ‘End of Statement Detail’ items when
the mask display is towards the footer of the document, entering an item in the ‘End of
Statement Detail’ will automatically update the start section as well.



Extra Detail Text Lines – allows print of extra detail from a transaction record. Data
items are printed underneath the main transaction line – one line per item.



Aged Analysis Balance / Debits / Credits / Age Days - Allows print, usually in the
document footer of the aged analysis breakdown, of the outstanding transactions for the
account.



Statement Totals - Allows print, of various totals, such as the account balance and
unallocated totals.



Amount Due / Settlement Discount - Allows print of outstanding totals, and settlement
discounts available.
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Statement Messages - Allows print of the statement messages that can be input at runtime (i.e. ‘Special Offer on new orders placed by the 15 th of next month’ etc.), plus
messages that only print when a balance is a set period overdue (these messages defined in
the document parameter screens).



Account Details - Allows print of up to 15 items from the accounts file – address and
contact details for example. Where a print item is undefined the system shows a ‘-‘
marker. Pressing <Enter> against this shows the accounts database for you to select the
item required.



Originating Account Details - If the account has a ‘statement cross-reference account’
defined against it, then the account details are printed from the account the statement is
being sent to. This option allows print of up to 15 items from the original account. Where
a print item is undefined, the system shows a ‘-‘ marker. Pressing <Enter> against this
shows the accounts database for you to select the item required.



Transaction Detail Lines / End of Transaction Detail - Allows print of up to 10 items
from the transaction file. Where a print item is undefined the system shows a ‘-‘ marker.
Pressing <Enter> against this shows the transactions database for you to select the item
required.



Foreign Currency - Allows print of the currency code and name for the account



Cheque Details (P/L only) - Allows print of the cheque parameters – the date, the amount,
the amount in words and the cheque number.



Cheque Account Details (P/L only)- Allows print of up to ten items from the supplier
record.



Company Details - Allows print of your company name and your address.

Once the category is selected choosing the print item drop-down list shows the items available for
selection in this category.

Items with a  after them are already used within the document so you cannot select these again.
Some categories allow you to choose direct from the database the items to print. For these items
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the ‘–‘ character as the print item represents a free item available for you to define. If you select
this then the appropriate database is displayed for you to select a data item from.

Once you have selected the item then the options are available, as with text, to change the font,
background colour or delete. ‘Snap to Grid’ is not available on data items as data items are
automatically ‘snapped to the grid’.

Line Drawing
If you select to insert a new Line – either horizontal or vertical - then a short line is drawn on the
page. This can then be extended by moving the mouse to the end of the line (until the cursor
changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the mouse and dragging it for the length required.

Box Drawing
If you select to insert a Box then a small box is drawn on the page. This can be extended by
moving the box to a corner (until the cursor changes to an arrow) and then clicking with the
mouse and dragging it for the size required.
You can position items within a box by right-clicking and choose the new option required – if you
click on/near the box border you are assumed to be amending the box though, so if want an item
up against the border insert it elsewhere and move it to the position you want. If you wish to
include lines within a box, perhaps for a column border, or an image then draw the box first and
add the lines/image afterwards.

Image File
If you select to insert a new ‘Image’ then a pop-up form allows you to select the image to be
displayed.
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You are asked to enter the image filename (BMP or JPG files only). You can browse for the file
by clicking the ‘?’ icon or pressing <F4-Select>. Images are held in folder ‘DocImage’ created
automatically off the DFCOMP location (usually \DFWIN\DATA).

Although you can browse to other folders from here you can only select to apply images from the
‘DocImage’ folder – if necessary you can copy from another location and paste here via the file
selection browser.
Once you select the image file its filename is returned to the document to be applied. Note that
the image is sized as per the file and cannot be resized within Datafile – you must use an external
package to resize if you need to do this.

Moving, Deleting and Amending Items
You can move an items position by selecting it with the mouse and dragging it to where it’s
required. If the ‘Tools’ option ‘Snap to Grid’ is enabled then all items start in a specified grid
point, if switch this off then all bar data items can be set anywhere within the grid cell.
You can delete an item by selecting it with the mouse and pressing the <DELETE> key.
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If you right-click with the mouse on any item then a menu is available allowing you to change the
properties.
Right-clicking against a Text item allows you to access the
properties in full and allows individual options to amend the
font, set the background colour, add (or remove) a border,
right-align the text, or snap to the grid.
You can also reset the font/colour to default values or save the
font and colour to the palette for application to another item
using the Set option.
You can also delete the text item from here.

Right-clicking against a Data item allows you to access the
properties box in full and allow individual options to amend the
font, amend the background colour, add (or remove) a border, or
to right-align the data item.
As with text you can reset the font/colour to default values,
save/set the font and colour from the palette or delete the item.

Right-clicking against a Line item allows you to access the properties in
full, snap the line to the grid and to delete the line.

Right-clicking against a Box item allows you to access the
properties in full, amend the background (fill) colour of the
box, set/clear round corners, snap the box to the grid and to
delete the box.

Right-clicking against an Image item allows you to access the properties
of the image or to delete it.
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Document Watermark
You have the option to add a bitmap behind the entire document to act as a watermark. (If
converting an earlier document that had a bitmap background then this is set as the watermark for
the current document.)
The Format pull-down menu allows the option to edit the watermark giving options to ‘add’,
‘change’ or ‘delete’. The ‘change’ and ‘delete’ options are suppressed if no watermark has been
applied, the ‘add’ is suppressed if you have applied a watermark.
Selecting the add, or indeed the change option opens the file browser in the DocImage folder
allowing you to select the BMP file. As with images you must select the bitmap from the
DocImage folder. The watermark image is displayed automatically in the designer but you can
switch this off by deselecting the ‘Show Watermark’ option available on the Format pull-down.

Print Preview and Test Print
You can preview the document to the screen or the printer from the File pull-down menu.
Selecting the Print Preview option shows the document on screen. You can use the scroll bars to
move up/down/across the document. <ESC> or clicking the X-close button returns you to the
document design.
Selecting the Test Print option loads the printer dialog allowing you to send the document to the
printer, spooler or a PDF file.
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Printer Settings
This option allows you to set a default printer and tray for the sales / purchase document.

Clicking the drop-down list shows the printers available from the pc for you to select, after
selecting the printer the list of trays can also be selected from a drop-down list. Note that this
option assumes that the same printer is available, on the same device path, from all terminals that
will process the particular document. If the printer is not available the usual default will apply.

E-Mail Settings
The E-Mail Settings option allows you to configure default message details if the document is
printed to E-Mail. (This option is not available for all documents – for example cheques in the
Purchase Ledger)
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Data item containing e-mail address – select the data item from the main file in the application
that contains the email address to be used. The main files for each application are:



Sales Statements – Sales Accounts File
Purchase Statements / Remittance – Purchase Accounts File

Send Automatically – controls whether the message is to be displayed for
confirmation/amendment before sending. See notes on Microsoft Outlook / Outlook Express
below.
Filename to Save As – the document is saved as an attachment to the email with a filename of
the document title. You may want to save with a more relevant name. You only enter the
filename not the path or suffix and you can use ‘!nnn’ to pick up a value from the main file record
(where nnn is a three-digit data item number – 002 etc.). Data Items available can be viewed by
clicking the LIST button at the foot of the parameter screen.
Address – this option asks for a ‘hard-coded’ email address to which to send the email to as an
alternative to picking up the address from a main file record. You may use this on Stock
Documents, Picking Documents in Sales Order Processing, etc., to send the document to the
warehouse.
Subject – enter the subject of the email. Again you can use !nnn to pick up a value from the main
file record and in addition to the standard 160 fields available from the database you can use
special items to pick up:
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161 – Document Date
162 – User Name
164 – Document Balance

NB: Item 163 - Document Reference is not applicable for Sales Statements
Message – enter the message detail as required. Again you can use !nnn to pick up items from
the main file or include the extra 161+ items above.
Wordwrap – when you send a message the text is output as entered above but the use of !nnn
items may cause one line entered in the message to overflow into two lines on the email. Setting
the option to word wrap outputs the message text as paragraphs, a new paragraph starting after a
blank line. You can also force a new paragraph by entering ‘%%’ at the start of the line.

Automatic Emails and Outlook Express / Microsoft Outlook
Security developments in later versions of Outlook Express and Microsoft Outlook mean that, by
default, you cannot send emails automatically – a message is displayed warning that a program
(i.e. Datafile) is trying to send an email message and asks whether you wish to proceed with the
send (and you can’t respond Yes for a number of seconds). This feature was introduced to
prevent viruses spreading themselves to everyone in your address book. This feature cannot be
disabled by Datafile.
Outlook Express can be set to disable this warning via the Tools / Options menu and the Security
tab. Disabling ‘Warn me when other applications try to send mail as me’ will prevent the warning
message. If you do this you must ensure that your virus checker and firewalls are currently up-todate and are kept up-to-date.
Microsoft Outlook does not have an equivalent option to this. Microsoft Support does notify that
if using Outlook on top of Exchange Server then you can set via ‘Administer Outlook Security’
tools trusted programs that are allowed to send emails automatically.
Finally, Outlook Express can be set to send mail immediately on creation. When this is set the
email message is sent after each, for example, statement is produced in Datafile and Datafile
cannot continue to the next statement until Outlook Express has sent the message. As you might
imagine even on a broadband connection this can take some time. Within Outlook Express
selecting Tools / Options and the ‘Send’ tab allows you to disable the option to send mail
immediately.

Automatic Email and Anti-Virus Software
As with the security checking introduced by Microsoft, anti-virus checkers can also look for
several e-mail messages being sent in a short period of time. Anti-virus checkers generally warn
when more than one message is sent with the same subject (which could be avoided by using the
!nnn function to pick up a value from the main data item record), and also warn if a number of
messages are sent within a number of seconds (these details depend on the virus software).
Generally the Anti-virus software will pause the sending of the email message(s) and ask you to
confirm it is OK to send.
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Fax Printing
Selected fax software, such as Tobit David and Zetafax, allow programs to pass information to
them with regards to fax and contact details. This option allows you to enter those commands and
pick up fax and contact details from the customer / supplier account record.

You have the ability to enter up to ten lines of control text that will be passed to the fax printer
(note if you print this to a standard printer directly – i.e. not print to the fax printer – these
commands will appear on the printout) which will allow you to pass detail such as fax numbers
and contacts.
To pass information from the database, such as a fax number, you enter the command
(@@NUMBER for Tobit), followed by a space and then a ‘!’ and a three-digit number, finishing
with any closing command (@@ for Tobit). Data items available are shown on the LIST button
including special options for document date and user name.
Include commands when sending to the spooler – If left blank then the commands will not be
included if you send the document to the print spooler, nor will they be saved to the Ledger
Enquiry reprint options. Note that if sending statement runs to the spooler containing multiple
commands for different contact then Tobit for one cannot interpret the print job correctly.
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Document Parameters
In addition to the design features accessible from the document mask there are various parameter
screens, thirteen in all for the Sales Statements (17 for Purchase), which can be used to configure
the printed output and the processing of the document. When you select Parameters we
automatically display the first of these parameter screens. You can navigate between the
parameter screens by using the options available at the bottom of the parameter screen.

The PREVIOUS button, available on all bar the first parameter screen, takes you to the previous
parameter screen. The NEXT button, available on all bar the last parameter screen, takes you to
the next parameter screen. The OK and CLOSE buttons both return you to the document mask.
The ACTION pull-down lists the parameter screens available
allowing you to go directly to the required screen if desired.
In addition to the buttons you can navigate between pages by
use of the <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> keys. The <End>
key will also take you to the next page and the <ESC> key will
return you to the document mask. Note that once you have
changed the value of an item then the value is updated to the
definition – if you want to reset it you must either change it
back or exit from the document design without saving.

Screen 1 - General Statement Parameters 1
Which Printer Control Set
Select the printer profile that you wish to use when printing this document layout. A help bubble
at the bottom of the screen gives the available styles.

Single Sheet Stationery (Pause Each Time)
Selecting this option causes the printer to stop at the end of each page to give the operator time to
insert another sheet of paper. Leaving blank assumes automatic feeding.
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Number of Lines down on Statement
Reports take the ‘page size’ settings from the print profile or the printer; however these settings
are defined separately for the document. Note that although you can size the document to a
maximum of 132 lines to match the page length of the stationery you are using, you can only
configure the print of detail up to 66 lines.

Width of Each Line
Key in the number of characters of the document width – max is 136 characters although you can
only design up to 128 characters. If using direct windows print then the more characters across
the page the smaller the print (in essence other print methods follow the same guideline but
require ASCII codes to set the font size as well).

Line where transaction details start / end
These parameters refer to where the first and last lines on the document between which the
statement details are printed.

Save Statements to F10 for later enquiry (Diamond and Premier only)
This refers to whether, when you print the document, a copy is to be saved into the document
history available on the sales/purchase ledger enquiry. Enter ‘S’ if the document is to be saved.

Include Forward Posted Transactions
In most cases you will print statements before the end of a period. Although you may have posted
some payments, and even raised some invoices in the few days for the next period, you may not
want to include these when printing the statement. If left blank forward transactions are not
included.

Print Retained Transactions
If leave blank then current transactions are reported – current being transactions entered during
the period and those that were outstanding at the start of the period. If set then the full account
history (or as much of it as set to retain in the system profiles) is printed. This option only applies
to ‘open-item’ type accounts.

Eligible Accounts
When printing the statement the system asks you for the accounts that you wish to print for – All
accounts, a List of specified accounts, a Range of Accounts or Selective accounts. Enter A L R
or S for the default accounts to print (can amend at run-time as required).
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Open Item Type Statements
An open-item type statement does not normally give a running balance, it shows the value of each
transaction, and the balance outstanding on each invoice. This option is usually set.

Print Running Balance on Open-Item Statement
Set to allow the ‘balance’ item to print as a running balance, like the final column on a bank
statement, rather than the outstanding value of each transaction.

Skip a line after Balance B/F message
If not set to print an open-item type statement, i.e. all accounts are set as ‘balance broughtforward’, then a balance b/f value is printed at the start of the statement. Set to leave a blank line
between this value and the start of the transaction detail.

Aged Analysis on Due-Date
When left blank, transactions are aged by the transaction dates entered, if set then they are aged
on the due date of the transaction.

Flag Account with Date Statement Printed (excluding Compact)
Setting this option saves the statement date back to the account record for enquiry. Note, if set for
this option the system requires an exclusive lock on the ledger files to print a statement.

Acc Stm Flag (S/L only)
Up to five statement date fields can be maintain on the customer accounts file. If configured this
option controls which date, of the five, is updated. These five dates are in addition to the generic
statement date item above.

Pre-set Criteria (excluding Compact)
Setting this option allows you to pre-define selection criteria for the accounts to be processed.
Note that this option only applies if you set ‘Eligible Accounts’ parameter at run-time to ‘Search
Criteria Screen’.

Maintain Account Page No on this Print Run (excluding Compact)
This feature allows you to number statement pages consecutively for each customer. So today,
for example, you might be printing the 42 nd statement page for customer BAL001 and the 65th
page for customer WAL001. If set then the system requires an exclusive lock on the ledger files
when printing the statement.
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Print the Statement Page No on line/column (excluding Compact)
Here you can define were on the statement layout the page number is to print (can define up to
two places). It is more usual to define the printing position from the document mask using the
category ‘Statement Headings’.

Sorted Statements on (Diamond and Premier only)
Ascending / Descending (Diamond and Premier only)
Statements are usually printed in account code order but this option allows you to specify a
different order by defining a sorting sequence. Enter the item number, <F4-Select> available if
required, of the data items of the sort.
Normally you would print in ascending order (set to A) but you can print in descending order also
(set to D)

Clear Auto Payment Details on Account (Purchase Ledger) (excluding
Compact)
If the statement is configured as a remittance advice for use with the automatic generation of
payments, particularly with a combined cheque, then the remittance is printed for the automatic
payment detail recorded against the account. This option, when set, clears this payment detail so
that the remittance cannot be reprocessed.

Apply Interest Charges to Overdue Accounts (Sales Ledger) (excluding
Compact)
This option allows you to calculate and add an interest charge to an overdue sales account. When
set a pop up form allows extra parameters. If calculating and recording interest the statement
process will require an exclusive file lock.
The following parameters appear in the interest pop-up window.

Print Only Run – Do Not Write Interest Transactions
Set to calculate interest for printing but don’t add to the account. You could print the calculated
interest as a warning of the charge that would be applied if the account is not brought up-to-date.

Charge Interest if overdue by number of days
Interest would only be charged if the balance was overdue by the number of days stated here.
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Global Interest Rate (if not on account file)
You can either put an interest rate on the account itself or else use a global rate. To use a global
rate enter the value here. If you enter zero here, then the routine assumes the rate is set per
account record.

Account Item for specific interest rate
This defines the (optional) item which holds the interest rate to be charged for this account. You
must give an item if the global rate is zero.

Omit Interest calculation if overdue less than amount
Enter a value below which no interest change will be calculated – i.e. if outstanding value less
than £1.00 then do not calculate any interest.

Interest Trans Record: Tax Code (zero rated)
Interest charges do not attract VAT in the UK, enter here the zero-rated tax code.

Interest Trans Record: Sales Analysis Code
Interest Trans Record: General Analysis Code
Interest Trans Record: Nominal Code
Interest Trans Record: Reference
Interest Trans Record: Description
Enter here the default values to write into the interest transaction as it is written.

Append nn.nn% to transaction description
Set this if you want the interest rate to be part of the description. E.g. if the description above
were set to ‘Interest charged at’ then the actual transaction description, assuming a rate of 1.75%
would be ‘Interest charged at 1.75%’.

Transaction Item No for Interest Trans Y/N
To flag interest transactions for analysis or other purposes, give the transaction file item number
to hold the ‘Y’ flag here.

Omit Interest Transactions from future calculations
Some companies do not like to charge interest on unpaid interest charges; if so set this option
(note the transaction flag item above is required).
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Omit printing of a/c if no interest rate on account
Your statement design may differ according to whether you charge interest or not. A simple way
to omit accounts for the interest rate calculation is to set this option. In which case, only accounts
with a non-zero rate of interest will be processed.

Check Account Statement FLAG=Y omit?
The customer / supplier accounts field can record a flag to omit print of the statement for this
account. Set this option to take this flag into account when printing this individual statement.

Pre-Set Criteria?
The ‘Eligible Accounts’ option when printing a statement at run-time includes the option for
selection criteria. This option gives the ability to set default criteria to be applied.

Screen 2 - General Statement Parameters 2
Print Only Transactions Marked P-to-Pay (Purchase Ledger) (excluding
Compact)
Usually set for purchase remittance advices, this option would only print transactions that have
been paid as part of the payment generation process.

Show Only Outstanding Invoices
If you set this option only outstanding invoice transactions will be printed. If you leave this
option blank then invoices that have been fully settled since the last period end will also be shown
(with a nil balance).

Omit Allocated Invoices
Omit Allocated Payments
Omit Allocated Credits
Omit Allocated Inv Adjustments
Omit Allocated Pay Adjustments
An open-item statement usually shows all transactions on file, regardless of date or allocation
status. These options allow you to include or omit fully allocated transactions of each type. For
purchase remittances you would not set these options. On the sales ledger side, if you wish your
customers to use your statement as a remittance advice, then setting these questions will make the
remittance advice clearer in terms of what is owed.

Omit Ignored Transactions (flag X)
When a transaction is posted with an incorrect value, or to the wrong account, you can enter an
invoice adjustment to cancel it and re-enter correctly. If you do not wish the statement to show
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these errors you can flag the transactions, once allocated, with an ‘X’ status. Setting this option
configures the statement to ignore X flagged transactions where they have been allocated.

Ignore Flags
The sales and purchase allocation routines allow other flags in addition to X-Omit. These include
C-Contra and D-Disputed for both the sales and purchase ledger, B-Bad Debt for the sales ledger,
plus U-Unauthorised and P-to-Pay for the purchase ledger. This option allows entry of a string of
flags which, if match a flag set on the transaction, will mean that transaction isn’t included on the
statement / remittance. For example a purchase remittance may be set to DU meaning that
disputed and un-authorised transactions are excluded.

Omit invoice allocation value in credit column
Typically, an open-item statement which includes a partially-paid invoice is configured to show
the total invoice amount in the debit column, the amount paid so far in the credit column, and the
amount outstanding in the total column. Some people find this confusing so by setting this option
the amount paid so far will not be printed.

Print Unallocated credit value in balance (-ve)
Where payment and credit note transactions are present, but you have not yet allocated them
against invoices, the total of these unallocated credit values can be printed on the statement in the
balance column. Set if required.

Print Unallocated Amount for Invoices Only
One of the detail items that can be printed, particularly useful if the balance is configured to be a
running balance, allows print of the unallocated amount of the transaction. Setting this option
means that this value is only printed for invoice transactions.

Size of Values (7= 9999999.99)
This prompt asks for the maximum number of significant figures to use when a value item is
printed. The maximum is 10 significant figures but this can be a lot more than is necessary and,
where print room is tight, reducing this value can help.

ASCII code for overdue highlight character
The system can print a flag, usually an asterisk, to highlight overdue transactions. Set here the
ASCII code value, <F4-Select> is available if required, to use for the highlight character.

Print Compressed Statements (no page per account)
If printing statements for file purposes, rather than to send, or print one page per account, setting
this option means that blank lines are suppressed (depending on the number of transactions), more
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than one account is processed per page. You would want to design a much simpler statement
layout for this report if this option was to be set.

Allow Stationery Test Printout
When using pre-printed continuous stationery it can be helpful to run a test print for alignment
purposes. Setting this option allows the option for a test print at run-time.

Print ‘This Statement’ Page No on line/column
Print ‘This Statement’ Page Of on line/column
These options allow, where statements are often printed over several pages for an account a page
number to be printed – i.e. Page 2 of 4. Set the line/column these items are to be printed at.

Generate Payment: Total (Purchase Ledger) (excluding Compact)
Generate Payment: Net (Purchase Ledger) (excluding Compact)
Generate Payment: Discount (Purchase Ledger) (excluding Compact)
Usually configured for print via the document mask and the category ‘Amount Due / Settlement
Discount’ these options allow you specify the line/column print position, usually in the footer
section of the remittance advice, of the total pay amount including any discount taken, the net
amount of the payment, and the discount taken.

Omit Payment Tx (P/L only) (excluding Compact)
If you want to exclude the payment that the remittance is being printed for, you could set the
‘omit allocated payments’ option above. However, if you want to include previously unallocated
payments, but not ‘this payment’ then setting this option alone allows this.

Combine Cheque Definition (P/L only) (excluding Compact)
Set if the designed remittance includes a cheque layout.

Screen 3 - Column Settings
This parameter screen primarily contains print items which are better set via the document mask.
The items that can be printed include

General Description (e.g. Balance B/F)
Usually, printed in the same detail column as the transaction description. Applies only to Balance
B/F statements

Account Code
Allows you to specify the print position (twice) of the account code.
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Statement Date
Allows you to specify the print position (twice) of the statement date.

Month End Date
Allows you to specify the print position (twice) of the month end date.

Debit Column
Allows you to specify the print position of the debit column. Two print positions can be specified
– one for the statement and one for any remittance tear-off.

Credit Column
Allows you to specify the print position of the credit column. Again two print positions can be
specified.

Unallocated Column
Allows, on an open-item statement, the separate print of the unallocated value of a transaction
when the balance column is used as a running balance.

Balance Column
Prints either the outstanding value of the transaction, or a running balance of the outstanding
values.

Final Balance
Set the print position in the document footer where the final balance is to be printed (note this
must be in vertical alignment with the print of the balance detail item)

Transaction Type
Set the print position of the document type – i.e. INV, PAY, CRD etc.

Invoice Age
Set the print position of the age of the invoice transaction.

Omit Balance, Net Values in DB/CR
If you are not printing the balance column then setting this option means that instead of the value
of the invoice/payment being printed in the debit and credit columns, the outstanding value is
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printed instead. This parameter can be set for either the first or second print of the debit/credit
columns.

Print Last Alloc Amount in DB/CR
Useful for the purchase remittance advice, this setting allows the debit/credit columns to display
the actual values paid. This parameter can only be set for the first print of the debit/credit column.

Start Column for Remittance Advice
This parameter asks, when using a statement with a remittance tear-off slip, at what column the
remittance advice starts.

Screen 4 – Aged Analysis Printing
Applicable for open-item statements, this screen allows you to configure the aged analysis periods
for print. It allows you to print the five ageing period values, the current period values plus, when
ageing on due date, the forward value.
You may print the aged totals for debits and credits separately as well as having the balance, or
just print the balance. All of these items can be set for print via the document mask. In addition
parameters are available for:

Default Types of Account
When running the statement you have the option to select the types of account printed – All, those
with a balance, those with a balance over n days, etc. Setting this option applies a default setting
to this parameter each time it is run otherwise the value is remembered each time. A help bubble
at the bottom right of the screen shows the options available.

Only Print Older Than Selection
If set a default type of account such as ‘balance over 30 days’ then this option can be set to only
include the transactions over 30 days ignoring anything that is due in the current/forward period.
This option can be useful when the statement is being used as a debtor chasing letter.

Blankout Unused Ageing Periods / Print Actual Age Days / Consolidate
Setting this option gives a pop-up window with these parameters.

Blankout Text When Age Not Used
If you age over days such as 30, 60, 90, and 120 then printing the aged analysis table with entries
for the later entries could actually encourage late payment. On the statement design you are likely
to have text such as ‘Balance Over 30 days’, ‘Balance Over 60 days’, and so on. These options
allow you to blank out a length of text if the customer does not have any balance over that number
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of days. (If they have no balance over 30 days, but do have a balance over 60 days then the 30
days text is not blanked).

Print Actual Age Days
Usually you would enter the age days on the mask – i.e. ‘Over 30 days’. However this would be
inappropriate if you change the number of days as part of the pre-run parameters. This option
allows you to set a line/column for the actual ageing periods used.

Consolidate Unprinted Aged Values
If you define five ageing periods but, for the statement, you only print the first three then any
values after in the fourth and fifth ageing period would be omitted unless you set this option,
when they would be included in the third ageing period.

Screen 5 – Unallocated Totals Options
This screen allows you to print unallocated amounts on the statement, either in total or divided
between payments and credit notes. For a sales statement these amounts may be printed on the
statement only, or on a remittance advice alongside as well.
The print positions would usually be positioned via the mask and the category ‘Statement Totals’
but the messages printed must first be defined via this parameter screen. The messages will not
be displayed if the appropriate value is zero.

Screen 6 – Amount Due / Settlement Discount
Net Settlement Discount for Part Allocations
If set then the settlement discount available for any invoice that is partially allocated is
proportional to the outstanding value otherwise the discount available is displayed in full.

Normal Amount to Pay (Balance less Forward)
Total Over 1st Aged Period (Not Forward / Current)
Total Amount Overdue (Due before Statement Date)
Usually set via the mask and the category ‘Amount Due / Settlement Discount’ alternatively you
can set the line/column for these three print items.

Message to be printed if any Discount to be taken
Enter the text to be printed, over two lines, if any settlement discount is available. These items
only print if settlement discount available is not zero. Although the items can be configured to
print from the document mask, category ‘Amount Due/Settlement Discount’, the message must be
entered first.
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Column Number of Any Settlement Discount
Print the total of “current” discount
Print the “amount to pay” total
These items ask for the print positions of the settlement discount values and, as such, would
usually be set to print from the document mask. The first item is available to print from the
category ‘Statement Detail Lines’, the remaining two from the category ‘Amount Due /
Settlement Discount’

Screen 7 – Account Items to be Printed
This screen allows you to select up to fifteen items from the accounts file to be printed, and as
such would usually be configured to printed from the document mask and the category ‘Account
Details’

Compress Address Lines (Premier only)
This option allows you to omit blank lines from the address detail where you enter the address in
a structure format – line 1 and 2 is address, line 3 is town, line 4 is county etc. The name and
address range must be defined in the advanced features of the database structure for this option to
apply.

Screen 8 – Account Items from Originating Account (Excluding
Compact)
If you are using the statement address facility, where a statement for an account is sent to another
account (perhaps a head office) items on screen 7 above relate to the account to which the
statement is being sent. These items relate to the account that the statement is for. Again these
print items would usually be configured to print from the document mask and the category
‘Originating Account Details’. These items only print if the statement address facility is in use
for the account.

Screen 9 – Transaction Items to be printed
This screen allows you to configure for print up to 10 items from the transaction record.
Although the items can be configured to print from the document mask, category ‘Transaction
Detail Lines’ you can also configure here whether, if printing a value item, to omit the print if the
value is 0.

Blank Line between Entries
Set to print a blank line between statement detail entries.
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Allow Sel Trans (Excluding Compact and Professional)
Set to allow a run-time facility to only report selective transactions. You might enable this option
on an account history statement so you can restrict the detail printed (say) to the last financial
year.

Print Extra Text (Excluding Compact and Professional)
This option allows you to print an extra 10 items from the transaction file. These items, however,
all print in the same column down the statement rather than across. When set, a pop-up window
asks for the column number to print the extra text in and the items to be printed.

Screen 10 – Special Print Options
Print Dates in DD/MM/YYYY
This option allows the statement date or month end date to be printed with a four-digit year. Set if
required.

Print Dates in 1st May 2005?
Set to print document dates, as printed from the Statement Headings category, in full text format
rather than digits.

Screen 11 – Statement Messages
This allows you to specify certain text messages to be printed. You can print up to three lines of
text that are to be input at run-time plus selected messages to print when an account has a balance
greater than one of the ageing periods – only one of these print at run-time, that for the oldest
invoice.
As with other items these can be set for print from the document mask though you have to enter
the ageing messages here first.

Screen 12 – Foreign Currency Options
On a currency based system the statement is (usually) printed in the currency of the account.
These options allow you to configure the print of the currency code, name and short name on the
statement. These items can be set to print from the document mask.

Screen 13 (17 if P/L) – Customised Features
This screen is reserved for those occasions when a user has a special requirement that Datafile
Software has programmed specifically. Any parameter settings required for this special option
are defined here, and your reseller will advise.
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Screen 13 – General Cheque Parameters (P/L only)
Only applicable if remittance layout includes cheque print.

Print the date on which line
Column on full date
Column for DD
Column for MM
Column for YY (YYYY)
These prompts control where and how the cheque date is printed. Usually set from the Cheque
Details category on the mask these options allow you to set the line/column for print of the date
either as one item or split into its component parts.

Print the Cheque Number on Line/Column
These prompts control where and how the cheque number is printed (if not pre-set on the layout).
Alternatively you can position the cheque number print item from the mask via the ‘Cheque
Details’ category.

ASCII Code for Currency Sign (e.g. £)
ASCII Code for Leading Zeroes in Value
These prompts control when printing the amount whether it is prefixed with the currency sign, or
leading zeroes. Enter the appropriate ASCII code for these characters if required.

Line Number for Amount in Words
This prompt controls the line number on which the cheque narrative is printed. Alternatively you
can position the narrative from the mask.

Transaction Item Number for Value (else Amount)
The system will use the AMOUNT field from the purchase transaction as the cheque value unless
you nominate another item here.

Screen 14 – Cheque Detail Parameters (P/L only)
First Part of Name Printed – Line / Column / Size
Second Part of Name Printed – Line / Column / Size
These prompts ask for printing position of the payee name, usually set via the document mask
although the size must be set here. The item used for the payee name is set within the ‘Account
Items to be Printed’ parameter screen.
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Cheque Amount Printed on Line / Column
These prompts ask for the printing position of the cheque amount, usually set via the document
mask although it can also be set here.

Amount in Words 10,000,000 Column
Amount in Words 1,000,000, Column
Amount in Words 100,000 Column
Amount in Words 10,000 Column
Amount in Words 1,000 Column
Amount in Words 100 Column
Amount in Words 10 Column
If your cheque layout has boxes into which you update a number into – for example if writing a
cheque for £357 pounds you update THREE into the hundreds box, FIVE into the tens box, and
SEVEN into the singles box, then these parameters allow you to specify the column number to
print at. If setting manually, and not via the mask, you also need to update the line number on the
first parameter screen.

Number of Pence Printed in Column
Similar to the above this asks for the column to update the number of pence into, however this
updates as a value ‘57’.

Screen 15 – Cheque Printing in Words (P/L only)
Amount in Words (First) – Line / Column / Size
Amount in Words (Second) – Line / Column / Size
If the cheque layout has a narrative for updating the cheque value into – for example, if writing a
cheque for £357.52 then you write Three Hundred Fifty Seven Pounds and Fifty-Two pence, then
these parameters allows you to specify the line, column and size to print the narrative at. If
setting the print position via the mask you must set the size manually first.

Screen 16 – Account Items to be Printed on the Cheque (P/L only)
Data Item Number for Account Name
This prompt asks for the data item number on the supplier database that contains the PAYEE
name for a cheque. Usually set as the account name you can nominate an alternative item if
required.
The remainder of this screen allows you to specify a further ten items from the accounts file to
print on the cheque. You can, of course, position these data items from the document mask.
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Save and Exit
The File pull-down allows you to save the document and exit the document design. If you exit
without saving you will be prompted to save the changes – if you respond ‘Yes’ then you save the
document before exiting, if you respond ‘No’ then any changes you have made since the last save
are abandoned.

Cheque Design (Purchase Ledger) (Excluding Compact)
To design a cheque layout for the purchase ledger select ‘Purchase Statements’ from the
Document Design menu and then select Cheque Layout. The system then asks for the pathname
for the cheque document – usually DATA\???-CHQ.DEF (where ??? is the current company id).
Confirm as required and the cheque layout will be opened.
The cheque design is configured as in the statement / remittance design above – confirming the
page set-up and adding/amending print items as required.

Page Set-up
In addition to the options discussed above with regards to page set-up are two options with
regards to multiple documents per page. Pre-printed cheque stationery may have 2/3 actual
cheques per A4 (or similar) page and these options allow this.
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Documents across Page
Documents down Page
Set the number of cheques across the page (usually 1 but allows up to 9) and the number of
cheques down (usually 2/3 but again allows up to 9) the page.

Adding Data Items
The categories available in the cheque layout are:


Cheque Details - Allows print of the cheque parameters – the date, the amount, the
amount in words and the cheque number.



Account Details - Allows print of up to ten items from the supplier record.

In addition to the print categories there are various parameter screens, six in all, which can be
used to configure the printed output and the processing of the document. These parameter options
are as followed:

Screen 1 – General Cheque Parameters
Number of Lines down on Cheque
Reports take the ‘page size’ settings from the print profile or the printer; however these settings
are defined separately for the document. Note that although you can size the document to a
maximum of 132 lines to match the page length of the stationery you are using, you can only
configure the print of details up to 66 lines.

Width of Each Line (max 128)
Key in the number of characters of the document width – max is 136 characters although you can
only design up to 128 characters. If using direct windows print then the more characters across
the page the smaller the print (in essence other print methods follow the same guideline but
require ASCII codes to set the font size as well).

Single Sheet Stationery (pause each time)
Selecting this option causes the printer to stop at the end of each page to give the operator time to
insert another sheet of paper. Leaving blank assumes automatic feeding.
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Print the date on which line
Column on full date
Column for DD
Column for MM
Column for YY (YYYY)
These prompts control where and how the cheque date is printed. Usually set from the Cheque
Details category on the mask these options allow you to set the line/column for print of the date
either as one item or split into its component parts.

Print the Cheque Number on Line/Column
These prompts control where and how the cheque number is printed (if not pre-set on the layout).
Alternatively you can position the cheque number print item from the mask via the ‘Cheque
Details’ category.

ASCII Code for Currency Sign (e.g. £)
ASCII Code for Leading Zeroes in Value
These prompts control when printing the amount whether it is prefixed with the currency sign, or
leading zeroes. Enter the appropriate ASCII code for these characters if required.

Line Number for Amount in Words
This prompt controls the line number on which the cheque narrative is printed. Alternatively you
can position the narrative from the mask.

Transaction Item Number for Value (else Amount)
The system will use the AMOUNT field from the purchase transaction as the cheque value unless
you nominate another item here.

Only Include Payments marked P-to-Pay
If processing payments via the automatic generation routines and via manual/Cashbook input and
you only want to print a cheque for the automatic payment routines then set this option –
otherwise all payments with a blank reference have a cheque printed.

Print Cheques in Account Code Sequence
Cheques are usually printed in the order they were printed. If combining with a separate
remittance advice that is produced as part of the automatic payment routines it can be easier to
produce the cheques in account code order (the same as the statement/remittance).
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Screen 2 – General Cheque Parameters 2
First Part of Name Printed – Line / Column / Size
Second Part of Name Printed – Line / Column / Size
These prompts ask for printing position of the payee name, usually set via the document mask
although the size must be set here. The item used for the payee name is set within the ‘Account
Items to be Printed’ parameter screen.

Cheque Amount Printed on Line / Column
These prompts ask for the printing position of the cheque amount, usually set via the document
mask although it can also be set here.

Amount in Words 10,000,000 Column
Amount in Words 1,000,000, Column
Amount in Words 100,000 Column
Amount in Words 10,000 Column
Amount in Words 1,000 Column
Amount in Words 100 Column
Amount in Words 10 Column
If your cheque layout has boxes into which you update a number into – for example if writing a
cheque for £357 pounds you update THREE into the hundreds box, FIVE into the tens box, and
SEVEN into the singles box, then these parameters allow you to specify the column number to
print at. If setting manually, and not via the mask, you also need to update the line number on the
first parameter screen.

Number of Pence Printed in Column
Similar to the above this asks for the column to update the number of pence into, however this
updates as a value ‘57’.

Screen 3 – Cheque Printing in Words
Amount in Words (First) – Line / Column / Size
Amount in Words (Second) – Line / Column / Size
If the cheque layout has a narrative for updating the cheque value into – for example, if writing a
cheque for £357.52 then you write Three Hundred Fifty Seven Pounds and Fifty-Two pence, then
these parameters allows you to specify the line, column and size to print the narrative at. If
setting the print position via the mask you must set the size manually first.
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Screen 4 – Account Items to be Printed
Data Item Number for Account Name
This prompt asks for the data item number on the supplier database that contains the PAYEE
name for a cheque. Usually set as the account name you can nominate an alternative item if
required.
The remainder of this screen allows you to specify a further ten items from the accounts file to
print on the cheque. You can, of course, position these data items from the document mask.

Screen 5 – Special Print Options
Print Dates in DD/MM/YYYY
This option allows the cheque date to be printed with a four-digit year. Set if required.

Screen 6 – Customised Features
This screen is reserved for those occasions when a user has a special requirement that Datafile
Software has programmed specifically. Any parameter settings required for this special option
are defined here, and your reseller will advise.

Application User Facilities
The Application User Facilities allow configuration of the individual Sales and Purchase Ledger
options – this facility is only available for Diamond and Premier users.
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Maintain Customer (Supplier) Accounts
The Maintain Accounts option allows you to design the main accounts maintenance screen for the
ledger plus up to six extra maintenance screens.

To define the main accounts screen select any of the first six options on this menu, the actions are
listed separately to reflect the actions you choose in the account maintenance procedures. On
selection the current design is displayed.
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To enter text on the screen, position the cursor where you want to start entering the text by
clicking the mouse in the appropriate position and type in the details.
To draw a line border around the screen select the ‘Border’ option on the Tools menu.
To draw lines on the screen switch to line mode using the ‘Line Mode’ option on the Tools menu
and use the mouse to draw a line by clicking its start position and then dragging the line to where
you want it to finish (horizontal/vertical lines only). To switch back to ‘Text Mode’ call the
option on the tools menu again.
To position a data item click the starting position and either right-click with the mouse or press
the <F4-Select> key – the available data items are then displayed. You select a data item by
pressing <Enter> against it and the field is then updated to the screen. You are then asked some
supplementary questions – view-only, upper-case input, mandatory – set as required.
The screen design also allows a feature to define a lookup to another database allowing you to
(say) validate the EC country code against a database or enter a salesman code against a customer.
On the Tools pull-down select the option ‘Lookup’ and you will be asked for the following
information.
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Database Pathname
Enter the database pathname you want to validate the customer/supplier input item against.

Lookup Format
Enter the prime-index format of the lookup item – i.e. 9999 applies a four-digit number format,
AAA applies a three-letter format etc.

Item for Lookup
Select the data item, <F4-Select> is available, that the lookup validation is to be performed
against.

Items to List When Selecting
Next you are asked to define the data items to be
listed when you press <F4-Select>. Select, up to a
maximum of five, the items to be listed. The size
shown defaults to the data item size but you can
restrict this if required. You then select whether
the details are to be listed in LIFO order. Note
that the items you can select on within the <F4>
procedure on this database are controlled by the
indexing on the file itself.
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Items to Copy from Lookup
Finally, you can define up to 10 copy items
from the lookup database to the main accounts
file. Restrictions on copy items apply – you
should only copy between items of
similar/identical type, if copying numeric items
then the data items should have an equivalent
number of decimal places, etc.

Once the screen design is complete select the ‘Save & Exit’ option off the File menu to update the
layout for the system and then exit back to the menu.
Premier users will be asked if they wish to use a second maintenance screen on exit from the first
screen – respond as required. If a second screen is configured but you do not wish to amend it
press <ESC>. The second screen and the extra maintenance screens all share the same lookup
database.

Account On-Stop
Whilst the screen displayed when marking an account on stop is as per the above design. This
option does ask an additional parameter on selection of this option.

Clear Stop Log When Unset (C-Clear, K-Keep, R-Replace)
The accounts database can record the user-id, date and time when an account was flagged on-stop.
This option asks what happens when you release an account from being on-stop, does the system
clear these log details, keep the previous log details, or replace the log details with the user who
released the account.

Additional Maintenance / Enquiry Screens
This option allows you to create and maintain the six extra maintenance screens. The design
process is the same as above but you are asked some pre-design parameters.
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Confirm Menu Title
Enter a descriptive title for the screen. This is used primarily in the design side but can also be
displayed at run-time if you call the extra maintenance screens directly from the menu rather than
via the customer/supplier maintenance option.

Type of Actions for this Screen
The extra maintenance screens can allow you to Add, Update, View or Delete a customer/supplier
record. Set the actions you require – i.e. UV would allow Update and View, AUVD would allow
Add, Update, View and Delete

Menu Bar Title ID
Enter the option title for this option, this is displayed as the ‘button’ title when select the extra
maintenance screens via the customer/supplier maintenance option.
After confirming these details the screen design is displayed for you to amend as required. Note
that each extra maintenance screen is configured over one screen.

Sales / Purchase Transactions
This part of the Application User Facilities allows you to select the optional transaction features
that you wish to use.
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Screen 1 - Transaction Features

Reference Always Numeric
This feature allows you to specify whether the transaction references are to be strictly numeric.
You can control the reference for each transaction type separately.

Add One to Ref if Numeric
If you have set the transaction reference to be numeric you may set this subsequent option to
automatically increment the reference number during transaction processes.

Omit Overtype of Value
If the reference is always numeric and is automatically incremented in value then this option
allows you to prevent the operator overtyping the reference number.

Credit Notes in Same Invoice Reference Sequence
If you wish the reference number on credit notes to be part of the same sequence as that used for
invoices then set this option. If left blank then credit notes use their own sequence.
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Calculate Tax Amounts for Confirming
If you set this option then the system automatically calculates the VAT as part of the transaction
input procedures (although you can overtype). If left blank then the VAT amount must be
manually entered.

Calculate Tax Backwards from Gross
For business where prices include VAT it may be convenient to key the goods amount inclusive
of VAT and the system calculate the VAT element. Set to apply this option.

Enter a Document Total before Details
Document totals are the sum of all the line entries. An invoice for £100 may consist of five
individual line entries for £10, £15, £20, £25 and £30. If you set this option you are prompted to
enter the document total, including VAT, prior to inputting the document detail lines. If left blank
then the program does not prompt at the start. This item must be set on a currency ledger.

Automatically Accept Document Totals
If omitting the prompt of document totals at the start of the invoice, then this option controls
whether the line values are automatically totalled for acceptance as the document total or if you
manually enter the total for validation at the end of detail input. Set this option if you wish to
automatically accept totals.

Allow Create New Account from Transactions
Set to allow creation of a new customer/supplier account when entering transactions (via F7options key on account code input).

Give Help Messages for Cheque Printing (Purchase Ledger)
The cheque printing procedure relies on payment records with a blank reference to print a cheque.
Setting this option gives a help message when a reference is prompted for on payment input, to
suggest you leave the reference blank.

Omit Allocation if Invoice Flagged
If set then the allocation processes only allow you to allocate transactions with a blank status code
– i.e. on the Purchase Ledger you would be prevented from allocating an unauthorised invoice.

Take Available Discounts on Auto Pay (Purchase Ledger)
If set then any available settlement discounts are automatically included when running the
automatic generation of payments procedure.
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Include Credits on P-to-Pay (Purchase Ledger)
If set then any unallocated credit transactions are automatically included when running the
proposed-to-pay routine.

Default anal/nom on first entry only
The default analysis and nominal codes are defaulted for each detail line on an invoice. As you
complete the detail entry by pressing <Enter> on a blank input then defaulting the analysis code
means you have to blank out the default value before pressing <Enter>. Where most transactions
only contain one detail setting this option can speed processing.

Extra Header Items
Extra Detail Items
These options allow you to enter extra detail when inputting invoices, credits and invoice
adjustments. Up to seven items can be input at the header level and a further seven at the detail
level. The header level items are updated to the main and analysis transactions, whereas the detail
level items are prompted for each analysis line.

Screen 2 – Transaction Features
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Transfer of Outstanding Balances
This facility defines the defaults to be used in the ‘Transfer Invoices’ allocation action. The
account code is used as the default code (a different code can be input at run-time). The nominal,
general and analysis codes defined here are used automatically (these are usually set to be
identical so the invoice adjustment and the new invoice will cancel each other out from an
analysis point-of-view).

Alternative Titles in Transactions
This facility allows you to define alternative titles for the reference, description, analysis and
stock inputs on the main transaction screens.

Perform Lookup to external file for validating / updating? (P/L only)
This option allows lookup to another Datafile Database when entering purchase invoice (and
credit) transactions. This could be used to lookup to the customer accounts or orders file so you
can analyse purchase costs against sales. When set a pop-up allows further configuration.

Lookup Database
Enter the pathname of the database to be looked up to.
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Lookup If Account
This option allows you to restrict the ability to select a lookup record based on a flag set on the
supplier account record – for example if entering service charge invoices such as electricity or gas
you would be unlikely to analysis them against a specific customer or sales order. Select the data
item from the purchase accounts file – if set then the lookup is only prompted if flag set to ‘Y’, if
not set then prompts for all transactions.

Lookup Format
Enter the lookup format to be applied – i.e. AAA999, 999999, etc.

Select Items
Select up to five items from the lookup database to be listed when using <F4-Select>. Note this
affects the items listed, the items you can select against are the prime and secondary indexes of
the database concerned.

Display Item CONF (for Confirmation)
Select the item from the lookup database to be displayed to the operator for them to confirm they
have selected the correct lookup record.

Copy Item for DESC (Description)
Copy Item for USER1
Copy Item for USER2
Copy Item for USER3
Select items from the lookup database to be updated to these items on the transaction file. Note
unlike other lookups if you wish to record the lookup code itself against the transaction you
would need to copy this into one of the items above.

Validate User 1/2/3
If using this for the example of tying a purchase invoice to a customer / sales order then all details
will be assumed to relate to that customer / order. If details primarily relate to the one customer /
order but occasionally they can relate to a mixture then setting this option allows you to lookup
from the user 1/2/3 fields to the same database.
For this option you would copy the lookup code from the lookup database to (likely) the user 2 or
3 fields leaving the other copy-to-user fields blank. Setting this option will then also allow <F4Select> from the active user fields (active being those which have a copy item to them).
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Mandatory Lookup
Set if operator is to be forced to enter a lookup code, both at initial ‘header’ level and on the detail
level if the ‘validate’ prompt above set.

Update Back to Lookup
Set to allow update of transaction date, reference, account and amount back to the lookup record.

PLT Item to Check
You can restrict the copy back to lookup based on a value on the generated PLT record, you
might want to copy back to different fields based on whether it’s an invoice or a credit. The
check item can only be a ‘flag’ style item – a Y/N field or a 1-character X/Y type field. Note that
if set to ‘Validate User 1/2/3 ’ then the PLT item to check is read from the type 9 ‘analysis’
record, if not set the PLT item to check is read from the type 1/3/4 ‘header’ record. Leave blank
to copy back for all transactions.

If PLT item equals
If checking an item to restrict the lookup you can enter the value to be matched for the lookup to
take place here. You have two sets of copy back items that can be configured – i.e. the first set is
copied back if invoice (Type = 1), the second set if credit (Type = 3). If not applying an item
check then leave this blank.

Date
Ref
Acc
Amt
These prompts ask for the data items on the lookup database that are to be updated with the PLT
date, reference, account or amount – set the items required to be updated. There are two sets of
items to reference if using the PLT item check, if not using the check feature then the first set of
items are copied back as configured. Note: the amount copied excludes VAT.

Copy TX Header Item into TX Detail – Refer. to User Item 2 or 3 (P/L Only)
Copy TX Header Item into TX Detail – Desc. to User Item 2 or 3 (P/L Only)
These options allow you to copy the reference/description inputs entered on to the transaction
header to act as defaults for the user 2/3 inputs on the analysis lines. You enter here the user item
number you wish to update.

Check for Duplicate Reference on INV/CRD for Ref/Desc/User-1 (P/L Only)
To prevent duplication of invoice entry, enter here one of the stated items to be checked for
duplication. Item selected must be a secondary index on the purchase transaction file.
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Screen 3 – Transaction Features (Screen 4 for Purchase Ledger)

Sort Allocations on Items
Sort Descending Sequence
The transactions displayed in the allocation process are by default displayed in FIFO order. Here
you can nominate up to four items to sort the display on together whether these sort items are to
be processed in descending sequence.

Mark Type 9’s with Allocation Date on Final Allocation
When a transaction is fully allocated the allocation date is recorded against it. When running
commission reports it is often useful to run them against the analysis transactions rather than the
‘header’ transactions but if you only pay commission on ‘paid’ invoices the analysis transaction
didn’t contain this information. Setting this option means the allocation date is updated onto the
analysis transaction and thus can be identified as ‘paid’.

Pick up Cost Price from Stock File (Purchase Ledger)
If the purchase ledger is linked to Stock Control then you can enter the quantity and cost to be
updated. This option, if set, defaults the cost price to the current cost on the stock file.
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Screen 3 – Transaction Features (Purchase Ledger)

Pre-set Selection Criteria for Proposed Payments
Allow Change
This option allows you to set default selection criteria on the supplier accounts that are to be
processed when running the proposed payments procedure. You could, for example, default the
run to only processing accounts flagged for BACS payment. The ‘Allow Change’ option controls
whether you are allowed to amend the criteria at run-time.

Alternative Full Definition Pathname
The ‘Manually Generate Payments’ procedure allows production of a remittance advice. This
advice is ‘hard-coded’ except for the configuration options below. This option allows you to
nominate a statement design configured as a remittance to be used instead.

Print Only Transactions Selected
If set then on the printed remittance, only transactions included in the payment are shown.
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Omit Print of Payment Transaction
If set then on the printed remittance, the actual payment generated from the ‘Manually Generate
Payments’ process is not included, in the transaction detail.

Which Printer Control Set
Applying to the ‘hard-coded’ remittance advice this prompt asks for the print style to apply.

Remittance Advice Headings
Applying to the ‘hard-coded’ remittance advice these four prompts allow you enter your company
details for print on the remittance.

Account / Transaction Items Printed
Applying to the ‘hard-coded’ remittance advice these prompts allow you to select up to six items
for print from the accounts file (used for the suppliers name and address) and one from the
transactions file (used for the reference or description). Select the data items required.

Screen 4 – Transaction Features (Sales Ledger)
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Pick Debts: Run-Time Selection Items
These prompts allow you to select up to five items from the customer record to be used as criteria
for including / excluding accounts from the credit control pick list. Whilst you would usually use
‘?’ items, you can select X, D or E types. The criteria works on a null / not-null process for the
non ‘?’ item types so, for example, you could include one of the statement date fields so that only
accounts which have had a warning statement are picked up.
Up to five items can be selected and for each item you enter the data item to check and the prompt
to be shown on screen to the operator for it.

Linked to Statements
The credit control options can be linked to up to five statements which are processed in increasing
order of severity of the debt. For each statement option you select the document to print (1-6
corresponding to the entry in the statement document design) and a prompt to be shown for that
statement.

Acc User Item Shown
You can nominate an additional account item to be listed within the debtor account list – say
‘Telephone Number’ or ‘Outstanding Orders Value’. Note, however, that depending on the
number of items shown on the list, the screen resolution / font settings, and the size of this and
other items then the extra display item (and the account name) may not be shown in full.

Exclude if Omit Stm?
Set to exclude accounts which are flagged not to receive a statement from the credit control
procedure.

Allow Output to Excel
If Microsoft Excel is installed you can enable this option to allow output of the debtors list to an
Excel spreadsheet.

Omit Column for: Stop Status
Omit Column for: Comment
Omit Column for: Memo
Omit Column for: Last Pay
Set to omit these items from the column pick list. This will increase the detail of the account
name shown.
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Show Comments before Print
Set to display the comments recorded on the account in a pop-up on print of a statement from the
credit control procedure.

Warn if Save Aged Not Run for X days
Set number of days since last run before the system offers to run the save aged analysis on
selection of the ‘Credit Control Manager’. Typically you would set this to ‘1’.

Sort on Column
Ascending
You can optionally set to sort the debtor list on one of the column items (excluding the account
user item) – typically you might set on the Overdue or Days column in descending order.

Item to View A/C
Up to fifteen data items from the accounts file can be set for display on the MORE/ZOOM option.
These will typically include the contact details for the customer – telephone, fax, etc. If no items
are set a pre-defined list of items will be displayed. Tick boxes enable the use of an UPDATE
action to amend these items within the credit control manager.

Account Reports
Here you define how the sales/purchase reports, based on the accounts file, are to print. For most
reports the parameters you must give include the print style (type of printing), the data items to
print, and any sorting sequence for the final report.
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The set-up for most reports follows a standard pattern as illustrated by the ‘Account Listing’
report.
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Print Control
Up to eight report styles can be defined on your system through the CONFIG user (see the
Configuration Guide). These control the length/width of page to print. The styles available are
listed at the bottom right of the screen.

Data Items
Here you can select up to ten items to print across the page for each report. The data items
available for selection are listed to the right of the screen – you can also, however, use the F4Select key to select items for the report.

Sorting Sequence
Reports are normally printed in account code order. You may specify a different sorting sequence
for a report here by giving the item numbers in the file of the data item on which you wish to sort.
The first item chosen is the senior sort item, with each subsequent one being junior.
You have the option to choose an ascending sort sequence (normal choice) or descending value.
You might use descending value if sorting on a numeric value.
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The OPTIONS Button
The Options button allows you to set defaults for how this report is printed. The items available
here can also be amended at run-time if required and were discussed as part of the user section of
this manual, although they are included here again for reference.

Before discussing the parameters you should note the buttons available at the footer of this
parameter screen.
This option updates the individual parameters from your user default when they
are set, overwriting presets where applicable. If no user defaults are set then this option is
‘greyed’ out and cannot be selected.
This saves your set parameters so they are offered as default next time this report is
run (Note: this is system wide not per user).
This option abandons any changes made and returns you to the report screen.
The report parameters available are:


Paper Size - select the paper size the report is to be printed to (i.e. A4). You can elect to
leave this blank in which case the report is printed as per the last/default page size of the
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printer, however, if you do this you can only choose fixed pitch fonts (and the screen is a
slightly different layout) – selecting a page size is mandatory to use proportional fonts.


Default Printer Font – a font dialog is display allowing you to select as required, the
default font to be used for this report. If you’ve sent the page size then all fonts are
available, if you haven’t set this then only fixed pitch fonts can be assigned. You can also
set bold/italic attributes and font size – note that if you haven’t set a page size then the font
size option is not applicable (font is sized as per previous rules).

Selecting the Font Size
Generally you can’t go far wrong with 10point. However, if you have a lot of data
items on your report, and are printing in portrait, 10point may be too big to fit all
the required information without overlapping fields.
The positioning of fields across the page is determined by the item size – if you
view the Customer Account Listing report this shows, be default, the account code
(10 characters), the account name (30), the telephone number (20), the fax number
(20), together with spaces between the items this gives a total of 73 characters, or
columns required, across the page (think graph paper – you have 73 ‘cells’ across
the page).
Those 73 columns are split equally across the available page (page size and margins
taken into account) as starting positions for data items – so the account code starts at
column 1, the account name at column 12 (account code plus 1 space is 11), etc. If
you select a font size too big then the account code may not finish printing before
the account name starts causing the name to overlap the end of the account code. If
this occurs then you can either reduce the font size or consider swapping the report
to landscape orientation if the font size would go too small.
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Default to Landscape – set to default the printed report to landscape, leave blank for
usual portrait orientation. You may want to set reports such as the Sales Ledger Aged
Debtors Report or the Cashbook Receipts Analysis Listing to landscape to increase the size
of print as these reports require a large amount of detail to be printed.



Show Time in Report Headings – set to include the printed time in the report headings in
addition to the printed date.



Include Selection Criteria – set to print any selection criteria that were applied to the
report.



Email as Text – if send this report via email this option allows you to send as a text file
attachment as opposed to, if left blank, PDF.



Omit Full Page Headings – When printing a multi-page report the system repeats the
headings for each page. Setting this option reduces the heading details for the second and
subsequent pages allowing more record detail to be printed per page.



Default Output to Spooler – Usually, when printing a report, the default printer is the last
print device used. Select this option to set the default printer as the spooler for this report.
This acts only as a default and doesn’t prevent you electing to print the report instead.



Allow Change of Printer Alias – when these options are configured then it is assumed
you are printing as ‘direct windows print’ and this is the alias set by default. Setting this
option allows you to change the default alias at run-time to one of the list of Datafile
configured printers. If you change the alias to a ‘DOS’ style alias then the page size
(length/width) is again picked up from the Print Style Profile and fonts depend on ASCII
codes configured, although other settings such as ‘include time’ etc. remain from the
OPTIONS display.



Print Negatives in Red – on selected reports, assuming you have a colour printer, it may
be useful to print negative values in red. This option is not applicable if the page size is left
blank.

The next set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings for both portrait
and landscape when the page size has been set. The appropriate setting being used based on the
orientation of the output selected at run-time.


Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items on the right. If
you leave this value at 0 (recommended) then the report width used in determining the start
column positions of data items (as discussed above with regards to font size) is the larger
of either the report print items or 80 columns. You can manually set a report width – from
64 to 255 columns. You may want to increase the number of columns on (say) a landscape
report with few print items to bring the fields closer together to aid in reading.



Lines Per Page – if left at 0 (recommended) then the number of lines per page is
determined by the font and page size. Alternatively you can set a number of lines per
page, perhaps to give a greater gap between rows of data items.
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Left Margin (mm) – set the size of the left hand margin (relative to page orientation in
millimetres.



Right Margin (mm) – set the size of the right hand margin.



Top Margin (mm) – set the size of the top margin.



Bottom Margin (mm) – set the size of the bottom margin.

This set of parameters allows you to specify formatting and margin settings for both portrait and
landscape when the page size has not been set. Two columns are definable, one to use if printing
in portrait, the other if printing in landscape - the appropriate setting being used based on the
orientation of the output selected at run-time.


Minimum Characters Per Line – the system displays the width of the report items to the
right. If you leave this value as 0 then the report width is the larger of either the report
print items or 80 characters. You can manually set a report width – from 64 to 255
characters wide – but if you set a width less than the items actually printed then this is
overridden by the report width at run-time.



Maximum Lines Per Page – if left at 0 then when printing a report the system will
determine the number of lines per page based on the report width and the printable area of
the page up to a maximum of 72 lines per page in portrait mode or 50 lines per page in
landscape mode. Alternatively you can set the number of lines per page, from 16 to 255,
and this is then taken into account when deciding font size to ensure that number of lines is
printed. If left at 0 then when sending to the spooler the lines per page is assumed to be 72
in portrait mode and 50 in landscape. If you require an identical print from the printer and
the spooler then a maximum number of lines should be set.



Left Margin – set the number of characters to be used as a margin from 1 to 64. If you
require a margin then when entering the value you need to take into account the report
print width – a margin of 4 characters on an 80-character report will be bigger than a
margin of 4 characters on a 132-character report. If left at 0 no left margin is applied.



Right Margin – if you require a margin to be applied on the right of the report set the
number of characters accordingly (again 1-64), if leave as 0 then no right margin is
applied.



Top Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the top of the page (1-32
lines). If left at 0 then no top margin is applied.



Bottom Margin – set the number of lines to leave as a margin at the bottom of the page
(1-32 lines). If left at 0 then no bottom margin is applied.

Finally, you can set default options that are used when you send the report to print or e-mail.


Print Device – if using a stand-alone Datafile system then you can set a default printer to
output to. This option only applies when sending to a print device; if last printer was
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spooler or fax then this remains the default. If using a networked Datafile system then you
can still set this where you are printing to a networked printer – provided all terminals have
a consistent device path. If the print device isn’t valid then the normal printer is offered
instead.


E-mail Address – if the report is sent to email then here you can enter an email address
that is to be used by default for this report – though it can be amended at run-time.

Once you’ve set the desired parameters select the SAVE option to apply for future prints.

Account Listing
Used to give a reference report of the accounts in the ledger you can specify up to ten data items
to be included. The standard report lists the account code, name and telephone number.

Account Status
This report is used to print a financial summary by account. The standard report lists the account
code and name, the current balance, the value of unallocated payments and the date of the last
invoice and payment amount.

Name & Address
This report lists the account name and address vertically.

Unallocated Payments
This reports shows the accounts that have unallocated credits (debits in the purchase ledger)
recorded against them. The standard report shows the account code and name, the current
balance, the value of unallocated payments, and the last payment date for reference.

Analysis Report
The format of this report is fixed, although you can specify the print control to use. Although the
report usually analyses the current year turnover you can choose a different value item to analyse
if you wish.

Aged Analysis
This is one of the most valuable reports, and although the basic format of the report is fixed
(amounts outstanding are summarised in columns depending on the age of the debts) there are
several alternative methods of presentation available to you.
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Include Extra Item
You can print one extra item from the accounts file on the report – for example the default is the
telephone number but you may alternately choose the credit limit. Enter here the data item
number required <F4-Select> is available.

Report Comment
If you want to enter a comment to print on the report at run-time then set this option.

Age on Due Date
Most people prefer to age on original transaction date, in which case you leave this option blank.
If you set this option then transactions are aged on the due date. An extra column, headed
FORWARD, is printed between the BALANCE and CURRENT values to hold amounts not yet
due when this option is set.

Include TX Detail
This is the default setting which you can amend at run-time. Set as to whether you usually
include transactions when running this report.

Include B/F Accounts
An aged account report normally prints only those accounts defined as open item. If you have a
mixture of accounts on file then the total of the aged analysis report would not equal the ledger
balance. If you set this option then balance b/f accounts are also printed on the report although
they are not aged. This allows the report balance total to match that of the ledger control total.

DB and CR Report
If set then if an account has a mixture of unallocated debits and credits separate totals for the
debits and credits are displayed with a net total, if only unallocated debits (credits) then one total
is reported. Only applicable if the following parameter not set.

Credits as Column (Debits for Purchase Ledger)
This option allows you to print an extra column showing the unallocated payments for each
account on the report (these values are already included in the ageing columns).

Double Spacing
Set to leave a blank line between each account on the report.
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Use a Dash Line
Set this, in addition to the above, to replace the blank line between each account with a separator
line.

Single Line Report
Only applicable when not reporting transactions or including the extra item this option puts the
account name on the same line as the account code so that each account only reports as a single
line.

Use Month Names
If ageing on calendar months then setting this option uses the month name rather than ‘Month-1’,
‘Month-2’ etc.

Sort On
Ascending / Descending
You can sort the report on up to four data items from the accounts file and set whether the sort
sequence is to be processed in ascending or descending sequence. For example, in the sales
ledger you may set the report to be sorted on the BALANCE data item in descending order so the
customers who owe the most are at the top of the report.

Sub-Total on Item
If you are sorting your aged report, then you can ask for sub-totals to be printed on change of a
data item. You would usually set the first sort item as the sub-total item you require.

Include Extra Trans Items
If including transactions on the report you can nominate up to five items from the transaction file
to be displayed. When including transactions the system already displays the type, date and
reference of the transaction.

Include All Transactions This Period
The aged analysis report only shows transactions that are outstanding. Setting this option also
includes any transactions entered within the period though doesn’t display anything in the balance
or ageing columns for it.

Print Large Values
The aged analysis and balance columns format the value to print in up to 8 significant figures.
Where a larger value is necessary then setting this option formats the value to print in up to 10
significant figures.
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Allow Sel Transactions
This option allows you to enter selection criteria at run-time for the transactions to be reported.

Customer Profit (Sales Ledger)
This report is used to show the profitability of sales to the customer and usually shows the
account code and name, turnover for the period and year, costs for the period and year plus a
margin of profit over turnover.

Supplier Payment Report (Purchase Ledger)
This report is used to show the transactions due for payment and usually shows the transaction
date, the due date, the reference, description and any status flag. In addition special items are
used to show the payment amount (outstanding less any settlement discount) and discount
available. The report automatically includes the account code and name so these items need not
be specified.

Control Summary
This report is the Ledger Control Summary and has a fixed layout, although you can amend the
printer profile and print settings if required.

Account Statements
You may design up to six standard account statements. If there are balance forward and openitem accounts in the same file, you must have different statement formats for each type.
This option puts you into the document design procedures; you can reach the same option directly
through the Document Design Manager.

Transaction Reports
The same procedure for report design as discussed above for the account reports is followed for
the transaction reports. As well as the data items from the transaction file you may choose a
special ‘161’ data item that will print the account name if you require.

All Transactions Listing
Used for the ‘List All Transactions’ report the usual items listed include the transaction type, date,
account code, reference, description, amount, tax code, tax amount, payment discount and the
transaction total.
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Selective Trans
Used for the day book listings and the period end listings this option allows you to define the
items displayed. Separate listings are shown for invoices, payments and payment adjustments,
credits and invoice adjustments plus, if foreign currency, for exchange differences and exchange
revaluations.

Outstanding Trans
Used for the unallocated transaction reports the usual items listed include the transaction date,
reference, account, transaction total, allocated and outstanding values plus the due date and
description.

Sales / Purchase Analysis
This report analyses the turnover for the period against the transaction analysis code. It is a fixed
report but you can amend the print style and the printing options.

Nominal / General Analysis
This report groups the invoice, credit and invoice adjustment transactions by nominal/general
code giving totals for each code used. The items included on the report are usually the date,
reference, account, amount and tax amount. The nominal/general code is automatically included
in the sub-totals.

Tax Control Reports
This option allows you to configure the tax control report (print style and options only) plus the
EC Totals and Details Report. The EC Totals report usually includes the EC Country, EC Tax
Registration Code and the goods amount. The EC Details report includes the above plus the
transaction date, reference and description.

Transaction Control
This is a fixed report used for the transaction control summary. You can, however, amend the
print style and printing options.

Period / Year End
This parameter screen allows you to control some additional period end options including the
reports included in the automatic period end listings, plus some additional features for the saved
aged analysis routine.
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Prompt for “Save Turnover” in Each Period
Prompt for “Overwrite Turnover” in Each Period
Neither of these items are usually set. They are required if, for example, you use an accounting
calendar of 12 periods but record the turnover values in quarters. If you set the first parameter
then you can choose during the period end the turnover slot to update, the second option allows
you to be prompted whether the turnover is to be zeroed first before updating this period’s value
or whether this periods value is to be added to the existing value.

ASCII Set for Currency Revaluation
This prompt asks for the print style to use for the holding rate and spot rate reports. These are
fixed layout reports.

Set On-Stop Status when Save Aged Analysis (Sales Ledger only)
A/C Item to Allow Extra Days before on Stop (Sales Ledger only)
The first option allows the ‘Save Aged Analysis’ routine to flag an account as on-stop when
transactions are overdue (in the first aged analysis period). The second option allows you to
nominate an item (n-type) on the accounts file to use to give extra leeway before an account is
overdue and stopped.
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The second parameter screen lists the reports available as part of the automatic period end reports
routine. To select a report for the routine click the tick box (or hit Y), to deselect a report click
the tick box again (or hit N).
This parameter screen also contains two options on how some optional features that you can
select when running the reports automatically is to be set when running the reports as part of the
automatic period end report routine.

Transaction Reports Include Analysis
Set if transaction listings are to include the analysis records where applicable.

Aged Debt include Transactions
Set if the aged debtors/creditors report is to include transaction records.
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The third parameter screen lists the reports available as part of the automatic year end reports
routine. To select a report for the routine click the tick box (or hit Y), to deselect a report click
the tick box again (or hit N).
The same report list as for the automatic period end reports are available. However, the account
based reports are of limited use unless the reports are run immediately before the year-end.
Reports on the accounts file like the ‘List of Accounts’ report, or the ‘Customer Analysis Report’
will show the details as at the point in time they are run, as will the ‘Aged Debtors Report’ and
the ‘Ledger Control Summary’. In addition the ‘Tax Reports’ will also be as per the current
period.
The transaction reports ‘Year End Tx Listings’, ‘Unallocated Transactions’, ‘Turnover’ and
‘Nominal’ analysis reports and the ‘Transaction Control Summary’ are the only reports were the
data reported is affected by running from the automatic year-end menu.
This parameter screen also contains two options on how some optional features that you can
select when running the reports automatically is to be set when running the reports as part of the
automatic period end report routine.

Transaction Reports Include Analysis
Set if transaction listings are to include the analysis records where applicable.
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Aged Debt include Transactions
Set if the aged debtors/creditors report is to include transaction records.

Enquire Account Details
The format of the enquiry screen is largely fixed but you can pre-define up to five items from the
accounts file to display on the enquiry plus configure selected aspects of the transaction display.

Show Unallocated Credits in Balance as negative
Set to include an outstanding payment or credit note in the balance column.

Include an Extra Transaction Item before Description (1)
Include an Extra Transaction Item before Description (2)
Select up to two extra items from the transaction file for display.

Restricted Value Size 9999999.99 (bigger description)
Set to restrict the display of the debit, credit and balance columns to 7 significant figures freeing
up space for a larger description / extra item display.
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Show Running Balance on Open-Item Accounts
O/S Balance Only
These options allow the balance column to display a running balance of the effect of the
transaction on the account. Setting the first option restricts the transactions displayed to just those
entered within the period, setting the second option releases this restriction but only shows
outstanding transactions.

Cheque Printing (Purchase Ledger)
This option allows you into the document design procedures for the cheque layout. The option
can be more directly accessed via the Document Design Manager and the design options are
discussed there.

System Status
This screen is for information only and lists the items displayed when the system status option is
selected at run-time.

Application Screen Layouts
This option allows access to the ‘Maintain Accounts’ section of the Application User Facilities.
Refer to this section above for further details.

Select Key Definition
Whenever you press <F4-Select> against an application database within the sales or purchase
ledger the details displayed can be configured to show what you require. This is done via the
‘Select Key Definition’.
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As you select this option the system displays each of the ‘system’ databases used within the
application in turn asking you to select the items, up to ten, that you wish to display. You are also
asked:

LIFO Sequence
The details listed when using <F4-Select> depend on the item searched upon. If search on the
prime-index (which for the customer/supplier file would be the account code) then items are listed
in account code order, if enter a search on a secondary index (for the customer/supplier file this
could be the account name) then items are listed in the order they were created. Setting this
option reverses this sequence so that details are listed in either reverse prime-index or reverse
entry order.

Auto-Sort Column
Auto-Sort Descending
As an alternative to the above you could set the records to be listed in a set sequence. This could
include, in the case of the customer file, the customer account code or balance. The item you sort
on must be one of the list items you have set to be displayed and, here you select the column
number of the data item you wish to sort upon and whether the records are to be sorted in
descending order (leave blank for ascending order).
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Notes
These items only affect the items displayed in the list when selected within the
ledger; they do not affect the items you can filter on (i.e. the header selection
inputs). These are the prime and secondary indexes of the databases concerned.

Recall Standard Text
Recall Standard Text allows you to attach a word or phrase to a specific key combination (such as
<Shift> + <F1>). For example you might have a series of standard texts to use for the transaction
descriptions – i.e. ‘Payment – Thank You’.

Up to fifteen phrases can be entered and these are available for update into a text field throughout
the application.
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Database Profiles
Database Profiles are the interface between the program and the databases, allow the program to
read/update the data and interpret the values contained within. The data item profiles for the
Sales and Purchase ledgers are detailed below.

Account Mandatory
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Account code
Account name

X (10)
X (30)

X, Y
X, &

Balance b/forward

L

K

Current balance

L

K

Unallocated total

L

K

Open item

?-type

Analysis code

T

N, X, Y

First transaction

Y (6)

N, Y (5–8)

Last transaction

Y (6)

N, Y (5–8)

First active trans

Y (6)

N, Y (5–8)

Maximum size of 10 characters
Up to 64 characters. You could specify separate
data items for title, initials and surname,
grouped to give full name
Holds the balance brought forward (whether
open-item or balance-forward account) as at the
end of the previous period
Holds the current balance of the account,
including forward transaction values (a separate
field holds the value of forward transactions, see
later)
Holds the total value of credits (whether
payments, credit notes, or invoice adjustments)
which have yet to be allocated to debit
transactions. It is not used in balance-forward
accounts. It also includes any unallocated credit
amounts in forward transactions
Set to Y if account is open-item, N or blank
indicating balance-forward.
If application
system profile (see appendix B) specifies all
accounts to be open-item, then is set to Y
automatically
Used by Customer Analysis Report to analyse
customer turnover (for example) by county,
salesman, TV region or other characteristic
assigned to the analysis code
If transaction file likely to exceed 1M, then
make Y (8)
If transaction file likely to exceed 1M, then
make Y (8). Pointers used internally to access
transaction chain in transaction file. Record
numbers of the first and last transactions are
held here.
This must be present if fully-allocated
transactions are to be retained after period-end.
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Holds record number of first active transaction
for this account

Account Optional 1
Data Item

Type

Address line 1

X (30)

Address line 2
Address line 3
Address line 4
Post Code
County

X (30)
X (30)
X (30)
X (10)
X (30)

Telephone
Tax code

X (20)
X (1)

Credit days

X (4)

Credit limit

L

Account on stop

?-type

Line discount %

K

Overall discount % K

Settlement disc %

K

Settlement days

N

Alternative

Notes
Up to 64 characters each. Up to 4 lines are used
by the program for confirming a customer name
and address. The accounts file also contains a
separate item for post code that isn’t included in
the profiles.
Second address line
Third address line
Fourth address line
Typically cross-referenced with fourth address
line.

Y (1)

Tax code normally used for each customer.
Used as the default tax code when posting
invoice transactions
N, T
If present, program uses it to calculate date
when invoice is due. If N-type field then holds
number of days (e.g. 30). If X (4), then it can be
used to hold more complex payment terms. It
works in conjunction with Last trading day item
— see below
K, *-type
Used in credit checking at invoice posting or if
creating invoice
If account is on stop (this data item is set to Y)
then you are prevented from posting any invoice
transaction to it
L, M, *-type Used only by invoicing and sales order
processing programs, the line discount rate is
used as default discount rate when entering
customer’s invoice or order
L, M, *-type Again used only by the invoicing and order
processing programs, overall discount rate is
used as default overall discount rate when
entering the account’s invoice or order
L, *-type
These items permit different settlement
discounts and time periods to be defined for
each account.
This contains the discount
percentage.
T, X
This contains the number of days the settlement
discount is to be allowed for.
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Date set up

D

E

When account is created, system date is entered
into this field

Alternative

Notes

Del-Add xref to A/c X(10)

Y

Stm-Add xref to A/c X(10)

Y

Grp-Add xref to A/c X(10)

Y

Date last trans
Date last invoice
Date last payment
Last Statement date

D
D
D
D

E
E
E
E

Statement page no

N

Last trading day

N

T

Forward Balance

L

K

Forward Unalloc.

L

K

Forward Turnover

L

K

Forward Cost

L

K

Delivery address not blank: — this account
record is merely a delivery address for account
specified here. Orders may be created, but sales
transactions are posted to the account specified
here
Statement address not blank: — this is a true
account, but statements are sent to the account
whose code is entered here. The account
address is also printed on the statement
Group address not blank: — this is a true
account, but code written here is also written to
the transaction.
You can sort and select
analyses and reports using this code
Dates of the last transaction of any type posted
Date of the last invoice transaction posted
Date of the last payment transaction posted
Date when a statement was last printed for this
account, only applicable if statement set to
update the date. (P/L only, S/L option on
‘Account Statements’ profile screen.
Keeps running statement page number, so
customer can file in strict page number
sequence, again only applicable if statement set
to maintain this. (Again, P/L only, S/L on
‘Account Statements’).
Day in month which represents cut-off for
payment due. E.g. if invoices dated to 19th of
month should be paid by 10th of following
month, then last trading day is “20”. Ledger
itself may have default last trading day, but
individual customers can have a different day
Where forward postings are allowed this holds
the outstanding value of these forward
transactions.
This holds the unallocated value of any forward
payment or credit transactions.
This holds the turnover value of any forward
transactions.
Sales Ledger only. This holds the cost of sales
value of any forward transactions.

Account Optional 2
Data Item

Type
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Default analysis

N

T, C

Default nominal

X (10)

Y

Open year balance

L

K

Prospect Ident

X (1)

?-type

Suspended account X (1)

?-type

Which Price no.

Y(1)

X(1)

Holds default analysis to be prompted for
customer transactions
Holds default nominal to be prompted for this
accounts transactions
Item updating with the open year balance for
balance b/f accounts.
Sales Ledger only. A “Y” (or any other value
which you define under system profiles) tells the
program that this account is a prospect and not a
live account.
Purchase Ledger only.
Equivalent of the
prospect flag for the purchase ledger.
Sales Ledger only. Used by invoicing and sales
order processing to determine appropriate
product price displayed during invoicing

Account Optional 3
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Allocation letter

X (1)

Alloc-in-progress

?-type

First job record
Last job record

Y (6)
Y (6)

N, Y (5)
N, Y (5)

Autopay amount

L

K

Autopay disc amt

L

K

Autopay tx no

Y(6)

N, Y(5–8)

Retain doc days

N

Notes
Holds last letter used to mark transactions
making up a particular allocation. It is advanced
by one letter after each allocation
A custom field, i.e. not in general use, that
allows transactions to be entered against an
account when allocations are in progress but
block the account being allocated by more than
one user at once.
Sales Ledger only
Sales Ledger only. These last two prompts hold
the record numbers of the first and last job
records for this account in the job costing
system
Purchase Ledger only. This holds the amount to
be paid from the last automatic payment run.
Purchase Ledger only. This item holds the
discount taken on the last automatic payment
run.
Purchase Ledger only. Generated payment
transaction (used by cheque run)
Where text copies of documents are held on file
for use with the DeskTop Ledger Enquiries
facility, you can set a limit to the number of
days they are held for each account.
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Delete at year-end

?-type

Due-Date D of Wk N

X, Y, T

Sett Disc % (2)

K

L

Sett Days (2)

X (4)

N

If set to Y, then account removed by batch
delete facility at year end, if no balance or
outstanding orders.
Holds reference number of any memo attached
to an account. Add two-digit application code
(SL/PL) plus company suffix for filename
Used for discount matrix if present
Two-character country code as determined by
EC
VAT code of customer/supplier
Value of orders outstanding on order processing
system
Value of orders with a F-Forward status on
order processing system.
If present, then rounds up due date to the
specified day of the week, where 1 = Sunday, 2
= Monday, and so on
Holds the second set of settlement terms for use
in Order Processing. This holds the settlement
rate.
This holds the settlement days.

Memo Reference

Y(6) / X(7)

Discount Group
EC Country

N
X (2)

EC Tax Reg
O/s Orders

X (15)
L

K

Fwd O/S Orders

L

K

Alternative

Notes

T

Account Optional 4
Data Item

Type

Last F10 Doc

Y (6)

Default Bank A/C

X (10)

Ignore A/C

?-type

On-Stop User

X (6)

On-Stop Date

D

On-Stop Time

N

Subcontractor

?

Subcon Cert

X (8)

Subcon Expire

D

E

E

If saving large numbers of documents against an
account then this item can hold the last
reference which will speed up enquiries.
Holds the default bank account used for
payments entered manually in the ledger
Flag that can be set to ‘hide’ accounts from
transaction entry and reporting (if balance is 0).
(Sales only) Records the user-id who flagged an
account on-stop.
(Sales only) Records the date the account was
flagged on-stop.
(Sales only) Records the time the account was
flagged on-stop.
(Purchase only) Flag to identify supplier as a
subcontractor. Used when the purchase subcontracting accessory in use.
(Purchase only).
Holds the subcontractor
certificate number.
(Purchase only). Holds the certificate expiry
date.
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Omit Statements

?

Propose-Pay
Pay by DD
Propose Total

?
?
K/L

(Purchase only). Flag which, if set will omit the
account from statement runs.
(Purchase only)
(Purchase only)
(Purchase only)

Account Turnover
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

T/over for year
L
T/over for period
L
T/over period (1-13) L

K
K
K

T/over prev year

K

Updated as each transaction posted
Updated as each transaction posted
Only updated at period-end, from period
turnover item
Updated at end of year, from year turnover item.

L

Account Costs (Sales Ledger)
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Cost for year
Cost for period
Cost period (1-13)

L
L
L

K, M
K, M
K, M

Cost for prev year

L

K, M

Updated as each transaction posted
Updated as each transaction posted
Only updated at period-end, from period costs
item
Updated at end of year, from year costs item.

Account Aged Analysis
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Forward

K

L

Holds the aged values on this account as
generated by the Save Aged Analysis option.
This FORWARD value is only updated/required
if ageing on due date and contains the value of
transaction not yet due.

Current
Age (1-5)
Age Date
Age Time
Age Overdue

K
K
D
N
K

L
L
E

Age Highest

N

L

Date aged values above were last updated
Time aged values above were last updated
Holds the value overdue, if age on due date, or
the value in age slots 1-5 if ageing on
transaction date. (S/L only)
Holds the age in days of the highest overdue
transaction (based on due date or transaction
date accordingly). (S/L only)
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Account Statements (Sales Ledger)
Data Item

Type

Last Statement date D

Statement page no

N

Omit Statements
Stm Comment

?
X (20)

Defer Date

D

Last Stm Flag

Y (1)

Stm Date 1-5

D

Alternative

Notes

E

Date when a statement was last printed for this
account, only applicable if statement set to
update the date.
Keeps running statement page number, so
customer can file in strict page number
sequence, again only applicable if statement set
to maintain this.
Flag if omitting statement print for this account.
Comment entered within the ‘Credit Control
Manager’
Comment date entered within the ‘Credit
Control Manager’ for when you should next
contact the customer for overdue payment.
Holds number 1-5 showing the last statement
run for this customer - the higher the number the
more severe the debt.
Holds individual dates for the differing types of
statement that can be printed for debtor chasing.

E

E

Account Invoicing (Sales Ledger)
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Inv Cost: First

Y(6)

N, Y(5–8)

Inv Cost: Last
Inv Cost: Total
Inv Cost: Accum

Y(6)
N
L

N, Y(5–8)
K

First record number of an invoice costing record
for this account.
Last record number.
Number of invoice costing records for customer
Total of other accumulated value, invoice
costing

Inv Gen: First

Y(6)

N, Y(5–8)

Inv Gen: Last
Inv Gen: Total

Y(6)
Y(6)

N, Y(5–8)
N, Y(5–8)

First record number of an invoice generator
records for this account
Last record number
Number of invoice generator records for
customer.

Account Currency
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Currency Code
Curr Bal-bf

X(3)
L

K

The three-character currency code
This, and the following, values mirror in the
foreign currency the base currency values
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Curr Balance
Curr Unalloc
Curr Open-yr
Curr Fwd Balance
Curr Fwd Unalloc
Curr Fwd T/O
Old Currency

L
L
L
L
L
L
X (3)

K
K
K
K
K
K
Updated with the original currency code on
conversion from a individual european currency
code to the euro currency code.

Account Currency Turnover
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Curr T/O for year

L

K

These values mirror in the foreign currency the
base currency values

Curr T/O for period L
Curr T/O per 1–13 L
Curr T/O prev year. L

K
K
K

Account Sub-Contract (P/L only)
Data Item

Type

Subcontractor
Business Type
1st Name
2nd Name
Surname
Subcontractor UTR
Subcontractor CRN
NINO
Partnership UTR
Partnership Name
Record Action
Record Status
Tax Treatment
Verification No
Date Verified
VAT Registered

?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
D
?

Alternative

Notes

Y

Y

E
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Trans Mandatory
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Transaction type

Y(1)

X(1)

Holds the type of the transaction record.:
1
2
3
4
5

Invoice transaction
Payment transaction
Credit note transaction
Invoice adjustment transaction
Payment adjustment

The valid analysis types are:
9 Standard analysis record, there may be one
or more of these summing to the total of the
invoice, credit note or invoice adjustment
transaction. These carry the sales analysis and
nominal ledger breakdown for the transaction
concerned
Foreign currencies are supported for Datafile
Diamond and Datafile Premier systems, and the
following additional transactions can be created:
6 Exchange difference — Foreign currency
ledgers only; used to clear home currency
balance on an allocation
7 Revaluation difference — Foreign currency
ledgers; the effect of a holding rate revaluation
on an account, must be updated to the nominal
ledger
8 Temporary provisional amount; used in bad
debt provisions, and also foreign currency spotrate revaluations (provisional transactions in
nominal ledger)
Transaction date
Account code

D
X (10)

E
X, Y

Reference
Description
Amount
Tax code

X (6)
X (20)
L
X (1)

X, Y
X, Y
K
Y (1)

Tax amount

L

K

Date given to transaction
Must be the same data item type and size as
given for the account code in the account file
Can be increased to Y(8), or X(10)
Up to maximum of 28 characters
Net amount excluding tax
Holds tax code number or letter used for this
transaction
Tax amount.
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Payment discount
Total

L
*-type

K

Allocation amount

L

K

Account record no
Next transaction

Y (6)
Y (6)

N,Y (5)
N,Y(5–8)

Outstanding

*-type

Payment discount
Calculated data item. Elements in calculation
are goods amount, plus tax, plus discount —one
of the latter two items is always zero
In an open item a/c transaction, this shows
amount allocated so far. For £100 invoice, if it
shows £100 then invoice is fully paid; if it
shows £20, there is £80 outstanding; if zero, the
full invoice is outstanding
Record no. in accounts file of account record
Record number of next transaction for account
in transaction file
Total less allocated amount

Trans Optional 1
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Nominal code

X (10)

Y

Nominal updated

?-type

General code

N

T, X

Analysis code

T

N

Credit days

X (4)

N, T

Due date

D

E

Old transaction

?-type

Sett disc amount

L

K

Sett disc days

N

X, T

Sett disc date

D

E

Batch number
User item 1
User item 2

N
X (15)
L

Any
Any

Only used in type 6–9 analysis records, plus
types 2 and 5 payments
Nominal ledger changes this to Y as it posts
each transaction into its own files. The next
time nominal ledger is updated from the ledger,
marked transactions are ignored and cannot be
posted again
May be used only if the ledger is not linked to
the nominal ledger.
Used as the basis of the transactions analysis
report. You can use it for (say) a product group
code or a salesperson’s number
The number of days’ credit allowed on this
transaction, may be varied from invoice to
invoice. Used to calculate the next item . . .
The date payment is due, calculated as invoice
date plus credit days
If transactions are retained at period end, then
fully allocated ones are marked as “old”.
Available for lookup therefore
Settlement discount amount which may be taken
if paid in time
Number of days from invoice date for which
settlement discount may be taken.
Date by which payment to be made to qualify
for settlement discount
Internally-generated batch number
(Except table and calculated fields)
(Except table and calculated fields)
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User item 3
Date allocated

N
D

Any
E

Cost Value

L

K, M

(Except table and calculated fields)
(on Trans Optional 3 for purchase ledger)
Holds the date the transaction was fully
allocated.
Sales Ledger only. Holds total cost entered for
transaction, if you’re using costs

Trans Optional 2
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Job Reference

X (10)

Y

Job Code Analysis

X (10)

Y

Job cost updated

?

Forward trans.

?-type

Purchase Ledger Only. This item used to hold
the job code if ledger linked to job costing.
Purchase Ledger Only. Holds the cost code
reference
Purchase Ledger Only. Set to Y when updated
into job costing
Set to Y if this is a transaction for the next
period.
Holds the value of this transaction that is
allocated against a forward transaction.
Accounting period of transaction; mandatory if
forward transactions
For stock code if using ledger lookup to stock
(see System Profiles)
Holds the delivery address account code that the
transaction was entered for.
Holds the statement address account code that
the transaction is to be reported to.
Holds the group address account code for the
head office.
The invoice enquiry on the Desktop Ledger
Enquiry uses the transaction description as the
description for the invoice. This option allows
you to nominate an alternate item to use instead.
Note: that changing this will not affect
previously generated documents.
Allocation
process
normally
displays
description (amongst other items) to identify
transactions. Any other field can be specified
instead of description, including (say)
concatenated field of several items to help
identify transaction
Similar to above, when defining ledger enquiry
Transactions allocated at one time can all be
flagged with same letter in this field for future
identification

Forward allocation L

K

Period Number

N

Stock/Product

X (10)

Y

Del-Add Account

X (10)

Y

Stm-Add Account

X (10)

Y

Grp-Add Account

X (10)

Y

Alt Desc / Inv-docs X

&

Alt Desc in Alloc

&

X

Alt Desc in Enquiry X
Allocation Letter
X (1)

&
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Allocation X-Ref

X(10)

Y

Flag (B C D P U)

X (1)

Y

Flag by USERID

X (6)

This is the reference field of the credit (payment
or credit note) against which this invoice has
been allocated. Where more than one credit is
used in an allocation, then the reference number
used is that of the most recent of the ones being
allocated. Only applies to invoice transactions
Flagged Status of the transaction
B Bad debt (sales ledger only)
C Contra to account in other ledger
D Transaction in dispute
P Marked for payment (purchase ledger only)
U Unauthorised (purchase ledger only)
X Ignore on statement if fully allocated
If present, any time record is flagged, the user id
of the user who does so is posted into this field.

Trans Optional 3
Data Item

Type

Alternative

EC Country

X (3)

EC Tax Reg

X (15)

EC Acquis Tax

L

K

Last alloc amt

L

K

Pay disc taken

L

K

Date allocated

D

E

Due "AsAt" Date

D

E

Qty (calc goods)

K

L, M

Price (calc goods)

K

L, M

Alloc comment
Job Reference

X (20)
X (16)

Job cost updated

?

Sett disc amt (2)

L

K, *-type

Notes
Copied from accounts file; needed for EC
reports
Copied from accounts file; needed for EC
reports
Purchase Ledger only. EC acquisition tax
calculated when transaction posted
The last amount allocated; used for printing
remittance advices
Actual payment discount taken, used for
printing remittance advices
Purchase Ledger only (Sales ledger has this on
Transaction Optional 1 screen) This holds the
date the transaction was fully allocated.
Purchase Ledger Only.
Used for special
forward dating terms
Purchase Ledger Only. To allow quantity times
price for gross, and saved for stock update this
item holds the quantity.
Purchase Ledger Only. This item holds the cost
price.
Optional comment when making allocations
Sales Ledger Only. (Purchase Ledger holds this
on Trans Optional 2) This holds the job
reference for the transaction.
Sales Ledger Only. This is flagged to show the
job file has been updated from this transaction.
Order Processing systems can calculate a second
set of settlement terms for giving a smaller
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discount if the transaction is paid outside the
first settlement period. This and the next two
items store these values for memo purposes
(they are not available within the allocations
input)
Sett disc days (2)
Sett disc date (2)
Payment Type

N
D
N

T, X
E
T

Sales Ledger Only. Holds the payment type
when using multiple payment analysis.

Trans Cash Tax
Used for cash accounting purposes, where tax is payable only when invoices are paid. All three
must be present in your files for this feature to function.
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Tax B/Forward
Alloc B/Forward
Payment Tax

L
L
L

K
K
K

Notes

Trans Currency
Required for foreign currency operation, values mirror the same transaction items as for the base
currency, except they hold the foreign currency values.
Data Item

Type

Curr Code

X(3)

Curr Rate Orig

M

Curr Rate Now

M

Curr Fixed
Curr Amount
Curr Tax Amt
Curr Pay Disc
Curr Total
Curr Allocated
Curr Outstanding
Curr Fwd Alloc
Curr Last Alc Amt

?
L
L
L
*-type
L
*-type
L
L

Alternative

Notes
Transaction currency code, taken from the
account record
Exchange rate used when the transaction was
first written
Exchange rate now in use on this transaction. It
would differ from the original rate if the
transaction had been revalued at any time
Set to Y if transaction not to be revalued

K
K
K
K
K
K

Purchase Ledger only
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Trans Sub Contract (Purchase Ledger)
Used in conjunction with the purchase ledger sub-contractors accessory.
Data Item

Type

Alternative

Notes

Subcon – Disc

K

L

Subcon-Ret
Subcon-Tax
Subcon – Goods

K
K
K

L
L
L

Subcon – Tax
Subcon – Materials
Subcon – Status
Subcon – VAT Reg

K
?
X
?

L

Holds the discount value calculated as part of
the subcontractor invoice entry.
Holds the retention value calculated.
Holds the tax payment value calculated
Holds the original goods value prior to
deductions
Holds the original tax value prior to deductions.

Copy Items
You specify here data items which are to be copied from one file to another as records are created

Copy Account to Trans
When transactions and analysis records are written, whether from ledger or from order processing
or invoicing modules, you can define items to be copied from the a/c record to the tx. record.
This is in addition to any which might be copied anyway, such as the account code, and so on

Copy Stock to Trans
When analysis transactions are written, if you are using the ledger Link to stock feature, you can
action copy items from the stock record to the transaction analysis record.

Copy Trans to Log
If using the Premier allocation log file then this option allows you to define copy items from the
transaction record to the log file record.
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